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Thursday, Sept. 19. Entrance Examinations.
Priday,
S, 
Sept. 20. Entrance Examinations.
aturday Sept. 21. Registration, Freshman class.
Monday, Sept. 23. Examinations for removal of conditions. Regis-
tration, Sophomore class.
'Tuesday, Sept. 24. Examinations for removal of conditions. Regis-
tration, Junior class. First meeting of Sopho-
more and Freshman classes.
Vednesday, Sept. 25. Examinations for removal of conditions. Regis-
tration, Senior class. First meeting of Junior
class.
Thur 4
mo -,is-aY, Sept. 26. First meeting of Senior class.
11'‘aY, Sept. 30. Formal opening of College year with Solemn
High Mass in St. Joseph's Memorial Chapel.
First meeting of the Sodalities.
t..,,ednesday 
Oct. . 
2 First meeting of the Debating Societies.
i uesdaY, ' 8. First Paper in Minor Logic.s
,raturday Oct. 12. Columbus Day; holiday.
a lleSciay, Oct. 15. First Paper in Natural Theology.
Monday, Oct. 21. Minor Logic Specimen.
"Tu e s d ay, Oct. 22. First Paper in General Ethics. Treatise ex-
amination in Minor Logic.
Sat 
Annual Retreat begins at 8 P. M.
ur d_
ve, 4Y, Oct. 26. Annual Retreat closes.
i.. u riesda--y, Oct. 30. First paper in General Ethics.
s.,idaY, Nov. 1.
ikLurday, • Nov. 2
Feast of All Saints; holy day and holiday.
. Feast of All Souls. First hour free.
ursdaY, Nov. 7. Second Paper in Natural Theology.
nday, Nov. 11.Thu Armistice Day; holiday.
ndaY, Nov. 14. Treatise examination in Natural Theology..,
',turdaY, Nov. 16. Marks for First Quarter close.
Wednesday, Nov. 27. Thanksgiving holidays begin after the third
period. Second paper in General Ethics.
2., Thanksgiving holidays end for all classes at
9 A. M.
Wednesday, Dec. 11. Examination in Ars Poetica for all Freshnio
in the A.B. course.
Thursday, Dec. 12. First paper in Fundamental Psychology.
Thursday, Dec. 19. Christmas holidays begin at 9:50 A. M. Thiru
paper in General Ethics for Seniors; first
paper in Major Logic for Juniors.
Christmas holidays end for Junior, Sophomore,
and Freshman classes.
Semester examinations in English Composition
for Sophomore and Freshman classes; qua!:
terly examination in Religion for Pow'
class, 9 A.M.
Friday, Jan. 3. Christmas holidays end for Senior class.
terly examination in Senior Religion, 9 A.
Treatise examination in General Ethics, 9 A.
Marks for Second Quarter close.
27 —Friday, Jan. 31. Mid-year Examination perir4:
31. Treatise examination in Fundamental Psychrw
ogy.'
Semester holiday.
Formal opening of second semester.
tion of all classes. ,
6. Treatise examination in Major Logic.
Senior-Junior Prize Debate, 8 P. M.
Senior Reception to Freshman class in Fenwici
Hall.
First Paper in Advanced Psychology.
Washington's birthday; holiday.
Ash Wednesday. First paper in Special E thics'
Examinations for removal of conditions.
Sophomore-Freshman Prize Debate, 8 P. 1st
Feast of St. Thomas Aquinas, Patron of 
losophers; Philosophy Academy.
First Paper in Ontology.


















































Mar. 10. Horace-Juvenal examination for all Sophomores
in the A.B. course.
Mar. 12. Annual Home Concert of the Musical Clubs.
Mar. 14. Announcement of subjects for prize essays.
Mar. 19. Marks for the Third Quarter close.- Second
Paper in Advanced Psychology.
Mar. 20. Oratorical Contest, 8 P. M.
Mar. 25. Treatise examination in Ontology. Second
Paper in Special Ethics. ,
Apr. 8. Easter holidays, begin at 9:50 A. M. First
Paper in Cosmology.
Apr. 10. Good Friday.
Apr. 21. Easter holidays end for Junior, Sophomore, and
Freshman classes at 9 A. M.
Apr. 22. Easter holidays end for Senior class at 9 A. M.
Apr. 28. Third Paper in Advanced Psychology.
May 3. Trial contest for commencement speakers.
May 6. Presentation of Annual Play.
May 11. Treatise examinations in Cosmology and Special
Ethics. -
May 12. Fourth Quarter Marks close for elective courses.
May 12 —Saturd,ay, May 16. Final written examination
period, Senior and Junior classes.
May 14. Treatise Examination in Advanced Psychology.
May 21. Feast of the Ascension. Holy day and holiday.
May 28 —Wednesday, June 3. Final Examination period,
Sophomore and Freshman classes.
May 30. Memorial Day; holiday.
June 1. Oral examinations in Philosophy begin.
June 4. Senior Retreat.
June 7. Baccalaureate Sermon, 8 P. M.
June 9. Alumni Day.
June 10. Commencement.
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COLLEGE OF THE HOLY CROSS
WORCESTER, MASS.
Conducted by the Fathers of the Society of Jesus
ACT OF INCORPORATION
An act of the Legislature of Massachusetts, date March 24, 1865,
reads as follows:
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
11' THE YEAR. ONE THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND SIXTY-FIVE
AN ACT
h to incorporate the Trustees of the College of the Holy Cross
it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives, in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:
v.SEcTioN 1. James Clarke, Charles Fulmer, James C. Moore, Charles
Livy Vigilante, their associates and successors, are hereby
onstituted a body corporate by the name of the ,Trustees of the Col-
ege of the Holy Cross, in the city of Worcester, and they and their
successors and such as shall be duly elected members of such cor-
aPoration, shall be and remain a body corporate by that name forever;
_fict for the orderly conducting of the business of said corporation,
as 
occasion 
said trustees shall have power and authority, from time to time,
ta may require, to elect a President, Vice-President, Secre-
berY, Treasurer, and such other officers of said corporation as may
re f°11/1d necessary, and to declare the duties and tenures of their
visPective offices, and also to remove any trustee from the corporation
otherwise 
in their judgment he shall be rendered incapable, by age or
of discharging the duties of his office, or shall neglect orrefuse to perform the same, and also from time to time to elect newsh t;t.lbers of said corporation; provided that the number of members
tiever be less than five nor more than eleven.
• tcTioN 2. The said corporation shall have full power and author-ity to
hot, netermine at what times and places their meetings shall be
Itleeute,o, and the manner of notifying the trustees to convene such
iehe ulgs, and also from time to time to elect a President of said Col-
sal,' and such professors, tutors, instructors and other officers of thedetgercollege, as they shall judge most for the interest thereof, and totires mine the duties, salaries, emoluments, responsibilities and ten-of their several offices; and the said corporation is further em-
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powered to purchase or erect and keep in repair such houses and
other buildings as it shall judge necessary for said college, and
confer such degrees as are conferred by any college in this Commix':
wealth, except medical degrees; provided nevertheless, that no cor-
porate business shall be transacted at any meeting unless a majorirY
of the trustees are present.
SEcrioN 3. Said corporation may have a common seal which it maY
alter or renew at pleasure, and all deeds sealed with the seal of said
corporation and signed by its order, shall, when made in the cor-
porate name, be considered in law as the deeds of said corporation,
and said corporation may sue and be sued in all actions, real, personal,
or mixed, and may prosecute the same to final judgment and exectl-
tion, by the name of the Trustees of the College of the Holy Cross;
and said corporation shall be capable of taking and holding, in fee
simple or any less estate, by gift, grant, bequest, devise or otherwise,
any lands, tenements, or other estate real or personal, to an amount
not exceeding three hundred thousand dollars.
SECTION 4. The clear rents and profits of all the estate, real an
personal, of which the said corporation shall be seized and possessed,
shall be appropriated to the endowment of said college, in such mar'
ner as shall best promote virtue, piety, and learning in such of
languages and of the liberal and useful arts and sciences as shall
be recommended from time to time by the said corporation, conform;
ing, however, to the will of any donor or donors in the application lx
any estate which may be given, devised, or bequeathed, for any P3r.d-
ticular object connected with the college; and no misnomer of the sai
corporation shall defeat or annul any donation, gift, grant, devise c'r
bequest, to or from the said corporation.
SECTION 5. The Legislature of this Commonwealth may alter, lirmitj
restrain, or annul, any of the powers vested by this act in the sal.,
corporation, as shall be deemed necessary, and more especially 027
appoint overseers or visitors of the said college, with all necessarl
powers for the better aid, preservation and government thereof.
SECTION 6. The granting of this Charter shall never be considere,d
as any pledge on the part of the Commonwealth that pecuniarY al
shall hereafter be granted to the college. '
House of Representatives, March 21, 1865.
Passed to be enacted, Alex H. Bullock, Speaker.
In Senate, March 23, 1865.






THE College of the Holy Cross was founded in the year
1843 by the Rt. Rev. Benedict Joseph Fenwick, sec-
ond Bishop of Boston, and is the oldest Catholic College
in New England. It had long been a cherished desire of
Bishop Fenwick to establish in his diocese, which then in-
cluded the City of Worcester, an institution for the higher
education of Catholic young men. In bringing about the
realization of this desire he was aided by the Rev. James
Fitton, who had, as early as 1838, established the Seminary
Zi Mt. St. James on the hill which now bears that name,was then known as Pakachoag, "Hill of Pleasant
Sut
/IP. rings." This institution, Father Fitton presented to the
disiloP in 1843, and on this site the distinguished prelate
e.termined to build his college. He gave it the name of
112! Cathedral, with the motto and emblem of the Boston
Ihocese---a cross in the heavens, as it appeared to the Em-
peror Constantine, with its historic legend.
In order to secure for New England students the bene-
ts of that unique plan of collegiate instruction, the Ratiou
udiorum, which had been for two centuries the invigor-
ting pattern of continental education, Bishop Fenwick
sin'ited the founders of that system, the Fathers of the
v?c.ietY of Jesus, whose missionary and educational acti-
l'1 
ies on the North American continent began as early as
_ 0, to organize the courses of study according to the
c_urricula of their college at Georgetown in the District of
°11imbia, and to take entire charge of the teaching. On
rile second day of November, 1843, the first classes were
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organized, and were held in the seminary structure until
the completion of the first college building in January,
1844.
The generous patronage and zealous interest of Bishop
Fenwick continued unfailingly, and a few days before Ilis
death on the 6th of August, 1846, he ceded to the Fathers
full possession of the institution, land and buildings unen-
cumbered.
A disaster that threatened its existence visited the young
college in July, 1852, when the whole of the central build-
ing was destroyed by fire. Through the sympathetic
cooperation of Rt. Rev. John B. Fitzpatrick, who had $ue"
ceeded to Bishop Fenwick's see, only a single scholastic
year was lost, for the college, enlarged and remodeled,
reopened on the 3rd of October, 1853.
BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT
The College campus contains sixty acres on the south'
em end of the City of Worcester, nearly two miles from
the business district, at an elevation of 693 feet above the
sea. To the north is an extensive and most delightful vie(
of the city, at the time of the founding of the College 3
town of hardly 10,000 inhabitants; now the second largest
city in Massachusetts, with a population of more than
196,000. Over and beyond its many towers and spires, the
summit of Mt. Wachusett looms high against the northern
horizon.
During the last decade there have been added to the,
campus four, fine structures, St. Joseph's Chapel, DinlIne
Library, Loyola Hall and Kimball Hall.
The following is a list of the college buildings with the
year of erection:
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Fenwick Hall is the oldest of the college buildings. In
the spring of 1875 the remnant spared by the fire of 1852
W as raised and extended toward the east. The central span
houses the offices of the administration on the first floor,
faculty living quarters on the second, and student dormi-
tories on the third. The east frontage is occupied, on the
first and second floors, by the students' refectories, while
tile upper part of the building contains the Sodality
C. hapel. The infirmary is located in a small wing ad join-
,ng this part of the building at its south end.
,Colcane Hall, named for a former beloved Rector of
Cross, stands at the summit of Linden Lane facingtile campus. It was built in 1895 and is a lively center of
11,,ndergraduate activity. In the basement is to be found the
tudents  Recreation Hall, where billiards, cards, radio and
h er pleasant pastimes may be enjoyed during leisure
Ours. Two floors of the south wing and a part of the west
!re occupied by the Department of Chemistry. Six labora-
rYries are in constant use by the students of general, ana-
a ical, organic, colloidal and physical chemistry, in which
dre applied the principles enunciated in the several specially
r esigned lecture halls which are placed with convenient
ceference to the laboratories. O'Kane Hall also houses the
aPacious assembly hall, among the features of which is aloarge and well-equipped stage for dramatic productions.
4:11 the upper floors of the building are located several cor-.Ors of pleasantly situated students' quarters.
4,1u1flni Hall, which the generosity of former students•
aue it possible to erect in 1905, is a thoroughly modern,
orePrnof building, the upper floors of which contain nearly
t_tle hundred private living rooms available for residence
nlembers of the sophomore class. The rest of the build-
tng is devoted to the purposes of the Physics Department.
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Here are situated the lecture theatre, apparatus room,
museum and laboratories where students of this branch of
science are instructed in theory and trained in practice.
Beaven Hall is the first of the college buildings en-
countered by the visitor to Holy Cross. The gift of the
late Rt. Rev. Thomas D. Beaven, D.D., and the clergy of
the Springfield diocese, it opened to its first occupants in
September, 1913. Modern in every detail, the three upPet
floors provide comfortable living quarters for the members
of the junior class, while the Biology Department has the
entire lower floor for its quarters. A large lecture hall and
three fully equipped laboratories give adequate service to
premedical students and to those others who desire a gen-
eral knowledge of the field for cultural purposes.
Loyola Hall is the newest of the dormitory buildings,
having opened its doors for the first time in 1922. Its
location and design make it an architectural companion of
Alumni Hall. The one hundred living rooms that are
located on the three upper floors are reserved for members
of the senior class. Nine large classrooms occupy the
lower floors.
Dinand Library situated on the terraced slope be-
tween O'Kane and Beaven Halls, exemplifies the best al'
dition of the architecture of the Italian Renaissance'
Dedicated in November, 1927, it is already accorded a
prominent place among establishments of its kind. The
number of volumes owned and available approximates
105,000 and they represent to a satisfactory degree, everY
major classification of the Library of Congress, according
to which system the Holy Cross collection is being cata-
logued. Hundreds of classified pamphlets and manuscripts
in various fields increase the students' reference resources.
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The Reading Room is the most heavily patronized part
Of the building. Here are found the principal reference
collections, encyclopedias, dictionaries, bibliographies, year
books, concordances and other utensils, both general and
Special. Here, too, is situated the card catalogue of nearly
179,000 cards for the 63,000 volumes catalogued up to
date. In such environment the student finds admirable
facilities for study, and each year shows a marked increase
lu the numbers using it for that purpose.
Occupying the entire lower floor of the east wing, the
Browsing Room is designed for a comfortable indulgence
in recreational reading. Partaking somewhat of the nature
of the home library, with which are mingled some of the
characteristics of the club, the combination of easy chairs,
smoking privileges and pleasant books of essays, biography,
fiction, travel and the like, produces an atmosphere and an
°PPortunity that are not duplicated elsewhere on the cam-
The Periodical Room is above and co-extensive with the
13rowsing Room. Nearly two hundred periodicals, from
dailY newspapers to annuals, both foreign and domestic,
and in several languages, are received on subscription. The
current issues are set in conveniently located racks, below
:Which cabinets of drawers house the immediate back num-
bers, while older issues are to be secured on application to
the attendant. To make the contents of these publications
as useful as possible, the more important periodical indexes
are centrally placed for quick consultation.
„Immediately over the Periodical Room is the Leonard
oral Debating Hall. This apartment, which seats
about 200 and is furnished with an especially constructed
.rost
bati g- 
runin-is for the use of the Philomathic and B. J. F. 
Societies
De-
to membership in one or other of which
everY student is 'eligible.
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The west wing of the main floor houses the Museum,
where are exhibited many of the choice, valuable and his-
toric treasures of the College. Valuable paintings, sculp-
tures, coins, books and pamphlets whose antiquity, rarity
or edition give them a peculiar value, documents associated
with the growth of the College, the history of the Church
or the development of the country, autographs and manu-
scripts are some of the categories represented in the Mu-
seum exhibit. Of special interest is the growing collection
of Jesuitana, which embraces the works of many early
writers of the Society of Jesus. ,
The administration of the Library is in the hands of
a competent professional staff which includes a Faculty
Librarian, a Lay Librarian, and an Assistant Librarian, a
Reference Librarian, a Secretary and three Cataloguers.
These, with the assistance of a number of undergraduates
who are employed in various capacities, are able to serve the
student body efficiently during thirteen hours of every day
of the week, including Sundays and holidays. Early in the
first semester the Librarian visits each section of the Fresh-
man class for the purpose of acquainting the new students
with the Library and its resources, and of instructing them
in the most effective methods of library usage.
St. Joseph Memorial Chapel, the center of the stu-
dents' spiritual life, rears its colonnaded façade above the
scene at the eastern extremity of the campus. Known for
its architectural beauty and purity of design, it is a fitting
symbol of the ideals that permeate and dominate the cul-
ture of Holy Cross.
Kimball Hall, a beautiful and commodious refectory
building, was opened during the past year. This build-
ing contains• a kitchen and refectory accommodating
one thousand students. It contains. also a theatre ac-
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cornmodating seven hundred, a cafeteria, the office of
Discipline, the Athletic -,Offices and a number of other
rooms for various activities. This building also incorpo-
rates the heating plant and laundry.
Gymnasium. This building contains a basketball
court and bowling alleys. While this 'gymnasium is only
temporary, until funds are available for a more elaborate
building, it is serving effectively, a large number of stud-
ents with opportunities for exercise and games under
capable directors ,
The Athletic Fields contain the football gridiron, the
b• aseball diamond, the quarter-mile track, tennis courts,
handball courts, basketball courts and facilities for all other
Outdoor sports. The baseball diamond on Fitton Field is
b• ounded on the east by the football gridiron which is sur-
r,?unded on three sides by stadia seating nearly 20,000.
'reshman Field and Alumni Field are suitable for practice
and for the games of the junior teams. The plateau that
cir.owns the hill south of the College buildings is laid out in
'Jamonds and gridirons for intra-mural contests, in which
"le majority of undergraduates participate.
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM
THE system of education is the one common to all thecolleges of the Society of Jesus and is guided by the
principles outlined in the famous Ratio Studiorum. It is a
system based on studied experience and centuries of obser-
vation. In this system the principle of unity in education
is of prime importance. It makes the education of a youth
from his entrance into college to the completion of his
course a graded, related and systematic unit directed not
to the mere accumulation of facts, but to the developtnot
of his faculties and the training of his character.
This system invests education with all the sanctity and
serious responsibility of religion itself. It holds that the.
attainment thereof can best be had by particular means'
These means, as it conceives them, are adapted to all stu-
dents because all are alike in those particulars with which
education in its proper meaning has to do and only differ
in those respects with which education is not concerned.
While admitting that students vary in talents, in powers
of application, in mental tendencies and aptitudes, the sys-
tem fearlessly asserts that all students have intellectual fac-
ulties essentially similar, v.g., memory, powers of observ3;
tion, of reasoning, of judgment, of imagination and 0'
discrimination; and since these powers are of the sof
essential character in all, they are strengthened and devel
oped by similar exercises and similar training in whornso-
ever found.
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It proceeds on the theory that genuine education calls
throughout for the supervision and control of trained, ex-
perienced educators and is not to be regulated by the inex-
perienced student himself. Keeping in view the essential
distinction between collegiate and university education, as
that of a general as distinguished from a special or profes-
4onal education, the studies are for the most part
Prescribed. Its immediate object makes this course im-
perative. It aims at the preliminary development of the
Whole man as the essence of education and its only legiti-
luate meaning. After this is had, specialization along
Particular lines may properly follow.
, Assuming that there is a hierarchy in the branches of
4nowledge, this system insists on the advantages of a pre-
scribed training in the humanities, mathematics, general
s.cience, logic, psychology, ethics and religion as the best
.basis for any profession or for further intellectual training
lu any direction.
This system, employed substantially in over two hun-
dred and twenty-five colleges, rests on the theory that men
tdf fully developed faculties who have been previously
vtained to correct and accurate reasoning, to close obser-
to tireless industry, to keen discrimination, to sus-a't:1iled application, to sound and sober judgment, to vivid
ou.d lively imagination, ordinarily will outstrip in any line
at human endeavor the single-sided man who immediately
Plies his untried, unprepared and untutored powers to
'115 special life-work.
1101Y Cross College, therefore, following a system dab-
(;tated by centuries of experience and meeting the demand
ju°r modern improvements by wise adaptation and read-
de stillent, undertakes to mould the characters of her stu-_ents to habits of patient industry, of mental and moral
inPerance and intelligent interests. By the constant exer-
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cise and concordant enlargement of many faculties, by an
introduction to many sciences, by grounding in logic, in
the general principles of philosophy and in ethics, this
training preserves any one faculty in the formative period
of life from so abnormally developing as to stunt' or atro-
phy others. It lays before the student in large outline a
map of the realm he may afterwards traverse in part and
in detail, and it co-ordinates and relates his after-speciall
to other learning. It aims at the double end of maturing
the faculties and fixing the habits, and at the same tinle
constructing a firm, broad, solid and substantial founda-
tion on which to erect the superstructure of particular
callings.
After the completion of such a course as is here givo'
the graduate is not sent to the medical school without suffi'
cient preparation in chemistry, physics and biology. No"
does he lack a clear knowledge of the moral responsibilirY
of the physician and surgeon. He is not sent to the lavi
school without an intelligent grasp of the ethical nature
and development Of man and of the logical processes which
make for and characterize sound judgment. He is not sent
to the profession of teaching without adequate training for
success in grasping truth and imparting it to others, with-
out a more intimate knowledge of the responsibility of 3
teacher than he can acquire from a few vague talks oP
pedagogy. He is not sent to the theological seminary with'
out any knowledge of the language in which the New,
Testament was written, or the methods of philosophical,
reflection and their hearing upon the problems of life and
destiny. On the contrary, when the graduate passes from
the college, whether he devotes himself chiefly to the high-
est learning, or seeks at once a training in applied science
or in a profession he will at any rate carry into the univer-
sity a mind equipped for the work it demands.
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METHOD OF TEACHING
The college is in its method of teaching primarily tutor-
ial, not professorial. The formation it proposes to give is
effected by personal and intimate relations between small
groups of pupils and a teacher, whose duty comprehends
guidance, advice and encouragement as well as instruction.
In order that this tutorial method may be pursued most
effectively, a number of instructors are assigned to each
Hall, and in every Student-House teachers reside to whom
the students may have recourse for guidance in studies.
Such a method of education gives the student time and
°PPortunity to study. It enables him to compare his ca-
pacities and inclinations. It helps him to make a life deci-
sion which shall be founded on observation, experience and
reason.
MORAL TRAINING
The supervision over the student's moral life is as sys-
tematic as the direction of his mental life. Education, as
understood in this system, is, as has been said, the training
of the whole man, in which training the supreme element
is growth along the lines of Christian morality. The whole
sYstem rests on the principle that men cannot truly ad-
vance in knowledge unless they advance more closely to
C°(1. The truth expressed in bold letters over the entrance
to the College Library emphasizes the ultimate purpose of
e,ducation as understood in this College, "Ut Cognoscant
e So/urn Deum Verum Et Quern Misisti Jesum Chris-turn.",
Vhile recognizing in its fullest extent the advantages of
a liberareducation in the purely secular order, the college
az'It the same time understands that education itself contains
Power that can form or sustain character. Only when
is occupied with the entire man, Body, Intellect and Soul,
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and with man's entire life, the present and future, does
education attain its ultimate end.
We reject that view which limits the scope of education
to the commercial advantages it possesses or the qualities
it confers on its votaries to move among men with that
ease and grace of manner which is the flower of the human-
ities. Education should rather seek to form a Christian
character, and through a training addressed to the student's
spiritual nature build up in him and strengthen character
against the disturbing forces of his impulses and passions.
Rightly, therefore, does Holy Cross College insist that
in every stage of intellectual development religious instruc-
tion be interwoven with training in the secular branches of
knowledge. This instruction aims at planting in the heart
such principles of rectitude as will afterwards serve as 3
guide, a warning, a stimulus. Since Religion is the highest
concern of man, as well as the strongest defense of a ri-a-
tion, Religion is made a prescribed subject. Men, long
trained in the world's best wisdom, whose consciences hale
been formed to the law of God by years of self-disciPline
are the expounders of the eternal truth.
THE COLLEGE YEAR
THE College Year begins in September and is continu-
ous throughout two semesters of approximately
eighteen. weeks each. Examinations are held at the end
Of each semester.
CLASS HOURS
The morning class periods are from 9.00 to 11.40; the
afternoon periods from 12.30 to 5.00. Punctual attend-
ace of students is so insisted on that late students are not
admitted to class._
HOLIDAYS
The year is divided into two semesters: the first semes-ter from September to February, the second from Febru-
a_rY to the early part of June. Recesses are granted at
Lhristmas and Easter. The limits of these recesses may
be extended without serious detriment to a student's
Class standing. Parents and guardians are therefore re-
quested not to sanction or to ask for such extension. They
e reminded, also, that exceptions made in favor of indi-
viduals are unfair to other students and injurious to dis-
ciPline.
ordinary holidays are as follows: holy days of obli-
a state and national holidays, and the mid-year ex-
Mination holiday.
GENERAL REGULATIONS
Student Health Service. In return for the student
health service fee, medical service for all students is mail'
tamed, with the following privileges:
1. Consultation with the College Physician daily, f
necessary.
2. All visits by the College Physician while the student
is confined in the College infirmary.
3. Board, lodging and nursing at the College infirrnatt
The nursing includes the services of the nurse regulatl
employed by the College but does not include the empler
ment of special nurses. The latter, if employed, must
paid for by the student. In case the College infirmary is
filled to capacity, the College is not under obligation t°
provide hospital service elsewhere free of cost.
4. No student is required to patronize the College PhY;
sician. But with the permission of the College Director 01
Health and at the expense of his parents, a student 0131i
consult any physician whom his parents designate. In a
cases, medicines will be paid for by the student.
Physical Training. While attending to the mental
development of the student and safeguarding his rnot'e
character, the college authorities have not overlooked. wi
importance of physical training. The student is provde,'
with football and baseball fields, running track, tennis,
handball and basketball courts and a temporary gYulci
nasium. Not only are physical instructors and experienc,e _
coaches and trainers provided, but all this is under toe
supervision and direction of a member of the facultY:
who will see that the students do not become so engrossed
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In athletics that their studies may be neglected or their
health suffer in any way. Special attention is directed
to intra-mural sports.
With regard to all forms of college activities, the policy
'f the college authorities has always been that the student's
first duty in college is attention to study, and that no other
student activity should be allowed to interfere with this
tnain purpose of college life.
Registration. All Freshman students must report to
the Registrar in Room 11, O'Kane Hall, on the Saturday
prreceding the registration days for upperclassmen, and
4,11 out enrollment cards for the whole of the ensuing year.
'At receipt from the Treasurer for payment of first semes-
er hill must be presented to the Registrar. All Freshmen
eLtltering the College for the first time must present at or
'efore the time of registration all credentials essential for
adlnission.
ti All Sophomore students must report for enrollment on'e Monday .preceding the formal opening of the firstseuiester.
,rAu Junior students must report for enrollment on the
uesday preceding the formal opening of the first semester.
„All Senior students must report for enrollment on the
wedoesday preceding the formal opening of the first se-
ester.
th Senior, Junior and Sophomore students must report to
d e Registrar in Room 11, O'Kane Hall, on the appointed
ell?' and fill out enrollment cards for the, whole of the
onisui.ing year. A receipt from the Treasurer for payment
rst semester bill must be presented to the Registrar.
"I February, all students must register both at the
.:easurer's office and Registrar's office for second
niester courses. A receipt from the Treasurer for
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payment of second semester bill must be presented
to the Registrar.
For failure to register at the appointed time, students
will be charged a late registration fee of five dollars.
In May, all undergraduates must obtain at the Regis'
trar's Office registration blanks for elective courses. These
blanks must be filled out with elective courses chosen for
the following year and returned not later than June first'
For failure to comply with this rule a fee of five dollars
will be charged.
Changes in elective courses may be allowed only with
the approval of the Dean. Requests for changes in Sep-
tember should be filed with the Registrar before Septernbfr,
first. Requests for changes for the second semester shonw
be filed before the beginning of the first semester exarninal
tions, unless requests are the results of failures, in whic
case they must be presented to the Registrar not later than
five days after the beginning of the second semester.
Attendance at College Exercises. Students are re;
quired to be diligent in the pursuit of their studies an'o
regular in their attendance at classes. Those who fail
meet these requirements will be requested to withdraw. f
Each student must attend at least eighty-five per cent
the classes in which he is enrolled including elective lec_:
tures on subjects intimately connected with classron'
study and all chapel exercises. Students who absent ther.ne"
selves from more than fifteen per cent of the sched131,%,
classes in any subject during a semester forfeit credit rc'd
that subject. In case of absence for a prolonged per'
due to illness or some other compelling cause, the apPlicai:
tion of this rule may be modified by the Council on Stan°
ards upon the recommendation of the Dean. I
No "Cuts" are allowed nor is any student of the
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lege entitled to a certain number of unexcused absences.
Absence from any class may be excused only by the Dean
of the College. Excused absences must be requested prior
t° the day of absence or, in the case of illness, on the stu-
dent's return to class. A student excused by the Dean is
elernpted only from the disciplinary penalty attached to
class absence, not from the regulation with reference to
tile class attendance requirement.
biscipline. A closer supervision is exercised over the
;tudents than is usual at the present day in most of the
'atge colleges. Yet an effort is made to exclude from this
!I;Pervision every harsh feature. The professors live with
s̀ne students, mingle with them constantly, direct their
,ttidies, interest themselves in their sports and in every
way assume the relation rather of friend than of task-
aster. This constant, familiar, personal communication,
ulf kindly terms, between professor and student, is a power-
factor in the formation of character.
:lie age of the student is also considered, and in the later
"a" of his college course a larger degree of liberty is
• 
granted rum. With regard to all, the enforcement of dis-
es-r tile, while mild and considerate, is unflinchingly firm,
dePeeially when there is question of the good of the stu-
n,t body or the reputation of the College.
so°tudents are expected to manifest both within and out-
of: the College the respect for order, morality, personal
ze ilor and the rights of others, that is required of good citi-
Failure to do this will necessitate withdrawal from
College. The administration reserves the right to dis-'iss a student at any time without any definite charge.
D 0 •
nilat or/ Accommodations. In the College dorm-ories there are three hundred and thirty double rooms,
ti 'le suites, and two dormitories, affording accommoda-°°s for seven hundred and seventy-three students.
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Distribution of rooms for Freshmen will be made ac-
cording to the scholastic merits of candidates, determined
from high school records and entrance examinations.
Students registering at the College for the first 'doe
should, upon receipt of notification of acceptance fro°
the Committee on Admissions, forward a fee of twentr
five dollars in order to insure room space on the camPos.
Extra Courses. A student either in Sophomore or
Freshman class at the College is not permitted to carry a,
greater number of hours than the normal number require°
in his course; however, the Dean of the College may at his
discretion allow the student to carry three hours more thao
the maximum required in his course. An additional charge
is made for all extra courses.
Senior and Junior students in good standing may regir
ter, with the permission of the Dean, for at least one extra
course, providing the additional course fee is paid.
Credit Hours. The number of semester hours allowed
in each course is identical with the number of hours Pert
week spent in regular class recitations and lectures in tha
course; two hours of laboratory work are considered equisfr
alent to one hour of lecture or recitation.
No student may expect to receive credit for all
semester work until his financial obligations to th
College have been fulfilled.
Grading. The following grading system is in effe.ett,'
60 per cent (passing grade) , 75 per cent (recommendati°-
grade) , 85 per cent (honor grade) .
Voluntary Withdrawal from College. A studn
who withdraws voluntarily from the college is entitle
to honorable dismissal under the following conditions: he
1. He must be in good standing on the records of tn
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College; i.e., not liable to dismissal on account of failures,
excessive absence, or breach of discipline.
2. He must make application in writing to the Dean on
the day he withdraws from College.
3. All financial indebtedness must be settled with the
College.
Requirements for Graduation. The College awards
the following degrees: Bachelor of Arts with Honors,
Bachelor of Arts without Honors, Bachelor of Science in
ti°10gy, Bachelor of Science in Chemistry, Bachelor of
science in Physics, Bachelor of Science in Economics,
achelor of Science in Education, Bachelor of Science in
History and Bachelor of Philosophy. All candidates for
tliese degrees are required to complete the prescribed
courses of study, and to complete at least the work of
se4ior year in residence. The Bachelor of Philosophy
course will be discontinued in June 1937.
t. :Transcripts of College Record. Each student is en-
;tied, on leaving the College, to a transcript of his recordfree of charge if his financial obligations to the college have
'en fulfilled. For additional transcripts a fee of one dol-
ar will be charged. No transcripts will be issued during
.! Periods of commencement, registration and examina-gons.
College Bookstore. All books and all other classroomsue Pplies may be purchased at the College Bookstore. No
redit is allowed at the Bookstore. Each student must bePrePared to pay cash for all necessary books, stationery andother articles.
eare Ports. Reports containing the grades in each subject
rnailed four times a year to the parents or guardians of
I students. Students with low grades are warned and
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their parents notified of their low standing by special let-
ters sent from the Dean of the College.
SCHOLASTIC REGULATIONS
Examinations. A general written examination in all
courses is held toward the close of each semester. How'
ever, written examinations are held more frequently 111
philosophy. The final written examination in all philo-
sophical treatises is always preceded by preliminary papers.
The passing mark is 60 per cent for all final written 01-
aminations in all courses except the Bachelor of Arts
Honors Course. In the Honors Course a grade of 80 pet
cent must be attained in thirteen courses and a grade of
70 per cent in at least three-fifths of the remaining
courses. Students in the Honors Course who fail to meet
these requirements may be recommended for an A•13.
degree without Honors.
Absence from a final examination is regarded as a failure
unless antecedently excused by the Dean. In such cases
highest obtainable mark in the postponed'examination 
SV
be 60 per cent.
All students must receive a passing grade in the final
written examinations. Students failing to receive a grade
of 60 per cent in any final examination will be given
opportunity to take a second examination in the subject
two weeks after the reading of marks, provided that a
mark of 60 per cent in this examination will give than a,
passing mark for the semester; otherwise, they are debarteue
from the second examination. Absence from a sec°
examination does not entitle the student to a third er
amination imless the Dean approves. Those who are de;
barred from second examinations or those who fad t
obtain 60 per cent in them, incur semester failures.
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Second examinations in philosophy are allowed only to
students with excused absences or to students who failed
in the first examination but whose average for the prelim-
inarY papers is 60 per cent. Those who fail to obtain a
Passing grade of 60 per cent in the second examination
Incur treatise failures.
In addition to written examinations, oral examinations
are also held in June of each year in philosophy.
To be recommended for a degree, a student in Senior
°ass must pass at the close of Senior year an oral exami-u2tion in the year's work in Senior Philosophy, including
Ychology, Natural Theology and Ethics. Only two ex-
!luinations are allowed. A second failure will necessi-
t'ate the repetition of the entire Senior year's work in
'hilosophy.
1'0 be eligible for promotion to Senior class, each Junior
student must pass at the close of Junior year an oral exami-n.atinn in the year's work in Philosophy. To be eligibletor the philosophy oral examination, each student must
?resent written credits tor the four treatises covered dur-41, g the year. - Only two oral examinations are allowed. A
.recond failure will necessitate the repetition of the entire
Juuior year's work in Philosophy.4 A fee of five dollars will be charged for the priv-
ege of a second examination in any subject inNir •1"ch a student has incurred a failure.
Stud Seniester Failures. Semester failures are incurred by
su euts who fail to attain an average of 60 per cent in any
lati"Ject for the semester (the semester average is calcu-
co ed in the following manner:—the quarterly marks
se lint sixty-six and two-thirds per cent and the written
cenlester examinations, thirty-three and one-third per
0,110 or who fail for the second time either the written or'e oral examinations.
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All semester failures and all treatise failures in Philoso-
phy must be removed either by a repetition of the semester
at Holy Cross College or at some other institution of 
col-
legiate standing; or by the repetition of the course under
the direction of a tutor approved by the Dean, or by 3
special comprehensive examination granted and 
sanc-
tioned by special permission of the Dean.
Examination Conditions. Students who fail to at-
. tam n 60 per cent in any final written or oral 
examination
incur examination failures which may be removed by the
passing of a second examination. Those who fail in the
second examination incur either treatise or semester fail-
ures. However, any student who fails the oral examina-
tion in philosophy for the second time must repeat the ell'
tire year's work.
Dismissal from the College. Candidates f o r the
Bachelor of Arts degree and Bachelor of Philosophy degree'
who carry semester failures amounting to ten or 
more
credit hours or who carry examination conditions in tv't°
or more major subjects, are ordinarily requested to with;
draw from the College; candidates for the Bach
elor CI
Science degree, who incur semester failures amounting 
r°
nine or more credit hours or who carry examination con"
ditions in two major subjects are requested to withdrall
from the College.
All registered students who carry examination 
condi"
tions in three or more subjects or who, by failures ill seco-
ond examinations, incur semester failures amounting
nine credit hours will be dismissed from the College.
ADMISSION
Al! correspondence concerning admission should be addressedto Director of Admissions.
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION TO
FRESHMAN CLASS
An application for admission should be filed by every candidateat later than August 20th of the year in which the candidate pro-
Pses to enter college. A blank for this purpose may be secured from'Ile Director of Admissions.
As the enrollment of the Freshman Class is limited to about four
mindred students, the College must necessarily make a selection inachnitting candidates. In addition to full certification by an approved
seecoodary school or partial certification and the passing of entrance
_laminations, other conditions are demanded of each candidate. The
s didate should have been graduated from an approved secondary
ke.1_104311 having completed in his secondary school the subjects required
7 
p
the College; he should have attained in these subjects an averagelial to the standard demanded by the College; he should be of the
ki.gli_est moral character, this quality to be attested to in writing by:i13 Pastor; he should posses S personality and should have participated
In °lie or more extra-curricular activities, such as debating, writing,
Publie speaking, music or athletics.
egitmiog September, 1935, Holy Cross College will offer the
w. °wing courses: Bachelor of Arts with Honors; Bachelor of Artstaithout
Honors; Bachelor of Science in Biology, Chemistry or Physics;
elor of Science in Economics, Education or History.
eiti-l'andidates for admission to the Freshman Class must present credit
et. bY examination or by certificate for the subjects listed below:
Candidates for Bachelor of Arts Degree: (15 units)
Latin, four units, or (three units with special course in Virgil
at Holy Cross College).
four: units.
Algebra, two units, or (one unit including quadratic equations).
?lane Geometry, one  nnit.
fIistory (Ancient, English, European or American), two units.ench, German or Spanish, two units, or Greek, three units.
knoTvoir the A.B. Honors degree, candidates who enter without any
course ledge of Greek will be provided with an intensive three year-.).
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Candidates for Bachelor of Science Degree in Biology, Chemistry
or Physics. (15 units)
English, four units.
Algebra, two units.
Plane Geometry, one unit.
Solid Geometry or Trigonometry, one-half unit.
History (Ancient, English, European or American), two units'
French or German, two units.
Chemistry or Physics, one unit.
Elective subjects, two and one-half units.
Candidates for Bachelor of Science Degree in Economics, EdWu"
tion or History. (15 units)
English, four units.
Algebra, two units, or (one unit including quadratic equations).
Plane Geometry, one unit.
History (Ancient, English, European or American), two units'
French, German or Spanish, two units.
Elective subjects, four or five units (depending on algebra re'
quirements).
All elective subjects, either listed below or unlisted, offered as Cj
trance units must be subjects other than commercial and man°




English I (Grammar and
Composition . . . • 2
English II (Literature) • 2
Ancient History . . . • 1
American History . . • 1
English History . . . .
American History and Civil
Government . . . . 1
Civil Government . .
Latin (Elementary) . . • 1
Latin (Caesar) . • 1
Latin (Cicero) . . . • 1
Latin (Virgil) . . . • 1
Greek (Elementary) . . 1
Greek (Xenophon's Anaba-
sis)  1
Greek (Homer's Iliad) .  1






Advanced German . •
Elementary Spanish.
Intermediate Spanish •
Advanced Spanish . •
Elementary Algebra. •
Intermediate Algebra •
Plane Geometry . . •




' Biology  
Astronomy














A unit represents a year's study of any subject in a secondary
sce 11.001. It is assumed that the length of the school year is at least
411. rry-eight weeks, that a period is at least forty-five minutes in dura-
ti°n, and that the study is pursued for at least four periods a week.
1)EPINITION OF ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
ENGLISH
Four units
Preparation in English should fulfill these two objects: (1) the
Foxrunand of correct English, spoken and written, and (2) accurate,
Intelligent and appreciative reading.
Grammar and Composition. A general review of the grammar,
eta'. Phasizing spelling and grammar accuracy, principles of punctua-
_1(); sentences, paragraphing and the whole composition with special
viriPhasis given to principles of narration, description and exposition;-7ritten composition comprising letter writing, descriptions, narrations
nd expository essays.
in Literature. The aim of the literature course should be the train-
_ of the student in careful, intelligent and appreciative reading in
"3fisiderable amount.
'3011.s for Study. One selection is to be made from each group.
I. Shakespeare: Hamlet, Julius Caesar, Macbeth.
thGr,"P IL Coleridge: The Ancient Mariner. Tennyson: Idylls of
eiVing• Scott: The Lady of the Lake. Milton: Ii Penseroso, and
t er Comus or Lycidas.
ri Groupiii. Irving: The Sketch Book. Addison and Steele: Sir
de Coverly Papers. Macaulay: Life of Johnson. Carlyle: Essay
"13urns.
in Gr°24 IV. Burke: Speech on Conciliation with America. Wash-
gton: Farewell Address. Webster: First Bunker Hill Oration.
ooks for Reading. From each group two selections are to bealade.
Group I. Cooper: The Last of the Mohicans. Dickens: Daviden
vat:I:et-field or The Tale of Two Cities. Scott: Ivanhoe or Quentin Dur-
hi a Hawthorne: The House of Seven Gables. Stevenson: Treasure
and Flo or Kidnapped. George Eliot: Silas Marne? or The Mill on thess.
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GrouP II. Shakespeare: King Lear, King Henry V, As You Like
It, The Tempest, The Merchant of Venice.
Group III. Keats: Selections. Wordsworth: Selections. Shelley:
Selections. Longfellow: Tales of a Wayside Inn.
Grout IV. The New Testament. Macaulay: Lord Clive. Frank-
lin: Autobiography. Emerson: Representative Men.
ENGLISH EXAMINATIONS
English I—Grammar and Composition. An examination in the
elements of English grammar and composition. The examinee maY
be asked to construe sentences, to parse words and to correct mistakes
in usage. The test in composition will be devoted to the development
of selected themes (one or more) throughout several paragraphs,
applying the principles of paragraphing, of loose and periodic sea:
tences, of description narration and exposition. Several subjects will
be suggested from which the candidate may make his own selection.
English II—Literature. This examination, covering the work as
outlined under Books for Study and Books for Reading, will be di-
vided into two main parts.
Part I of the examination will test the candidate's knowledge 0f
these books required for study. The questions asked will test the
candidate's knowledge of the contents and form of the books, the lives
of the authors, and the literary periods to which the authors belong.
Part II of the examination will test the candidate's ability to appre-
ciate intelligently one or two books selected from the group of books
required for reading.
English III—Comprehensive. An examination in English I and
English II combined. The questions asked will be similar in form t°
those of the restricted examinations.
ELEMENTARY FRENCH
First and Second Years
Two Units
During the first year the work should comprise a careful drill
pronunciation; the rudiments of the grammar, including the inflectiol
o f the regular and the more common irregular verbs, the plural 01
nouns, the inflection of adjectives, participles, and pronouns; the use
of personal pronouns, common adverbs, prepositions, and conjunctions!
and the elementary rules of syntax; the reading of from 250 to 3"
pages of graduated texts; writing French from dictation.
During the second year the work should comprise the reading 0f
250 to 400 pages of easy modern prose in the form of stories, plays'
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?r historical or biographical sketches; constant practice in translating
into French easy variations based on the texts read; writing French
Lroin dictation; continued drill upon the rudiments of the grammar,
constant application in the construction of sentences; mastery of
the forms and use of pronouns, pronominal adjectives, irregular verb
torms, and of the simpler uses of the conditional and the subjunctive.
INTERMEDIATE FRENCH
One unit
The work in Intermediate French should comprise the reading of
from,,l. 400 to 600 pages of French; the taking of dictation in French;
e tran.slation into French of continuous English prose; a thorough
drill in the rudiments of the grammar, with particular attention given„ 




d:jhe course in Advanced French should comprise the reading of
D'tncult prose and verse; class conversation in French; translation of
prose and verse into French; a thorough review of the rudi-
'eras of the grammar.
•
FRENCH EXAMINATIONS
French II—Elementary. ' This examination, covering the work as
outlined under elementary French, will be divided into two main parts.
Part I will test the candidate's knowledge of two years of study inhe 
language. The questions asked will test the candidate's ability to
translate French prose into English and his knowledge of syntactical
'flstructions and inflections.Part c 0 po
s oonf , 
the examination will be devoted to the writing of Frenchrn
prose. including the writing of 
simple sentences and continuous
as French "—Intermediate. This examination, covering the work
parts.
°utlined under Intermediate French, will be divided into two main
•thepairt I will test the candidate's knowledge of three years of study in
trajnguage. The questions asked will test the candidate's ability to
lige—.ate French literature into idiomatic English, to appreciate intel-
tacta:tlY, the passages translated, and to be able to explain all syn-_
P 
icat constructions which appear in the passages to be translated.at.rt II -will be devoted to the writing of French composition, includ-
g he writing of continuous English prose in French.
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ELEMENTARY GERMAN
First and Second Years
Two Units
During the first year the work should comprise a careful drill upo
pronunciation; the memorizing of easy colloquial sentences; the rucli-
ments of the grammar, including the inflection of the articles, nouns'
adjectives, pronouns, weak verbs and the more usual strong verbs; thei
use of the more common prepositions, the simpler uses of the mod°
auxiliaries, and the elementary rules of syntax and word-order; the
reading of from 75 to 100 pages from a reader, with constant practiced
in translating into German easy variations based on sentences selecte
from the reading lesson.
During the second year the work should comprise the reading °I
from 150 to 200 pages of literature in the form of easy stories anud
plays; translation into German of easy continuous prose; continue
drill upon the rudiments of the grammar.
INTERMEDIATE GERMAN
One unit
The work in Intermediate German should comprise the intelligen
t
reading of German Literature; the taking of dictation in Gergian,!
the translation of continuous English prose into German; a thorongtin
drill in the rudiments of the grammar, with particular attention give,,
to the strong verbs, the use of the articles, cases, auxiliaries of all
kinds, tenses and moods.
ADVANCED GERMAN
One unit
The work in Advanced German should comprise the intellige,ot
reading of German prose and verse; classroom conversation; transia;
tion into German of English prose and verse; a thorough revieNcr °
the rudiments of the grammar.
GERMAN EXAMINATIONS
German H—Elernentary. This examination, covering the work itasl
outlined under Elementary German, will be divided into two Ina
parts.
Part I of the examination will be a test of the candidate's 'snowledge
of two years of study in the language. The questions askedwill , t.t keSt
the candidate's ability to translate German prose into English, and 
knowledge of the syntactical constructions and inflections.
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Part II of the examination will be devoted to the writing of German
c°11aposition, including simple sentences and continuous prose.
_ German In—Intermediate. This examination, covering the work
43 outlined under Intermediate German, will be divided into two main
Parts.
Part I will test the candidate's knowledge of three years of study
111 the language. The questions asked will test the candidate's ability
10 translate German literature into idiomatic English, to appreciate
telligently the passages translated and to be able to explain all syn-
tactical constructions which appear in the passages to be translated.
Parr II will be devoted to the writing of German composition, includ-
&leg the writing of continuous English prose in German.
ELEMENTARY SPANISH
First and Second Years
Two Units
D g the first year the work should comprise a careful drill inurin-
07uuncon; the rudiments of the grammar, including the inflection
rhe regular and more common irregular verbs, the inflection of
thuils, adjectives, and pronouns, and the elementary rules of syntax;
in: reading of about 100 pages, with constant practice in translating
° SParish easy variations based on the sentences read; writing Spanish
In dictation.
al „ tiring the second year the work should comprise the reading of
250 pages of easy mOdern prose in the form of stories, plays,
Zrurkal or biographical sketches; constant practice in translating
8ra0 Spanish easy continuous prose; continued drill in the elements of
fro 





work in Intermediate Spanish should comprise the intelligent
tra g of Spanish literature; classroom conversation in Spanish; the
uthsiatinn into Spanish of continuous English prose; a thorough drill
sera e rudiments of the grammar, with particular attention given to




ingll! work in Advanced Spanish should comprise the intelligent read-
parish literature; classroom conversation; translation of Eng-
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lish prose and verse into Spanish; a thorough review of the rucli-
ments of the grammar.
SPANISH EXAMINATIONS
Spanish /I—Elementary. This examination, covering the work aS
outlined under Elementary Spanish, will be divided into two wain
parts.
Part I of the examination will be a test of the candidate's knowledge
of two years of study in the language. The questions asked will test
the candidate's ability to translate Spanish prose into English and his
knowledge of the syntactical constructions and inflections.
Part II of the examination will be devoted to the writing of Spa.--";sh
composition, including simple sentences and continuous prose.
Spanish III—Intermediate. This examination, covering the Work
as outlined under Intermediate Spanish, will be divided into two main
parts.
Part I will test the candidate's ability to translate Spanish Litera-
ture into idiomatic English, to appreciate intelligently the passages
to be translated and to be able to explain all syntactical constructions
which appear in the passages to be translated.
Part II will be devoted to the writing of Spanish composition, includ-
ing the writing of continuous English prose in Spanish.
ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA
One unit
The work in Elementary Algebra should include the following re.-
quirements: the four fundamental operations for rational algebraic
expressions; factoring; the determination of the highest common fac:
tor and the lowest common multiple by factoring; fractions, rati°
and proportion; linear equations; radicals; quadratic equations.
INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA
One unit
The following requirements should be studied in the course in Inter:
mediate Algebra: quadratic equations, the application of the faetox,
theorem; factoring of bi-nomial expressions (v-a); arithmetic an!!
geometric progression; solution of equations containing radicals
graphical determination of the roots of an equation; logarithms,
cluding the formulas log ab,
a




,The course in Plane Geometry should include a thorough drill in
e usual theorems and constructions as treated in standard text-books; the application of these theorems in the measurements of
angles, similar polygons, areas, regular polygons, and circles; the
solution of numerous original problems.
SOLID GEOMETRY
One-half unit
The course in Solid Geometry should include a thorough study of
e usual theorems and constructions. as treated in standard text-
r°ks, including the relation of planes and lines in space, the prop-'lies and measurements of prisms, cylinders, and cones, the sphere
and spherical triangle, and the various formulas for areas and vol-




The course in Plane Trigonometry should include the definitions4°c1 relations of the six trigonometric functions as ratios; circularrPeasurements of angles; the proof and application of the principalt°rmulas; the theory and use of logarithms.
MATHEMATICS EXAMINATIONS
i Mathematics I—Elementary Algebra. A restricted examinationfl the fundamentals of Elementary Algebra, including all the require-'bents as outlined on page 48.
L k.atheinatics //—Intermediate Algebra. A restricted examination' Intermediate Algebra including all the requirements as outlined onPage 48.
Mathematics Ill—Plane Geometry. A restricted examination in44e elements of Plane Geometry as outlined above.
Mathematics IV—Solid Geometry. A restricted examination in'Ile elements of Solid Geometry as outlined above.
j._ Mathematics V—Plane Trigonometry. A restricted examination,Yt e elements of Plane Trigonometry as outlined above.si 414thematics V/—Algebra and Plane Geometry. A comprehen-ve examination in Mathematics I, II, III._on:thematic: VI/—Algebra, Plane Geometry and Plane Trigo-
and vetry.. A comprehensive examination in Mathematics I, II, III,
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LATIN
Four units
A candidate to qualify for unconditional admission to the Bachel
or
of Arts course must offer as credit the full Latin requirements.
ELEMENTARY LATIN
One unit
The work in elementary Latin should comprise a thorough drill in
the elementary rudiments of the grammar, including the inflection of
nouns, adjectives and pronouns; a thorough study of the verb; ele-
mentary, syntactical constructions of nouns and clauses, including
purpose, result and concessive; direct and indirect questions. The
composition work should be so designed as to bring into practice ea-
rect word order, sequence of tenses and the Latin constructions for
purpose, result and concessive clauses, direct and indirect questions.
CAESAR, DE BELLO GALLICO, BOOKS I, H, III, IV
One unit
The reading in Caesar should be not less than the first four bonk,s
of the Gallic War. The reading should be supplemented by a thorougn
drill in the principal syntactical constructions, including the con-
structions of indirect discourse, of dependent clauses both in direct
and indirect discourse and conditional sentences. The work in cora'
position should be so designed as to bring into practice the Latin
constructions for indirect discourse and conditional sentences.
CICERO, ORATIONS' AGAINST CATILINE, I, III,
MANILIAN LAW, ARCHIAS
One unit
The reading in Cicero should be not less than the first and thirdIf
orations against Catiline, the Manilian Law, and the oration in 
be—i,3
of Archias. In the reading of these orations, the candidate shnu:d
make rhetorical outlines of each oration. Work in grammar show",
be stressed, especially the syntax of nouns, dependent clauses, ar'',
conditional sentences. The work in composition should be so desire°
as to familiarize the candidate with Ciceronian style.
VIRGIL, AENEID, BOOKS I, H, III, IV, V, VI
One unit
The reading in Virgil should be not less than the first six bonits °f
the Aeneid. All poetical constructions should be thoroughly under.-
stood; allusions known; and the candidate able to appreciate inteln"
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gently the Epic. The composition work should be devoted to the
application of the rules of prosody and verse structure; the scansion
cif the first four books; and the composition of Latin verse, especially
the dactylic hexameter.
LATIN EXAMINATIONS
Latin II—Caesar. A restricted examination in the First and Fourth
B°0h5 of Caesar's De Bello Gallic°. The candidate will be asked to
translate into English selected passages taken from the above re-
quired books, and to state and explain cases of nouns and pro-
ntHms, moods and tenses of verbs which appear in the selected pas-
sages. The candidate may also be asked to decline nouns, to writethe principal parts, conjugations and synopses of verbs, and to explain
_storical references. The composition work will be based on Book I,
De Bello Gallic°, bringing into practice the rules for the sequence of
tenses, the uses of the dative and ablative cases, and the Latin con-
'tractions for indirect discourse and conditional sentences.
M—Cicero. A restricted examination in the First and Third
Orations of Cicero against Catiline, and the Oration for Archias. Thecandidate will be asked to translate into English selected passages
taken_f from the above required orations, and to state and explain casesof nouns, moods and tenses of verbs, to explain historical references:Id to outline the orations. The candidate may be asked to decline
. nuns, pronouns and adjectives; and to write the principal parts, con-
Jugations and synopses of verbs. The composition work will be based
o
the First Oration against Catiline, bringing into practice Latin
nstructions for dependent clauses and conditional sentences.
0. Latin /V—Virgil. A restricted examination in the First, Third and
Paoolts of Virgil's Aeneid. The candidate will be asked to trans-Late.. jilt° English selected passages taken from the above required
t.'",?.e Its of the Aeneid, to explain poetic constructions, to appreciate in-
3,e.re.cgte d ntly the selected passages, to explain allusions, and to scan
verses. Syntax of nouns and verbs may be asked. The can-ate may be held responsible for all rules of prosody.
Lateatin V—Caesar and Cicero. A comprehensive examination in
in r II and Latin III combined. The questions asked will be similarposItItm .to those of Latin II and Latin III examinations. The com-
on work will be based on Cicero's first oration against Catilineand wil•positl  bring into practice the same Latin constructions as the corn-
be 'ns of Latin II and Latin III examinations. The candidate willas
l'z
ked to translate into English a Latin selection taken from an
aut6r with whom he is not familiar.
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Latin VI—Cicero and Virgil. A comprehensive examination io
Latin III and IV combined. The questions asked will be similar in
form to those of Latin III and Latin IV examinations. The comPosi;
tion work will be based on Cicero's first oration against Catiline aø
U
will bring into practice the same Latin constructions as the composi-
tion of Latin III examination. The candidate may be asked to trans-
late into English selections taken from Latin prose authors or poe"
with whom he is not familiar.
GREEK
Three units
For the perfect following of the literature course in the 
Bachelor
of Arts Honors Course at the College, a thorough three years' trainioi
in Greek is absolutely necessary. The classes, however, are so arrangeo
that students entering without this three-year course are provided with
an intensive three-year course.
ELEMENTARY GREEK
One unit
The work in elementary Greek should comprise a thorough drill in
all regular syntactical constructions; the inflections of nouns, adJr:
tives and pronouns; the principal parts and conjugations of 
verb;
syntax of cases and the rules governing them; syntax of voices, moo.°
and tenses of verbs. Elementary composition work should comprise
the writing of simple English sentences into Greek, bringing
practice the Greek construction for the various cases of nouns, a"'
jectives and pronouns. Special attention should be given to case
endings, verb formations and moods.
XENOPHON'S ANABASIS, BOOKS I, II, III, IV
One unit
The reading in Xenophon should be not less than the first four
books of the Anabasis. The reading should be supplemented by a
thorough drill in the syntax of moods, including the various construe;
tions of the indicative, optative and subjunctive; a general study
dependent clauses and the corresponding Greek constructions. 111. e
work in composition should be so designed as to bring into practice,
the Greek constructions for independent clauses; clauses of purPcis
result, cause, and concession; temporal clauses introduced by to 
al'
rpiv; conditional sentences; and the attraction of moods. ,
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HOMER'S ILIAD, BOOKS I, II, III, IV
One unit
of 
reading in Homer should be not less than the first four books! the Iliad. In the reading of Homer careful attention should be
g_lven to the Homeric dialect, the appreciation of the Epic, the
1̀Planation of the allusions and the metrical system. Work in Attic
egrammar should be stressed, especially the more difficult syntactical
5.'tistructions. The composition work should be devoted to the scan-5n of the first two books, and to review exercises in the translation
English prose into Greek, bringing into practice the Greek con-'tractions for indirect discourse, the infinitive not of indirect dis-course, and all dependent clauses.
GREEK EXAMINATIONS
se Greek II—Anabasis. A restricted examination in the First and
cc'nd Books of Xenophon's Anabasis. The candidate will be askedto 
translate radas above into English selected passages taken from the ve
books
re-quire 
of Xenophon's Anabasis; to state and explain the casesof ouns, adjectives and pronouns; moods, tenses, and voices of verbs
askch appear in the selected passages. The candidate may also be
ed to inflect nouns, adjectives and pronouns; to compare adjectives
of verbs;
adverbs; to write the principal parts, conjugations and synopses
and to explain historical references. The composition work
th be based on Book I, Xenophon's Anabasis, bringing into practice
sli,e_.cules governing the various uses of the indicative, optative andp Junctive moods; the Greek construction for dependent clauses of
uo
b,r?°se, result, cause and concession, and temporal clauses introduced
Ts and rptv, and conditional sentences.
to,Greek III—Iliad. A restricted examination in the First and Thirdk
int of Homer's Iliad. The candidate will be asked to translate
bo:k English selected passages taken from any of the above required
the s of Homer's Iliad, to explain syntactical constructions, to writew eProse form of Homeric words, to explain allusions, to appreciate thetios nres— . and to scan selected verses. The candidate may be heldvonsible for all rules of prosody.
conGreek IV—Anabasis and Iliad. A comprehensive examination,win ,111 ing Greek II and Greek III examinations. The questions asked
ue similar in form to those of Greek II and Greek III examina-oris. The composition work will be based on the first book of Xeno-P'sthrts. Anabasis and will bring into practice the same Greek con-eam,C,ions as the compositions of the restricted examinations. The
Prose 
ate will be asked to translate into English selections from Greek
writers and poets with whom he is not familiar.
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ANCIENT HISTORY
One unit
This course should devote one-half of the year to the study 
of tlice
ancient Orient and Greece as far as the death of Alexander and 6,1
break-up of his empire
' 
with the expansion of Greek culture in
Mediterranean World. The second half year should be devoted 
to 10̀
study of the history of Rome to the year 476 A. D.
In the study of Greek history, little time should be spent 
on the
period prior to the Persian Wars, except to deal concretely with 14°T;
eric society and to emphasize the expansion of Hellas. Fr
om wt
Persian Wars to the death of Alexander the study should be oacci
and thorough, with special references to the political, intel
lectual, all
artistic development of Hellas during the Age of Pericles.
In the period following the death of Alexander, opportunity 
should
be found to study the federal government of Greece and the phil°fe
phy, literature, art, and religious cults which were the factors 
of t"
mixed Graeco-Oriental culture of which Rome became the heir. to
At the beginning of the second half-year the history of 
Rome 0
about the year 300 B. C. should be covered very rapidly. From 
3°,





The period of American history prior to 1763 may be treated 
brie.fliii
as a background for subsequent epochs. The period since the CidIle
War should receive adequate attention (about as much time as
period between 1763 and 1865).
ENGLISH HISTORY
One unit
During the first 
half-year, 
the periods of the Tudors and the eathe
Stuarts should receive emphasis. Only the briefest reference t°
period before 1066 need be made, and from the Norman Conclueschee
the accession of the Tudors the treatment should be topical rat
than exhaustive.
In the second half-year, starting with the Restoration, atten
should be given first to the continued struggle between 
Crown aro,
Parliament, culminating in the establishment of responsiblege";de
ment. In studying the great wars with France, attention shot', the
directed to the commercial and colonial expansion in America allQ`
 ,t,e
East. With regard to imperial policy, the causes and 
effects of
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Slowsh and Irish unions and the revolt of the American colonies
*L'uld be explained. Since the Reform Act of 1867, emphasis shouldoe laid upon the more important reforms affecting economic, political,and social life, and upon the problem of Ireland.
MODERN EUROPEAN HISTORY
One unit
,The course in Modern European History should include the follow-
(4,8 requirements: reign of Louis XIV; colonial expansion and rival-
; development of the constitutional monarchy in England; Fred-
therk Great; the republican government of Revolutionary France;
isa?°leon; the main facts in the political development of Europe since
ko
'5. The Industrial Revolution, the growth of nationalism and de-
cracy,outs- and the economic expansion of the European possessionside of Europe should receive special emphasis throughout thec°11rse. .
CIVIL GOVERNMENT
One-half unit
th:nle study of civil government should include a careful analysis of
tis7 Constitution of the United, States—the powers, organization, and
3t7t functions of the federal government, the relations between the
0 te 31 and the federal government, and the general nature and extent
nl° Powers reserved to the, states.
AMERICAN HISTORY AND CIVIL GOVERNMENT
One unit




texillt..ie course in Chemistry should comprise the study of a standard
of ti_k in order that the student may gain a thorough knowledge
tory'e fundamental facts and laws of Chemistry; individual labora-
dern work; comprising at least thirty experiments; and lecture table,onstrations.
pri itline of the requirements: the important physical and chemical
oiosPet rties, and the preparation of the following elements and theirtin_ important compounds: oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, chlo-at:, bromine, fluorine, sulphur, sodium, zinc, lead, and iron; the
ul°sPhere; acids, bases and salts; Boyle's and Charles' Laws; sym-
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bols and nomenclature; atomic theory; atomic weight and valence;
solutions; ionization; electrolysis.
CHEMISTRY EXAMINATION
The examination in Chemistry will be a test of the candidate:s
knowledge of the most fundamental facts and laws of chemistry;
ability to explain the preparations of various elements; and his ab'
ity to solve original problems based on the fundamental laws.
PHYSICS
One unit
The course in Physics should comprise the study of a standard
text-book in order that the candidate may gain a thorough knowledge
of the fundamental facts and laws of Physics; individual laborator1
work, comprising at least thirty experiments; and lecture table don"
onstrations, to familiarize the candidate with the facts and phenonr
ena of Physics in their qualitative aspects and practical applications'
PHYSICS EXAMINATION
The questions will be so designed as to test the candidate's Ito°. 1-
edge of the fundamental facts and laws of Physics and the applicat°
of the laws in the solving of original problems.
BIOLOGY
One unit
The course in Biology should comprise a careful study of thefoi;d;
mental principles of Botany and Zoology. This course should ltleir




The course in Astronomy should include instruction in the ele"
mentary principles of the science, including observation of the heaT;
ens with reference to the positions and movements of the heave
bodies. A year's study of a standard text-book is required.
PHYSIOGRAPHY
One unit
The course in Physiography should be so designed that the candoli
date will gain a thorough knowledge of the essential principles ._
physical geography and of well-selected facts illustrating those
ciples. A year's study of a standard text-book, supplemented 
LP
dividual laboratory work, is demanded as a requirement.
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METHODS OF ADMISSION TO FRESHMAN CLASS
Admission by Certificate—Plan A
Certificates, admitting candidates without examination, will be
accepted from secondary schools which have been approved by the
Ccnunittee on Admissions. Secondary schools seeking this approval
should secure from the Chairman of the Committee on Admissionstile forms necessary for making application for this privilege.
A candidate to be admitted without examination must have been
.staduated from a secondary school which has been approved by the
co liege for the certificate privilege of admittance without examina-t.
1°n; his scholarship standing for the last two years of his course
rj.1,.ust place him in the highest third of his class; he must have sat-
_'cactorily completed the units required by the College for admissionco the course for which he is applying.
Admission by Partial Certification—Plan B
Candidates coming from an approved secondary school and failingto
u .secure  full certification may offer certified credits in one or more
ele its required by the College for admission. Credit for the non-certi-
y Q units may be obtained either by entrance examinations or by New
_0t1t. State Regents examinations with a grade of 75%. A candidate11 lay take either the examinations conducted by the College or thee
'atoinations conducted by the College Entrance Examination Board.
• Admission by Examination—Plan C
piaAnll candidates not meeting the requirements outlined either under
A or Plan B must take entrance examinations in the units re-
tqineirecl by the College for admission. The candidates may take either
due euminations conducted by the College or the examinations con-
jed by the College Entrance Examination Board.
sep7talninations for admission are held by the College in June and
NriorTsber• All candidates should endeavor to take the June exami-
se to be assured of being admitted to the College the followingptenther.
The
T College Entrance Examination Board will hold examinations
abrJouadrie, 1936, at nearly four hundred points in the United States and
A. list a
about places at which examinations will be held will be publishedMarch 1, 1936. Requests that the examinations be held at par-
COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION BOARD
Examinations of June, 1936
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ticular points should be transmitted to the Secretary of the College
Entrance Examination Board not later than February 1, 1936.
Detailed definitions of the requirements in all examination subjects
are given in a circular of information published annually about 9e"
cember 1. Upon request to the Secretary of the College Entrance
Examination Board a single copy of this document will be sent to anY
teacher without charge. In general, there will be a charge of twentr
five cents, which may be remitted in postage.
All candidates wishing to take these examinations should Ina ,lte
application by mail to the Secretary of the College Entrance Exarnr
nation Board, 431 West 117th Street, New York, N. Y. Blank forn's
for this purpose will be mailed by the Secretary of the Board to all
teacher or candidate upon request by mail.
ADMISSION TO ADVANCED STANDING
A candidate seeking admission to advanced standing, unless corning
from an approved institution of collegiate rank, will be examined
the studies required for entrance to Holy Cross College (unless a b
mitted by certificate) and in those already pursued by the class wilic
he desires to enter.
A candidate coming from an approved institution of collegiate rani'
may receive credit without examination for work done at that institu-
tion. He is obliged to present the same entrance credits as are re;
quired of students entering Holy Cross College without advance'
standing, and must take all prescribed subjects in the course leadils
to the desired degree at Holy Cross College. The following credentia. e
should be forwarded to the Registrar: a formal statement from tits
proper official of the institution previously attended, showing subjec
accepted for entrance, subjects pursued at college, with their cate-
logue numbers.




Mathematics II (Intermediate Algebra) . 
Mathematics I (Elementary Algebra) . .
4MMathematics III (Plane Geometry) . 9.30 A.M.-11.30
9.30 A.M.-11.30 A•a'''
Mathematics IV (Solid Geometry) 9.30 A.M.-11.30 A.
A•1  '
Mathematics V (Plane Trigonometry) . 9.30 A.M.-11.30 A..,,.
Mathematics VI (Algebra and Plane Geometry) 9.30 A.M.-12.30 P•t"
Mathematics VII (Algebra, Plane Geometry and 
P M'Plane Trigonometry) . . • 9.30 A.M.-12.30




German II (Elementary) •
German III (Intermediate)
Spanish II (Elementary) •Spanish III (Intermediate) .
`/reek II (Xenophon's Anabasis)





bilgiiiSh I (Grammar and Composition) 9.30 A.M.-12.30 P.M.
,"glish II (Literature) • • • 9.30 A.M.-12.30 P.M.ngljSh m
ture) . • •






2.00 P.M.- 5.00 P.M.
2.00 P.M.- 5.00 P.M.
2.00 P.M.- 5.00 P.M.
2.00 P.M.- 5.00 P.M.
2.00 P.M.- 5.00 P.M.
2.00 P.M.- 4.00 P.M.
2.00 P.M.- 4.00 P.M.
2.00 P.M.- 5.00 P.M.
atin II (Caesar) •Latina 
III (Cicero) •Latin IV (Virgil) • •t.atin V (Caesar and Cicero)L •atm •\ri
Cherni t 
(Cicero and Virgil)
ti s '7 •
Physics




Hist°rY II (American History with Civil Gov-
ernment)
Plu.istoryIII 
. • • • .
(American History)4ost




2.00 P.M.- 4.00 P.M.
2.00 P.M.- 4.00 P.M.
2.00 P.M.- 4.00 P.M.
2.00 P.M.- 5.00 P.M.
2.00 P.M.- 5.00 P.M.
2.00 P.M.- 5.00 P.M.
2.00 P.M. -5.00 P.M.
2.00 P.M.- 5.00 P.M.
2.00 P.M.- 4.00 P.M.
2.00 P.M.- 5.00 P.M.
2.00 P.M.- 4.00 P.M.
2.00 P.M.- 4.00 P.M.
2.00 P.M.- 4.00 P.M.
Ir.. Candidates applying for admission to the College under Plan A are
jar. ired to forward a matriculation fee of ten dollars with their appli-
ceii"s• (An application without the matriculation fee will re-
unive no consideration.) Matriculation fees will not be refunded
chees,s aPplications are refused by the Committee on Admissions. Make
or money order payable to Treasurer, Holy Cross College.
aid andidates applying for admission to the College under Plans B
tion €C are required to forward with their applications the matricula-
fee "ee of ten dollars. (An application without the matriculation
ref 1011 receive no consideration.) Matriculation fees will not be
sionnsnded unless applications are refused by the Committee on Admis-
* In addition to the matriculation fee, a charge of ten dollars
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is made each candidate for the privilege of taking entrance examinai
tions. This fee should be forwarded upon the receipt of forma
notification of the acceptance of application for entrance examirla-
tions. Make check or money order payable to Treasurer, Holy Cr°55
College.
Candidates, upon receipt of final notification of the accer
tance of their applications, are obliged to forward a guaralite:
fee of twenty-five dollars ($25). Ten dollars of this amoung
is retained throughout the year as a deposit against any donate
that may occur in the room or dormitory occupied by ttu
student. The remaining fifteen dollars is deducted from tne
first semester bill.
REQUIREMENTS FOR DEGREES
BACHELOR OF ARTS HONORS DEGREE
The requirement for graduation with the Bachelor of
Arts Honors degree is the semester hours credit listed on
Page 64. The term "semester hour" signifies the satis-
,actory completion of work requiring attendance each
ilalf-year of one hour weekly in lectures or recitations or
two hours weekly in laboratory.
To be recommended for this degree the candidate must
attain a grade of 80% in at least thirteen courses and a
grade of 70% in at least three-fifths of the remaining
courses. The grades are determined partly by class work
alld partly by comprehensive written and oral examina-tions. 
The scholastic success of the student is noted in his
,degree by the distinction of first, second, third or fourth
xl°nors. Students who fail to attain these grades may be
t_ecommended for a degree without honors. Honor
'!udents are expected to do original and intensive work in
tWorthleir chosen branches and must render an account of their
bY personal conferences with their instructors and
Y group discussions.
This course is established to foster the ambitions of
litnose students who have manifested more than the ordi-
_ a,rY intellectual ability during their secondary school
7th:a cation and to enable them to complete their knowledge
°ugh the medium of the classic tongues of Rome and
Greece.
tta. sed on the time-honored principles of the famous
2, 1° Studiorum, it is calculated to give those students
7:10_ are sincerely interested in the humanities more corn-
pPr eh ensive and more independent work than can be given
ofitably in other courses.
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Holy Cross considers this course as representative of
the classical principles for which she has long been noted
and well adapted to develop fully and harmoniously not
only the intellectual, moral and physical powers of the
student, but also to imbue him with a delicacy of judg-
ment and fineness of perception not obtainable through
Mathematics and the natural sciences alone, though the
college recognizes also the need and importance of these
subjects today.
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE WITHOUT HONORS
The requirement .for graduation with the Bachelor of
Arts degree without Honors is the semester hours credit
listed on page 65. The term "semester hour" signifies the
satisfactory completion of work requiring attendance
each half-year of one hour weekly in lectures or recita-
tions or two hours weekly in laboratory.
This degree represents a plan of study which differs
from the Honors Course chiefly in these respects: Tlif
grade required for graduation is sixty per cent, an'
Mathematics may be substituted for Greek in the Fresh-
man and Sophomore classes. The course is based on the
same unity of Literature and Philosophy and combines
breadth of knowledge with specialization, but less col-
Phasis is placed on independent work. The success of the
student in this course is noted in his degree by the qua116"
cations With Higher Distinction" and "With Distinc-
tion."
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE
In Biology, Chemistry or Physics
The requirement for graduation with either the Bachelor
of Science degree in Biology, Chemistry or Physics is the
semester hours credit listed on pages 68, 69 and 70. The
term "semester hour" signifies the satisfactory completion
of work requiring attendance each half-year of one hour
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Weekly in lectures or recitations or two hours weekly in
laboratory.
Admission to all advanced courses depends strictly upon
the completion with a grade of 60% or better of all pre-
requisites.
To be recommended for any one of the preceding
dgrees a student must satisfactorily complete all courses
m his field of concentration, viz., if a student is a candi-
date for the Bachelor of Science degree in Biology he must
complete satisfactorily all courses required by the College
for this degree.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE
In Economics, in Education or in History
The requirement for graduation with the Bachelor ofSc degree in Economics, in Education or in Historyis the semester hours credit listed on pages 71 , 72 and 73 .
III e term "semester hour" signifies the satisfactory corn-
P ction of work requiring attendance each half-year of
e hour weekly in lectures or recitations or two hours
weeklY in laboratory.
. To be recommended for the Bachelor of Science degree
In Economics, in Education or in History a student must
iclalre satisfactorily completed, not only the required
ourses leading to one of these degrees, but must also sub-
it for approval during his Senior year a thesis on a sub-ject taken from his field of concentration.
DEGREES WITH DISTINCTION
0 The Bachelor of Arts Honors degree is awarded with
snee of the following grades of distinction: First Honors,
c,_clid Honors, Third Honors and Fourth Honors.
,a the Bachelor of Arts degree without Honors and the
160thellekr of Science degree are awarded with one or an-
of the following grades of distinction: "With
`1.1gher Distinction" and "With Distinction."
REQUIREMENTS FOR VARIOUS
DEGREES




Only the Freshman and Sophomore Schedules
in September, 1935.
Freshman
English 3 . . .
English 4 . . .
Latin 1-2-3 . .
*Greek 1-2, 3-4,
or 5-6 . . . 3 3 6
Modern Language 3 3 6
History 6 . . . 2 2 4


















**Science . . . 3
*Greek 9-10 . . 2




















English 5-6 . . 3 3
Sem. Sens
English 10 . . . 1 1
Latin 6-11-12 . . 4 4
*Greek 7-8 or 9-
10  3 3
Modern Language 3 3
History 7 . . 2 2














*Courses 1-2 in Freshman, 7-8 in Sophomore, and 9-10
are required of students offering no Greek for admission.
**students may elect either Biology 3, Chemistry 1, or 
Physics 1.;
***At the beginning of Junior year, each candidate for degree 1,1_
obliged to select one elective branch and pursue that branch througo“t
out Senior Year. Before becoming eligible for a degree, each stude 
will be obliged to submit for approval a thesis on a subject related 
to
his elective branch.
The course in Modern Language depends upon the number of 'units_
offered for admission. In the case that a student enters the Coll, euetg
without credit in any Modern Foreign Language, he will be obliged e
continue throughout Junior Year the study of the Modern Languag
chosen in Freshman Year. io0
This schedule of courses is subject to change at the discret
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BACHELOR OF ARTS
Without








1.English 3 • 3 3 6
f•riglish 4 . . 1 ,













1-2 . . 2 2 2
— — —




* Philosophy 1•2-3-4 
6
Science 
• 3Religion 4 
• 
• 2




















go into effect in September,
Sophomore Year
English 5-6 . .
English 10 . . .
Latin 6-11-12 , .
Mathematics 3
Modern Language




















Philosophy15-6-7- 8 • 4 4 8
Philosophy • 10-11 4 4 8
Religion 7 , • 2
**Electives — 12. .
— —•
16 :•30
*Students may elect either Biology 3, Chemistry 1, or Physics 1.
'f
ot):4•At the beginning of Junior year, each candidate for degree is
0. liged to select one elective branch and pursue that branch through-
Senior Year. Before becoming eligible for this degree, each candi-
lateed 
Will be obliged to submit for approval a thesis on a subject re-
, to his elective branch.
off_
e 
ille course in Modern Language depends upon the number of unitsred for admission. In the case that a student enters the College..`toout
Z
,. credit in any Modern Language, he will be obliged to con-
thioughout Junior year the study of the Modern, Languagein Freshman year.
oirtl is schedule of courses is subject to change at the discretionhe bean and the Advisory Committee. '
-•
English 3 . . .
English 4 . . .




German 1 or 3
History 6 '. .
Religion 1, 2
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BACHELOR OF ARTS
Pre-Medical
Only the Freshman and Sophomore Schedules will go into effect
in September, 1935.
For Honors Greek is obligatory.
Freshman Year Sophomore Year












- Sem. Sent. its
Philosophy 1, 2, 3,
Physics 1 . . .
Religion 4 . . .
Biology 11, 12 .
Chemistry 13 . .









Chemistry 14 . : - 4 4
German 4 . . 2 2 4
take
*For Honors students offering no Greek for admission triuSt A
Courses 1, 2 in Freshman Year; 7, 8, in Sophomore Year and 9-1"
Junior Year.
German 4 Course in Junior Year is optional for students 
comPleri"
Course 3 in Sophomore Year. •O
This schedule of courses is subject to change at 
the disco
°o
of the Dean and the Advisory Committee.
English 5, 6 .
English 10 . . . 1 1 ti
Latin 6, 11, 12 4 4
*Greek 7-8, 9-10
le;m8 S 3 m2endS  • %ed
.
• Or
6 Mathematics 3 . 3
6 Chemistry 2 . . 4
4 Religion 3 . . . 2









Philosophy 5, 6, 7,
4
Philosophy 10-11 4
Biology 10-4 . . 4
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BACHELOR OF ARTS
Pre-Legal
For Honors, Greek is obligatory
• , Only the Freshman and Sophomore Schedules will go into effec
)
t























1 1 2 English 10 . . . 1 :• 1- 2
1-2-3 . •
*Greek
.4'4 8 Latin 6-11-12 . 4 t, 4
1-2, 3-4; *Greek 7-8 or 9- ._ or 5-6 or • 10 or • - •.1y1athetnatics 2 • 3 Mathematics 3 !3 39dern Language
story . .










Modern Language - 3
History 7 (2.






. 18 18 34 „ . 18 18 34
Junior Year Senior Year
1st 2nd Cred-
1)11.ilosophy 1-2-3-4 
sSent. ,se6m. its. 
12.
Science
•• 3 3 6tGreek 9-10 . • .:2 2 4
b'eli8ion 
4•'.u.conomics •
2, 2 • 2










Religion 7 p.. .
Economics 6
History 10 ".
English 24_ . .
2
1st 2nd Creel.
Sem. 'Sent. • its
— — —
17 17 32
are urses 1-2 in Freshman, 7-8 in Sophomore, and 9-10 in Junior
.r4.equired of students offering no Greek for admission.
tudents may elect either Biology 3, Chemistry 1, or Physics 1.
offithe course in Modern Language depends 'upon the number of units
Ivitvred for admission. In cases that a student enters the College
thr!i°ut credit in any Modern Language, he will be obliged to, Continue
•buughout Junior Year the study of the Modern Language chosen
• eshman Year.
fr_lhe thesis in Senior Year will be written on a subject either taken'Jill the field of Economics or the field of Constitutional History.
ofTt,his schedule of courses is subject to change at the discretionue Dean and the Advisory Committee.
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
In Biology
Only the Freshman Schedule will go into effect in September, 1935"
Physics will be given in Sophomore Year, 1935-1936
Freshman Year










Mathematics 2 . 3 ' 3 - 6
Physics 1 . . . 4 .; 4 8
Chemistry -2 . 4 4 8
German 1 or 3 . 3 1 3 6
Religion 1=2 .. . 2 ̀, 2,. . 2
20 20 38
Junior Year
Philosophy I, 2, 3,
Religion 4 .
Chemistry ;5 .
Biology 10-5 . • .
History 6 . • . - .
















English 5,.6 . . 3
English 10 . . 1
Biology 11, 12 . 4
Chemistry 13, 14 4
German 3 or 4 3























Philosophy 5, 6, 7,
Philosophy 10, 11 4
Religion 7 . • . . 2
Biology 13, 14 . 4
Biology 6 . 2
Biology 16 . . .
**Elective















*The course in German 4 in Junior Year is optional for stll'e-
completing German 3 in Sophomore Year. ' .cal
**As an elective, courses in English; French,' Education, PhYsi
Chemistry, or Colloidal Chemistry may be chosen.
In Senior Year each candidate for degree will submit for apPo
a thesis on a subject taken from the field of Biology.
' This schedule of courses is subject to change at the discreti°
of the Dean and the Advisory Committee.
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
In Chemistry
• °illy the Freshman and Sophomore Schedules will go into effectM September, 1935.
Freshman Year Sophomore Year
Eli 
1st 2nd Cred- 1st 2nd Cred.
Enh 4 • : • 
Sem. Sem. its Sem. Sem. itsngsh 3 3 3 6 English 5, 6 3 3 6
,N 
glis
l thernatics 2 
1 1 2 English 10 . • . . 1 1 2a 
rhysics • 
3 3 6 Mathematics 3 •.3 3 6
2 . 
_Chemistry 2 • 
4 4 8 Physics 3 . . . 4 4 8
4 4 8 Chemistry 13, 14 4 4 8r.trian 1 or 3 . 3 3 6 German 3 or 4 . '3 3 6"ligion 1-2 . . 2 2 2 Religion 3 . " . 2 2 2
20 20 38 20 20 38
Junior Year
4
c'soPhy 1, 2' 3'











1st 2nd Cred- ' 1st 2nd . Cred-
Sem. Sem. its Sem. Sem. its
Philosophy 5, 6, 7,
6 6 ' 12 8 . . 4 4 8
2 2 2 Philosophy 10, 11 4 4 8
4 4 8 Religion . . . . 2 2 2
4 4 Chemistry 4 4 8
2 4 Chemistry 8, 9 . 3 3 6
— —
. 17 17 32
— — —
18 16 32
3)40As an elective, courses in German 4 (for those completing German
eh,sen a two point course in Biology or courses in Education may besp .
This ,
ofthe scnedule of courses is subject to change at the discretion
Dean and the Advisory Committee.
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
In ,Physics






English 3 • . . . . 3 '
English 4 . . . 1
Mathematics 2 . 3 ,
Physics 2 . . 4
Chemistry 2 . . - 4
German 1 or 3 . 3




























seEnglish 5, ' 6 . . m. sem.
3 3
English 10 . .6 1 1
Mathematics 3 . 3 3
Physics 3 . .
Chemistry: 13, 14 4 4
German 3 or 4 . 3: 3
























4 . . . .''6 6 12 Philosophy 5, 6, 7,
Religion 4 . . . 2 2 2 4 4 8
Physics 4'.











Mathematics 5 . 2 2 4 Physics 5 . . 3 3 6
History 6 . . . 2 2 4 Physics 13 . . 3 3 4
— — Mathematics 8 2 2







This schedule of courses is subject to change at the discreu
of the Dean and the Advisory Committee.
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
In Economics
. Only the Freshman and Sophomore Schedules will go into effectin September, 1935.
Freshman Year -
1st 2nd Creel.
English 3 : : : , :' 1 13 3 . 426
nglish 
4
• Sam. Sam. its
Mathematics 6 , . ; 3. • 3 - ' -Ec
onomics 6 • • ' 3 '3 ' 6*Modern Language 3 3History 6 • • • • . 3 3 6
keligion 1,. 2 • - • 2 2 2— — --
18 18 34
Junior Year







. • • . . 6 6 • 124
. 2 2 2
. 3 3 6
5 . . 2 2 4
9 . . 2 • 2 4






English 5, 6 . . 3; 3 6
English 10 . . . 1 1 2
Economics 10 . . 3 3 6
Economics 3 . . 3 3 6
*Modern Language 3 3 6
Economics 11 . . . 3
English 37, 3 3








8 • • • • •
Philosophy 10, 11 .
Economics 8 . .
Economics 13- . .
Economics 14 . . 3
Economics 15 . . 3 3









*The_ course in Modern Language will depend on the number of
.to.ffered for admission.
'°1°gY 3, Chemistry 1 or Physics 1 may be elected.a 411 Senior Year each candidate for degree must submit for approval
esis on a subject taken from the field of Economics.
s schedule of courses is subject to change at the discretion
rte can and the Advisory Committee.
Philosophy 1-2-3-4
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
In Education






English 3 . • 3 3
English 4 . . 1 1
Mathematics 6 • 3 ,
Education 30 - . . 3
Education 9 . 3
French 1 or 3 . . 3 3
History 6 . . • . : 3 ' 3























































Religion 7 . .
Education 12 . .
Education 23 . • .
Education 33 . .
Education 24 . .
Education 15, 16,

































*French 4 required of those completing French 3 in Soptio
p°re
Year. • s l•
**Students may choose either Biology 3, Chemistry 1, or PhYsic e
***The following courses may be elected: English Literati°
Mathematics, History, and French. 
In Senior Year each candidate for degree must submit for aPPr°21
a thesis on a subject taken from the field of Education.
This schedule of courses is subject to change at the discretic°
of the Dean and the Advisory Committee.
English 3tkatheinatics. 6
p.'rzighsh 14 . .
ench 1 or 3 •
6i  .
gion 1, 2
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
In History





















English 5, 6 . . 3 3 6
English 8-19 . . 3
History 12 . : . 3
History. 7 . . . 3
French 3 or 4 . . 3














































Philosophy 5, 6, 7,
Philosophy 10, 11 . 4
Religion 7 . . . 2
History 10 . . . 3
History 13, 14 . 3























3, Chemistry 1 or Physics 1 may be elected.
*,,.'°Iigatory for students completing French 3 in Sophomore Year.*Courses in English and Sociology may be chosen.a tixile Se. nior Year each candidate for degree must submit for approvalS1S On a subject taken from the field of History.
Schedule of courses is subject to change at the discretion4e Dean. and the Advisory Committee.
Senior Year
i:g. Vs n.
Philosophy .1, 2, Philosophy 5, 6,
3, 4 . . . . 9 9 18 7, 8 . . . . 6 
6
Physics 1 . . 4 4 8 Philosophy 10, 11 . 5 5
Religion 4 . .2 2 Religion 7 . .' : 2 
. 2
*Electives . . . .. 6 12 . *Electives . 
6 , 12
...-
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21 21 38 19 19 32.
* At the beginning of Junior year, each candidate for 
degree iS









3, 4 . . . . 9 9 . 18
Physics 1 . . . 4 , 4
Religion 4 . . . 2 2
Biology 11, 12 . 4 4






Philosophy 5, , 6,
7,8 . . . . 6 6
Philosophy 10, 11 . 5 5
Religion 7 . . . 2 2
Biology 4,10 • 4 4






































Chemistry 5 . . 5 5 10, Philosophy 10, 11 . 5 5 10
Chemistry 6 . . 4 4 Chemistry 7 . . 5 5 6
Religion 4 . • • 2 2 Chemistry 8, 9 . 3 3
Religion 7 2 2






, • . • •
twiLa letnatics
...,,LIYSiCS 4 •
rhysics 12keligion 4 '














9 18 •7;8 . . . . 6 6 10
3 6 Philosophy 10, 11 . 5 5 10
3 6 Religion 7 . . . 2 2
3 6 Physics 5 . . . 3 3
Physics 13 . . . 3 3







1111,1°s0Phy 1 2 Semi.ti 3) 4 9




2nd Cred- ' ' 1st
Sem. its •Sem.
Philosophy 5, 6,
9 18 7,8 . . . . 6
4 . 8 Philosophy 10, 11 . 5 5 10
5 10 Religion 7 . . .
Biology 14 • • .
Biology 13 • • .
Biology 6











Biology 2. Biological Principles.
This course is intended for students who are unable to 
take a
laboratory course in .Biology. It aims to give the biological backi
ground necessary for a• proper understanding of many philosophical
questions especially in the field of psychology. The chief fundarnenta
concepts of Biology are discussed. In the lectures charts, 
lantern
slides, and models are used for illustration.
One hour per week for two semesters.
Two semester hours credit.
Text: Backgrounds of Biology, Giesen and Malumphy.
Biology 3. Animal Biology.
This course aims to acquaint the student with the general pr
inciple,'
of animal life. After considering the properties of living animals, i
t
takes up a rather complete study of the frog for the purpose of gill
a few. general notions on anatomy and physiology.. This is fol10,1sTe
by the study of a number of selected forms of invertebrates. 11'
course is completed with a detailed study of the rabbit. ,
Two lectures, and one laboratory period per week for two 
semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Texts: Lecture: Textbook of Zoology, Wells and Davies.
- Laboratory: Laboratory Guide in Animal Biology.
Plates on the Anatomy of the Rabbit.
Biology 4. Vertebrate Embryology and Histology.
The embryology course begins with the study of the 
formation c1f,
the gametes, fertilization of the egg, segmentation, and 
formation
the three germ layers based on the development of the sea 
urchin,
amphioxus, and frog. This is followed by a study of the chick eiTs
bryo from the primitive streak through the 72 hour stage by 11)°,s,
of whole mounts and serial sections. An extensive collection of 
charl
models and slides is at the disposal of the class.
The histology course includes a thorough study of the 
fundarneoteals
tissues, i.e., epithelial, supporting, muscular, nervous, and fluidtiasu
l
together with a detailed study of the types of glands and a 
few orgo
of the mammalian body.
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Two lectures and two laboratory periods per week for one semester.
Pour semester hours credit.
Texts: Lecture: Embryology of the Chick, Patten.
Manual of Histology and Organography, Hill. ,
Laboratory: Laboratory Guide in Vertebrate Embryology:,
- Laboratory Guide in Vertebrate Histology.
Bi 1 SY 5. Comparative Anatomy.-0.0 ".... •
01. In this course a comparative study is made of the skeletal, integu-
...
s entarY, muscular, digestive, circulatory, uro-genital, and nervoussteins in the dogfish, necturus, turtle, pigeon and rabbit. Detailed1.ssections of the dogfish, necturus, turtle and pigeon are made in the lla
boratory. The dissection of the rabbit is presupposed from course 10. ,
_Two lectures and two laboratory periods per, week for one semester.Four semester hours credit. ". • -,Texts: Lecture: Biology of Vertebrates, Walter. ,,
Laboratory: Vertebrate Zoology, Pratt.
Bi1
°"°gY 6. Histological Technique.
eii6e manner of preparing microscopic slides by means of the paraffin,
cvl'idia, and freezing methods is considered. A certain number ofell prepared slides are required of all students. • -,....One lecture and one laboratory period per week for one semester.wo semester hours credit.
reat: Laboratory Guide in,Technic.
10gy 10. Anatomy of the Rabbit.
S course is supplementary to Biology 12 and consists of a de-
tafed study of the rabbit according to the regional method 'of presen-
givi".• Along with the anatomy a modicum of physiology ,will be
'I for the purpose of elucidating the anatomy.Lwilor lectures and two laboratory periods per week for one semester.
semester hours credit. .'reIts: Lecture: Professor's Notes on the Anatomy of the Rabbit.
Human Physiology, Stiles. ,• •
Laboratory: Laboratory Guide on the Anatomy of the Rabbit.
Plates on the Anatomy of the Rabbit.
Bio/0
gY 11. General Botany.
the'V course aims to give a general view of, the plant kingdom. In
nod ginning a study of the vegetative organs of the flowering plant isrh: ertakenThis study includes a consideration of the gross andp-osu.te. stru.ctures together with their various modifications and their
di
Ar
vi„!°1°gY. Then follows a study of the plant cell, nuclear and cell'1°11 and the meiotic divisions. After this a complete synoptic
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series of the various phyla is pursued. Special studies are made of the
reproductive organs of the flowering plant.
Two lectures and two laboratory periods per week for one semester.
Four semester hours credit.
Texts: Lecture: Botany, Rickett and Robbins. : •
Laboratory: Laboratory Guide in General Botany.
Biology 12. General Zoology. -
This course is intended to give a general survey of the animal king:"
dom. As an introduction a relatively complex animal, the frog, s
rapidly considered as regards structure and physiology. With t1115
preparation begins the study of the protozoa. This is followed by ad
study of the animal cell, nuclear and cell division in the animal cell all.
the meiotic divisions. At this point a study of the laws of hereditY
undertaken; the fruit fly serves as a specimen of exemplification. The
rest of the synoptic series of the invertebrates is then covered.
Two lectures and two laboratory periods per week for one semester.
Four semester hours credit.
Texts: Lecture: College Zoology, Hegner.
Laboratory: Laboratory Guide in General Zoology.. „
Biology 13. Vertebrate Embryology.'
This course considers the early history of the gam'etes and the seg-
mentation of the fertilized egg through the formation of the three ger
layers in the sea urchin, amphioxus, and frog. Then a detailed stuaYr
of the chick embryo from the primitive streak through the 72-1Iour
stage is taken up. The course is completed with a study of the furthe
development of the vertebrate as gained from the 10 mm. pig.
- Two lectures and two laboratory periods per week for one setnester.
Four semester hours credit.
Texts: Lectures: ,Embryology of the Chick, Patten.
Embryolog5, of the Pig, Patten.
Laboratory: Laboratory Guide in Vertebrate EmbryologY.
Biology 14. Vertebrate Histology. s
This course comprises a study of the fundamental tissues and a de"
tailed study of the various organs of the mammalian body.
Two lectures and two laboratory periods per week for one semester.
Four semester hours credit.
- Texts: Lecture: Manual of Histology and Organography, Hill.
. Laboratory: Laboratory Guide in Vertebrate Histology.
Biology 16. Genetics.
This course is designed to acquaint the student with the fundalle.05:
tals of heredity and variation. 'Among the topics discussed are:
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tc)rY of genetics, importance of genetics, Mendelian inheritance, chro-
n!osome theory, sex determination, linkage, interaction of factors,
chromosome complex, hybridization, and practical applications.
Two lecture periods per week for one semester.Two semester hours credit.
Text: Textbook of Genetics, Lindsey.
CHEMISTRY
,:•.; .1
Chemistry 1. General Chemistry.
seAn elementary course in the fundamental principles of chemical
cleric; together with a description of the more common elements
:eluding carbon) and their important compounds. The laboratoryl
"k is designed to illustrate those reactions which have found ap-
Pu_cations in the industries. I •Two lecture hours and one laboratory hour per week for two sem-esters.
Six semester hours credit.
Texts:, Lecture: College Chemistry, Smith.
Laboratory: Professor's Outlines.
Chemistry. 2. General Inorganic Chemistry. -, , -
A thorough study of the physical and chemical properties of the
k'eTents and their more important compounds.; Special emphasis is
e',
ir
uu upon the relationships indicated by the periodic system and thetectrornotive series. Effects which accompany change of valence,
senT
are interpreted on the basis of the electronic theory.,,.,.' _ ,r •
lelsrteers.lecture hours and two laboratory hours per week for, two
Ten semester hours credit.
, r , • • - -
te • •ho g"lning September, 1935, two lecture hours and two laboratory
.,for two semesters; eight semester hours credit.
exts: Lecture: Inorganic Chemistry, Smith.
Quiz: Chemical Calculations, Meyer. .
Laboratory: Experimental Inorganic Chemistry, Smithy
C 
Y • g
hemistr 5 Or anic Chemistry.Thrlernesteres!ecture hours and two laboratory hours per, week for two
Tteen semester hours credit.
110_ Sng, September, 1936, two lecture hours and two laboratory"T for two semesters; eight semester hours credit.
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Texts: Lecture: Introduction to Organic Chemistry, Williams.
. Organic Chemistry, Bernthsen-Sudborough.
Laboratory: Laboratory Book. of Organic Chemistry, LoivrY"
Baldwin.
Chemistry 6. Colloid Chemistry.
Two lecture hours and two laboratory hours per week for one se-
mester. _
Four semester hours credit.
Texts: Lecture: Colloidal Chemistry, Ware.
Laboratory: Professor's Outlines.
Chemistry 7. Physical Chemistry.
Three lecture hours and two laboratory hours per week for two se-
mesters. • " • , • .
. Ten semester hours credit.' • • ,
Beginning, September, 1936, two lecture hours and two laboratorY
hours for two semesters; eight semester hours credit. •
Texts: Lecture: Outlines of Theoretical Chemistry, Getman.
Laboratory: Laboratory Manual of Physical Chemistry, Da-
vidson and VanKlooster. •
, •
Chemistry 8. Qualitative Organic Analysis.
One lecture hour and two laboratory hours per week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit. • •
Text: Qualitative Organic Analysis, Kamm.
Chemistry 9. Ultimate Organic Analysis.
One lecture and two laboratory hours per week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit. • • -
Texts: Organic Combustions, Fisher, and Professor's Outlines.
•
Chemistry 12. Chemical Problems.'
One hour lecture (with assignment of problems) per week for 
two
semesters.
Two semester hours credit.
Texts: First semester, Elementary Chemistry Calculations, Meyer
Second semester, Oxidation-Reduction Reactions, Jette.
Chemistry 13. Qualitative Analysis.'
Two lecture hours and two laboratory hours per week for
mester.
Four semester hours credit. ;
Text: Qualitative Chemical Analysis, A. A. Noyes.
one se'
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Chemistry 14. Quantitative Analysis.
nieTstlewr0. 
lecture hours and two laboratory hours per week for one se-
Four semester hours credit. .
Text: Inorganic Quantitative Analysis, Fates.
ENGLISH
English 3. Literature.
ti A thorough study of literature, its characteristic qualities, its posi-
ti°". among the other fine arts; the four elements of literature—Emo-
Imagination, Thought and Form, a discussion of each element;
m'vlsions of literature.es.-A. study of prose, its nature and province; the formal and informal44Y; short story.
A 
Po 
Study poetry, its nature and province; distinctive features ofp eet• udy of 1C 
diction, emotional, imaginative and intellectual elements of
SPencerian. stanza; sonnet; epic; lyric; and dramatic poetry
special emphasis on Shakespearean drama.
our hours per week for two semesters.
ttight semester hours credit.
Sb eginning September 1935, three hours per week for two semesters;Arsemester hours credit.
ezts: Lecture: Study of Poetry, Connell.
Poems of Francis Thompson, Connolly.
Reading: Golden Treasury, Pal grave.
- Essay on Literature, Newman.
Idea of a University, Newman.
Essay on Poetry, Tat.
The .Tempest; Romeo and Juliet, Shakespeare.
Short Story, Selections.
chnglish 4. English Literature, History and Criticism.
The Ae Age of Shakespeare. The Essayists of the Nineteenth Century.
0 'ge of Milton. The Romantic Movement. Victorian Poetry..rne hour per week for two semesters.
t'vc, semester hours credit.
e ts: English Literature, Brother Leo.
.Anthology, Snyder el Martin.
1%nglish 5, 6. Precepts of Oratory and Shakespeare.
terniee theory of art and oratory; analysis and study of oratorical mas-
ces; preparation of briefs and the composition of speeches.
akespeare: A brief survey of the drama before Shakespeare; Shake-
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speare as a poet and a playwright; reading of some of his plays; class
study of the tragedies, Macbeth and Hamlet; of the comedies, Merchant
of Venice or the Twelfth Night.
Four hours per week two semesters.
Eight semester hours credit.
Beginning September 1935, three hours per week for two semesters;
six semester hours credit.
Texts: Lecture: Persuasive Speech, Donnelly.
Analysis: Bristol Speech; Speech on Conciliation, Burke.
Second Spring, Newman.
Selections, Bradley.
English 8. English Literature of the Eighteenth Century.
The Neo-classicism of Pope; the rise of the periodical essay (Ada'
son and Steele); miscellaneous prose: DeFoe, Swift; the rise of the En,g:
lish novel: Richardson, Fielding, Smollett, Sterne; Johnson and rlis
circle: Boswell, Burke, Gibbon; the drama: Goldsmith, Sheridal?!
diarists and letter-writers: Burney, Montague, Walpole, Chesterfield
transition to naturalism and romance: Collins, Gray, Cowper, Crabbl;
Blake, Burns. Outside reading in selected works of each author wit
frequent written reports.
Three hours per week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit.
Text: Professor's Notes.
English 9. English Literature of the Nineteenth Cent°I '
From the Lyrical Ballads to the Death of Scott.
The general characteristic of the romantic movement; the Wnttisi
worth group: Wordsworth, Coleridge, Southey; the narrative poetrY °
Scott and the historical novel; the essayists: Hazlitt, Lamb, Hunt, La.Te
dor, De Quincey; the Shelley group: Keats, Shelley, Byron. Outs'a_
reading in selected works of each author with frequent written report
Three hours per week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit.
Text: Professor's Notes.
English 10. English Literature, History and Criticism.
The Age of Dryden. Classical Influence. The Romantic Moveniot
The Novel. Victorian Poetry. Irish Contribution. The Twentiet'
Century.
One hour per week for two semesters:,
Two semester hours credit.
Texts: English Literature, Brother Leo.
Anthology, Snyder d Martin.
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English 12. Public Speaking.
Principles of voice culture; vocal interpretation of literature; extern-
Pere speaking, debating.
2ne hour per week for two semesters.
WO semester hours credit.
rext: Professor's Notes.
English 13. Public Speaking. Advanced Course.0.Practice in extempore speaking and in the composition and deliveryt the common forms of the occasional address; debating.2ne hour per week for two semesters.
wo semester hours credit.
ext. Professor's Notes.
_English 14. History of English Literature.FE?ur hours per week for two semesters.
aght semester hours credit.
lext: English Literature, Brother Leo.
,,English 17. The English Novel in the Nineteenth Century.
e„_'tainr novelists: Jane Austen, Scott, Dickens, Charles Reade, Thack-
6:Y: Charlotte Bronte, George Eliot, Charles Kingsley, R. L. Stevenson,0• ge Meredith, Thomas Hardy.
ivtakesser novelists: Miss Edgeworth, Miss Ferrier, John Galt, Frederick
th_rrYat, Bulwer Lytton, Disraeli, George Borrow, Wilkie Collins, An-
unY Troll° Elizabeth Gaskell, Emily Bronte, Richard Blackmore.,Three hours Per week for one semester.
4.hree semester hours credit.
text: Professor's Notes.
fr„nglish 19. English Literature of the Nineteenth Century
the Lyrical Ballads to the Death of Scott.
Ivor4ne general characteristics of the romantic movement; the Words-
group: Wordsworth, Coleridge, Southey; the narrative poetry ofStotthdor, t and the historical novel; the essayists: Hazlitt, Lamb, Hunt, Lan-
read.r3e Quincey; the Shelley group: Keats, Shelley, Byron. Outside
..r.
hree 
g in selected works of each author with frequent written reports.
hours per week for one semester.




20. Victorian Poetry and Prose (excepting the Novel).
matt, d Tennyson; Robert Browning; Elizabeth Barrett Browning;
kis_ new Arnold; The Pre-Raphaelite Group: D. G. Rossetti, Christina
gh 
, William Morris, A. C. Swinburne; Miscellaneous Poets: Arthur Clough, Coventry Patmore, Francis Thompson, Edward Fitz-
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gerald, James Thomson. Prose: Thomas Carlyle, John Ruskin, Thomas
Babington, Macaulay, John Henry Newman, Walter Pater.
Three hours per week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit.
Text: Professor's Notes.
English 23. Advanced English Composition.
Foundations of literary style; creative work in the essay, review, e
tonal, short story and one-act play.
Three hours per week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Text: Professor's Notes.
English 24. Public Speaking.
One hour per week for two semesters.
Two semester hours credit.
English 25. Public Speaking.
One hour per week for two semesters.
Two semester hours credit.
English 29. Victorian Literature.
Tennyson; Browning; Mrs. Browning; Arnold; Clough. The Pre-
Raphaelite Group; D. G. Rossetti; Christina Rossetti; Morris; Swint;
burne. Miscellaneous Poets: Patmore; Thompson; Fitzgerald; Jar °
Thomson. Prose: Arnold; Carlyle; Ruskin; Macaulay; Newman; Pater.
The Novel: Dickens; Thackeray; George Eliot.
Three hours per week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit.
Text: Professor's Outlines.
English 30. Contemporary British and Irish Literature'
(1890-1910).
Y,A survey of authors and movements in British and Irish poetr 
drama and fiction. A review of the Aesthetic School and the Deci_a;
dents and the influence of Arnold, Pater and the French writers on
men of the 'Nineties. The Irish Revival. Changes in the Englis
drama: influence of Shaw and Ibsen. The Realists in poetry: 1C-i
Masefield, Henley.
Three hours per week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Text: Contemporary British Literature. Manly and Rickert.
English 31. Contemporary British and Irish Literature'
(1910-1930).
A survey of authors and movements in British and Irish poet'
drama and fiction. Georgian Poetry. Later movements. Shaw, We's
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Chesterton, Belloc. Twentieth Century developments in the novel.11.ednett, Galsworthy. Non-fiction. Modern biography. Modern ten-
dencies in literature. Continuance of Irish movements.
Three hours per week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Text: Contemporary British Literature. Manly and Rickert.
'914)
English 33A. Contemporary American Literature. (1888-
This course presents the main literary and social movements ofAc.rnerican Literature from 1888 to 1914. Emphasis is placed on the
.!amor for reform and the literary works of the reformers. A modern
li.terature and its philosophy of life will be studied in the light of the
P,Pilosophical principles of Scholasticism. The reading will include'ine representative fiction writers and poets of the period: Garland,
„Tith, Guiney, Carman, Hovey, Bierce, Crane, Ford, Tarkington,
Norris, Moody, Wharton, London, 0. Henry, Upton Sin-
"a2.1., and Mackaye.
1 hree hours per week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit.
Texts: The Social Revolt, Oscar Cargill.
Modern American Poetry, Untermeyer. ,
'930)
English 3 3B. 'Contemporary American Literature. (1914-
_This course attempts to give a comprehensive account of the literary
veirients in American Literature from 1914 to 1930. An increas-,,,ing dissatisfaction will be noted with literary standards of the past.
p411r. e et a ti on 
growth of Naturalism in the novel and the Drama and the inter-
of life based on sceptical and Freudian philosophies will be
!Iiscussed. The reading will include some of the principal poets and
re writers of the Period: Robinson, Dreiser, Pound, Masters, Lowell,
pintdsaY, Teasdale, Millay, Frost, Mencken, Anderson, Lewis, Her-
Cabell, Cather, Eliot, Jeffers and Eugene O'Neill.
,"ree hours per week for one semester.
..irhree semester hours credit.
elta: Contemporary Trends, J. H. Nelson.
Modern American Poetry, Untermeyer.
En /.Th8-1sh 34A. American Literature. (1830-1860)
of the purpose of this course is to give an appreciative interpretation
e American Authors who flourished from 1830 to 1860 togetherVith extensive readings in their prose and poetry. The spirit of Ameri-T11'1 idealism expressed in the writings of Poe, Emerson, Hawthorne,
0
real', Whittier, Longfellow and Lowell will receive careful con-
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sideration. New England Transcendentalism will be treated in it5
influence on the writers of this period.
Three hours per week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit.
Text: The Romantic Triumph, 1830-1860. Tremaine McDowell.
English 34B. American Literature. (1860-1888)
- The purpose of this course is to study the radical change in Alter'
can Literature between the years, 1860 and 1890. Four focal points
of interest will be noted: (1) The Decline of Romanticism; (2) The
Bases of Realism, embracing the work of the Western Humorists, Folk
Literature and the progress of Realism and local color; (3) The coo"
tribution of the three most important realists of the period, Twain
Howells and James; (4) The progress toward Naturalism. An 
at-
tempted evaluation will be made of the literary influence of Whitniao,
Lanier, Harte, Miller, Twain, Howells, James, and Emily Dickins°°'
The novelists, Wallace, Jackson, Crawford, will be read as contrast
study.
Three hours per week for one semester. -•
Three semester hours credit.
Text: The Rise of Realism, Louis Warm.
English 35A. Journalism.
The history of the newspaper. Its growth. The make-up of ga
newspaper. News and news values. Gathering news. Preparation Cc'
,
copy. Newspaper English. The writer's viewpoint. Accuracy a°
its importance. News stories, structure and style. Rewrite 
stories.
Copy editing. Proof reading. Headline writing. The editorial.
Class assignments in practical newspaper work on the colic!
publication, The Tomahawk, will be required in this course, 
as toe
course in Journalism includes work in Public Relations.
Three hours per week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
English 35B. Journalism.
The feature story. Special types of stories. The make-up of 
the
newspaper. Balancing the page. Newspaper syndicates. • The Prete
and its ideals. The function of the newspaper. The et
hics of t°
press. The law of libel. The editorial.
Class assignments in practical newspaper work on the College Pnt
lication, The Tomahawk, will be required in this course, as 
the coots'
in Journalism includes work in Public Relations.
Three hours per week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
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English 36. Dante's "Divine Comedy."
A study of the medieval mind in its spiritual aspirations and
aesthetic appreciation as embodied by Dante in his "Divine Comedy."
Three hours per week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit.
English 37. English Composition and
°nee.
, :rhe essentials of thought and style in
brlef consideration of colloquial language
ess• Comprehensive treatment of the
Business letters.
Three hours per week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit.
GREEK
Commercial Correspond-
writing and speaking. A
and the language of busi-
problems and language of
V.reelt 1. Elementary Greek.co diphthong, and consonant observations; accent; declensions;
x;r1hugations; study of verbs, Tegular and irregular; formation of tenses.
tence: vocabulary of the student is naturally extended by simple sen-ThSO4 _ • e nominative-genitive inflection is recited, as is the compari-
• ot adjectives and adverbs, and particularly in the same way the six
• ciPal parts of the verb given when met for the first time. The early
the °I an elementary dictionary is required. Correct letter formation of
c,kireek script is insured by systematic practice. '
ur hours per week for one semester.
rtoeur semester hours credit.
tee htiuning 193 T, three hours per week for one semester; three semes-.1. urs credit.
el(t: An Introduction to Greek, Crosby and Schaffer.
Greek 2. Elementary Greek.
• Occasional review of Greek 1 as needed; rules of syntax; selections
Xenophon's Anabasis, Books I-IV; the reading of selected mono-graphs
stu, nn Xenophon as given in standard encyclopaedias; a thorough
of '2,3' of the life and times of Xenophon as given in the introductionthe Harper and Wallace edition.
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Four hours per week for one semester.
Four semester hours credit.
Beginning 1935, three hours per week for one semester; three semes-
ter hours credit.
Text: An Introduction to Greek, Crosby and Schaeffer.
Greek 3. Intermediate Greek.
The reading of selected passages in the original from the first Si5
books of the Iliad, together with a comprehensive knowledge of the
entire epic based upon the Lang, Leaf, Myer edition. Sight reading
is based on the Anabasis of Xenophon.
Four hours per week for one semester.
Four semester hours credit.
Beginning 1935, three hours per week for one semester; three semes-
ter hours credit.
Texts: An Introduction to Greek, Crosby and Schaeffer.
' Homer's Iliad, Keep.
Translations, Chapman.
Xenophon, Harper and Wallace.
Greek 4. Intermediate Greek.
The reading of the Greek tragedy, Hecuba, together with a study of
the Greek tragedy viewed in the light of the principles of dramatic
poetry as exemplified in Connell's Text-book on Poetry. The ApologY
of Plato. References: Jebb, Browne, Murray, Moulton, Dyer, Flagg'
Stock, Xenophon.'s Memorabilia.
Four hours per week for one semester.
Four semester hours credit.
Beginning 1935, three hours per week for one semester; three sane'
ter hours credit.
Texts: Euripides' Hecuba, Bond and Walpole.
Plato's Apology, jowett.
Text-book on Poetry, Connell.
Greek 5. Advanced Greek.
The reading of the Odyssey of Homer, together with a careful stud/
of the introduction, and continuous reference to the notes and vocabw
lary. The study of Homer as an epic poet, comparison with the Lati°'
Italian and English epic poets.
The reading of Plato's Apology, with a careful study of the trial and
death of Socrates.
Four hours per week for one semester.
Four semester hours credit.
Greek 8, 
Intermediate Greek.The tra„_ reading of Euripides' "Hecuba," with a thorough study of GreekerY, its spirit and structure, an the Greek stage. The reading of
"t Olynthiac of Demosthenes, with a careful study of the life and
roucar h 
l activities of the orator.
tours per week for one semester.
_u
40 r semester hours credit.
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Beginning 1935, three hours per week for one semester; three semes-ter hours credit.
Texts: Homer's Odyssey, Goodwin.
Plato's Apology, Kitchel.
Greek 6. Advanced Greek.
The reading of the Olynthiacs of Demosthenes, I, II, III, with a care-ful study of the life and political activities of the orator; the carefulreading of Euripides' "Hecuba," with a thorough study of the Greek
tra.. gedY, its spirit and structure, and the Greek stage; the study of44-Tides, the dramatist, by the reading of selections from his otherPlays. 
Sight reading in selections from Herodotus.lour hours per week for one semester.Four semester hours credit.
Beginning 1935, three hours per week for one semester; three semes-ter hours credit.
Texts: Euripides' Hecuba, Bond and Walpole.
Demosthenes' Olynthiacs, Tyler.
Greek 7. Intermediate Greek.re comprehensive knowledge of the story of the Iliad from the closeuat ulg of the translation of Lang, Leaf, and Myer edition is assumed.Th'ikewise credit for approximately 1500 lines of the original text of theIliad is required.
ra.:1-h,.e Odyssey of Homer: books IX and X are read, together with aul 
study'of the introduction, and continuous reference to the notesill vocabulary. References: Jebb, Lang, Leaf, Murray, Gladstone.anslation—Butcher and Lang, Cowper, Worsley, Bryant.The 
reading of selections from Herodotus with careful study of hiscY,le and value as an historian._roour hours per week for one semester.Fteur. semester hours credit.
ter , Sinning 1935, three hours per week for one semester; three semes-ours credit.„ne .
xts: Odyssey, Goodwin.
Tales from Herodotus, Farnell.
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Beginning 1935, three hours per week for one semester; three semes-
ter hours credit.
Texts: Euripides' Hecuba, Bond and Walpole.
Demosthenes' Philip pico, Tyler.
Greek 9. Advanced Greek.
A study of the principles of Oratorical Composition and Rhetori
cal
Analysis is made as exemplified in the Philippics of Demosthenes, w-
gether with a study of the historical issue at hand.
A careful reading of Sophocles' "Oedipus Tyrannus," with character
study and analysis, and study of the development and function of the
Greek Chorus.
Four hours per week for one semester.
Four semester hours credit.
Beginning 1935, three hours per week for one semester; three soot's"
ter hours credit.
Texts: Oedipus Tyrannus of Sophocles, White.
Demosthenes' Olynthiacs, Tyler.
Greek 10. Advanced Greek. .
A careful study of Demosthenes' De Corona" with comparatil e
study of Aeschines against Ctesiphon.
Four hours per week for one semester.
Four semester hours credit.
Beginning 1935, three hours per week for one semester; three seme
ter hours credit.
Text: Demosthenes' De Corona, Tyler.
Greek 13. Advanced Greek.
This course is primarily a literature course with emphasis on the
origin and growth of the literary "genres" of the Greeks and the Or
tinuity of the European tradition. It has the further purpose
acquainting the student with Greek modes of thought and Greek 
liter.ap
ture as the basis of human culture and of humanistic philosophy.,
this it is a Greek civilization course. The course is divided into t',Ae
parts: The Epic Age, The Lyric Age, The Age of the Drama,
Alexandrine Period and the Anthology.
Three hours per week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Texts: The Golden Treasury of Ancient Greek Poetry, wr
ighi
Abbott.
The History of Greek Literature, Croiset.
Select Epigrams from the Greek Anthology, Mackail.
Reference work and wide reading in special fields 
required
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Greek 14. Advanced Greek.
In this course a study of the origin and development of Greek prose
ith Greek compositional exercises in imitation of the prose author's
stY1e is conducted. Special study on the works of a single author oftile student's choice is required. The purpose of the course is to afford
an introduction to graduate methods of research and scholarship and
a preparation in the fundamental work of the sciences allied to the
Study of the classics.
Three hours per week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Texts: Golden Treasury of Ancient Greek Prose, 'Wright and Shad-
well.
Greek Prose Composition, Donovan.
Consultation of special reference books in classical literature
is required.
GERMAN
German 1. Elementary German.
, A thorough drill in the rudiments of the grammar, supplementedY the writing of English prose into German, involving the more usual
8°
tYntactical constructions; drills in dictation and conversation; transla-
1011 of selections from modern authors into idiomatic English. -
Three hours per week for two semesters.
5 semester hours credit. ,Texts: German Scientific Reader, Kip.
Marchen und Ergahlungen I and II.
German 3. Intermediate German.
Reading of modern and classical authors; a thorough review of the
ilr nunar, supplemented by the writing of English prose into German,v
41.,°11'ing all syntactical constructions; dictation; discussion in Ger-
'`.r.!..of the scientific theories exposed by the authors read.
,I,..hree hours per week for two semesters...n?.x semester hours credit.r
ezts: German Grammar, Bacon.
Kriiger and Smith's German Conversation Book.
Jung frau von Orleans, Schiller.
Chemical German, Greenfield.
German 4- Advanced German.The study of the works of Goethe, Schiller, and other important41'tliors of the classical period.Three,„, hours per week for two semesters.J.It semester hours credit.
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HISTORY
History 6. Mechanics of History (First Term); Christian An-
tiquity to the Reformation (Second Term).
Two hours per week for two semesters.
Four semester hours credit.
Texts: Volume II, Guggenberger.
Professor's Notes.
History 7. Europe, From the Reformation to the World Vf3r.
Two hours per week for two semesters.
Four semester hours credit.
Texts: Volume I, Hayes.
Professor's Notes.
History 9. Constitutional History of the United States. he
The origin of the Union, the Confederation; the struggle for
present Constitution; real character of the Constitution; internal dis"
sentions during Washington's administration; Alexander HarniItnfi.
The influence of the French Revolution. The fall of Federalisl
Jefferson; the purchase of Louisiana; history of slavery to 1787 r.s,
compromises in the Constitution; Marshall and the Constitution; .`"
tory of Constitutional amendments and consideration of cases illustra'
ting the amendments.
Three hours per week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Texts: History of the Constitution, Cooley.
Professor's Notes.
History 10. Constitutional History of the United States.
The functional division of Powers: the Judiciary, the Executive, 
the
interrelations of the three departments; growth of 
the
Legislative;
Constitutional System; fundamental principles of the Attie al
can Constitution; general evaluation of the American Constituti
on
System, its weaknesses and deficiences, its superiorities.
Three hours per week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Texts: History of the Constitution, Cooley.
Professor's Notes.
History 11. Modern European History. the
The Political and Social Revolution of the Nineteenth CenturY;
American War of Independence; the French Revolution; Napoleon...
Projects; the Congress of Vienna; the subsequent revolutions in France%
the rise of the German Empire under the Hohenzollerns; the inflnen
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Britain; the rise of Russia to a World Power; Social Theories ofdie period.
Three hours per week for two semesters.
IX sernester hours credit.
I ext. Professor's Outlines.
Ifistory 12. The History of the United States.A study of the political, social, and economic development of the
l
American nation, from Colonial times. Lectures, library readings,od reports.
Three hours per week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
lliStory 13. The Civil War and Reconstruction.c A consideration of the political and military problems of the Amen-
. nation in the period between 1850 and 1877.Zhree hours per week for one semester.
-three semester hours credit.
--ory 14. The United States from 1870 through the World" at%
Se
A study of the economic and social changes in American life con-
(luent upon the period of reconstruction, the completion of theOtward movement, the Spanish-American War, and the part played
7,„the United States in the World War.
4.21ree hours per week for one semester.
ihree semester hours credit.
LATIN
La' 1. Cicero, Horace, Virgil.
the!1 the beginning of this course the value of humanistic studies and't influences on man are emphasized by the careful study of Cicero's1,airo Archia," carefully analyzing the great orator's opinion on their




particular is made, as they are exemplified in Horace's
ica." Thirdly, a study of the epic style, and especially the
:ken cif Virgil, is made by a careful reading of the Ninth Book of the
,.,i.ve hours per week for one semester.
semester hours credit.
tee tgliutling 1935, four hours per week for one semester; four semes-:mirs credit
e .
2ttS: Orations of Cicero, Bennett.
'Works of Horace, Bennett.
Aeneid, Book. IX, Stephenson.
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Latin 2. Horace and Cicero.
This course is a continuation of Latin 1, comprising a study of
lyric poetry by the reading of the Odes of Horace as examples 
of 01̀
classical lyrics. The reading of selections from Livy.
Five hours per week for one semester:
Five semester hours credit.
Beginning 1935, four hours per week for one semester; four 
soles'
ter hours credit.
Texts: Works of Horace.
Selections from Livy.
Latin 3. Composition.
A written exercise and class criticism once a week in prose comP°91
tion in imitation of Ciceronian style.
One hour per week for two semesters.
One semester hour credit.
Latin 6. Composition.
A written exercise and class criticism once a week in prose conW
esi-
tion in imitation of Ciceronan style.
One semester hour credit.
Latin 11. Cicero and Tacitus A D.
This course is obligatory for all Sophomore students in 
the
course. Prerequisite: Latin 2.
The study of Tacitus as a stylist. A special study of 
Oratorical Woi
position and Analysis is made by a thorough study of the pr
inciple.,5.3.0
Oratorical Composition as exemplified in Cicero's "Pro Lege Ma11111
Five hours per week for one semester.
Five semester hours credit.
Beginning 1935, four hours per week for one semester; 
four 016'
ter hours credit.
Texts: Orations of Cicero, Bennett.
Tacitus, Annales, Holy Cross Press.
Latin 12. Cicero, Horace, Juvenal.
This course is obligatory for all Sophomore students in the
course. Prerequisite: Latin 11.
A comparative study of the Latin Satirists, Horace and Ju
venal, es
their influences on modern literature. A further study of the 
pritle'Pro
of Oratorical Composition is made by a thorough analysis of Cice
"Pro Milone."
Five hours per week for one semester.
Five semester hours credit.
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Larin Is. Cicero—De Oratore.
study of Cicero's views on the essential qualities and on the func-tion of the Orator.Three hours per week for one semester.
Piree semester hours credit.
rext. Cicero: De Oratore, Peterson.
Latin 16. Quintilian—Institutio Oratoria.
work general survey of the subject matter and scope of uintilian'sWith translation from Book X.
4,!lree hours per week for one semester.
hree semester hours credit.
95
, ginning 1935, four hours per week for one semester; four semes-'er flours credit.
Texts: Orations of Cicero, Bennett.
Works of Horace, Bennett.
Juvenal, Selections, Holy Cross Press.
MATHEMATICS
Mathematics 1. Plane Trigonometry.
act14-or introductory course in Trigonometry, treating the function of
tria e tangles, use of natural functions, logarithms, solution of the right
..,11gle and oblique triangle and other trigonometric operations.s.4 WO hours per week for two semesters.0 degree credit allowed.1 ext: Trigonometry, Wentworth. • ,
Mathematics 2. Introductory Mathematical Analysis.
iS course is intended to give the thorough working knowledge of
seLgebra and Plane Trigonometry necessary as a basis for work in theences. 
tioni tive.c.ourse is given under the following subdivisions: factoring; frac-
linear equations; exponents and logarithms; radicals; quadratic
equatt!clis; functions and their graphs; advanced topics in quadratic
Ind 1°'is and systems of equations involving quadratics; mathematical°n;uctio
aPpr inequalities; complex numbers; theory of equations andon_ 4mate roots; permutations and combinations; probability; trig-fir_ume.tric functions and solution of right triangles; trigonometrictrifictions
ot any angle; relations between trigonometric functions;• 
fo
ungc4.°'netric analysis; general values of angles; inverse trigonometric
tionleti°ns; trigonometric equations; graphical representation of trigo-ro.rric functions; solution of oblique triangles.tif hours per week for two semesters.6rit semester hours credit.
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Beginning 1935, three hours per week for two semesters; six sem's'.
ter hours credit.
Text: Mathematical Analysis, Griffin.
Reference: College Algebra, Hart.
Mathematics 3. Higher Mathematical Analysis.
e':The course is given under the following subdivisions: rates, m 
values, extremes, zero values, formulx; instantaneous rates, tango s
areas, etc., as limits; derivatives of polynomials and power functi°fle's
rates extremes, maxima and minima; simple integrals, areas, volinnj
momentum, work, fluid pressure, falling bodies; logarithmic arl.
exponential functions, compound interest law, logarithmic and 'e 4..
logarithmic graphs, differentiation and integration of logarithmic
exponential functions; rectangular coordinates, equations of motion,
alytic geometry; line, circle, parabola, ellipse, hyperbola; translation;;
tersections; solution of equations, Homer's and Newton's meth 1,
polar coordinates, periodic variations, derivatives; trigonometric
sis, basic identities, equations, involutes, cycloids, simple harmonic xp.ce
tion, damped oscillations, addition formulx, sums and products; defitilf,
integrals, length of arcs, surfaces of revolution, double integration, Pa,,t
tial derivatives, Simpson's rule; progressions and series,
theory, Maclaurin's series, binomial theorem; permutations, cowl:4°3st
tions, and probability, normal probability curve, method of levi,
squares; complex number system, definitions, geometric representati
operations and applications.
Four hours per week for two semesters. 
Lnvestni.ePa,
Eight semester hours credit. et t
Beginning 1935, three hours per week for two semesters; six sent
hours credit. -
Texts: Analysis—Higher Course, Griffin.
Reference: Calculus, Granville.
Mathematics 4. Elementary Calculus. 1, oil
The following topics are considered: variables and functions;
of limits; differentiation of standard elementary forms; simple aFT'es;
cations of the derivative; successive differentiation; partial derivau nle
integration of standard elementary forms; definite integrals; sii*
applications of integration.
Three hours per week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Text: Differential and Integral Calculus, Granville.
Mathematics 5. Vector Analysis: Advanced Calculus.
The course is given under the following subdivisions: differentiatve;
of standard elementary forms; simple applications of the deriva"
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Successive differentiation; maxima and minima; differentials; rates;
ti.liaatrliogne of variable; curvature; indeterminate forms; partial cliff eren-
; envelopes; series; expansion of functions; asymptotes; integra-
.1°4 of standard elementary forms; definite integral; integration ofCa 
fractions; rationalization; integration, a process of summation;
ccessive and partial integration.
2:hree hours per week for two semesters.
tlx semester hours credit.
neginning 1936, two hours per week for two semesters; four semes-
r hours credit.
Teats: Professor's Notes.
„ Theoretical Physics, Page.
Iceference: Advanced Calculus, Osgood and Wilson.
c4,athematics 6. Algebra, Analytic Geometry, Trigonometry,
alculus.
1.1.4 one-year course consisting of College Algebra, Analytic Geometry,
of notnetry, and Calculus. A rapid survey is made of the elements
i., Algebra, equations—linear
' 
simultaneous and quadratic, the binom-a41 theorem and progressions. The functional idea is then studied as the
liproaoh to Trigonometry and Analytical Geometry. Calculus is sur-





hrt °ughout the course emphasis is placed upon such parts of Mathe-
kat, Which are applicable in the sciences or the subsequent work intle cs....rnatics itself.
!hr. ee hours per week for two semesters.
semester hours credit.
elt: Freshman Mathematics, Mullins and Smith.
Mathematics 8. Differential Equations.
iii,v4x,1 introductory course in differential equations, covering equations
..,2;ving two variables.
ree hours per week for two semesters.
"i/et semester hours credit.
ter Lguanlog 1937, two hours per week for two semesters; four semes-,ruours credit.
ext: Differential Equations, Phillips and Cohen.
Philosobhbee . t Y 1. Logic.
onttion and division of Philosophy; natural and artificial logic; the
oPerations of the mind: idea, judgment, and reasoning.41ie study of the Idea: definition, extension and comprehension—
PHILOSOPHY
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division—the universal idea, predicables and predicament's. Terri's'
mental and oral—division—analogy and supposition.
The study of the Judgment: definition—propositions, their nature
and division—extension and comprehension of the predicate--quantl
and quality of propositions—opposition, conversion and equivalence
propositions.
The study of Reasoning: the syllogism, various kinds and their lois
—figures and modes; other forms of argumentation; Demonstration
and its divisions; Deduction and induction, complete and incornPlete.
Nine hours per week for one-half semester.
Four and one-half semester hours credit.
Text: Logic and Epistemology, Cotter.
Philosophy 2. Epistemology.
The study of truth: logical and moral truth; falsity: the studY
truth and falsity as completely found in the judgment; the studY
the general and partial causes of falsity; the study of the mind in re 3i
tion to truth: ignorance, doubt, opinion and certitude, refutation f:





senses, (external and internal), intelligence, reason, intellectual
ory; the rejection of the various schools of Idealism; the establis11;!:
of the proximate and ultimate motives and criteria of truth; reiecl,
of false theories; Objective Evidence, the ultimate criterion of till"
Nine hours per week for one-half semester.
Four and one-half semester hours credit.
Text: Logic and Epistemology, Cotter.
Philosophy 3. Ontology.
The importance of this course lies in the fact that it establish'es,acer:
tam n and valid principles that form the basis of advanced work in r(--
tural Theology.
theThe definition and proof of the objectivity of the idea of being; of
analogy of being, its descent or contraction; how the precise concept. .1
being is obtained; essences: physical and metaphysical, their objectiv1;
the transcendental properties of being, i.e. unity, truth and goodne'_f
the possibles: their formal nature and their foundation; rejection. (e1.0
adverse theories; substance and accident: definition and division of, tn_i
objectivity; rejection of Locke's theory; causality: efficient, f0rin:1;
material and final—definition and proof of their objectivity—rejectiv
of Occasionalism; Infinite and finite; nature and person.
Nine hours per week for one-half semester.
Four and one-half semester hours credit.
Text: Ontology, Shea.
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Philosophy 4. Cosmology.
The study of the origin of the world: Pantheism, Materialism, Crea-
tcl°11; the divine purpose in creating; the world in its nature: finite,
a°mposite and contingent; essential constituents of bodies: Dynamic
11c1 Atomic theories; Hylomorphism: the nature of matter and form;
ar7 and secondary qualities of bodies; activity of bodies; radio-
actfitY; law of conservation of energy; transmutation of matter; space
41" time; Descartes, Clarke, Balmes, on the nature of space; Kant's
e°rY of space and time; laws of nature; miracles.
hours per week for one-half semester.
and one-half semester hours credit.Tour 
Cosmology, Holy Cross Press.
Philosophy S. Fundamental Psychology.
ti LifeIn. General: properties of living and non-living bodies; imman-
c.,7 of action; Scholastic concept of life.
silant Life: sensitive life; unity and divisibility of the animal soul;
'1_4/let and intelligence; theories on the origin of the instinct.
bo,urigin of Life: the scholastic theory on the origin of the first living
047; refutation of Spontaneous Generation; the Scholastic doctrine
• ne origin of the species of plants and animals; Biological Evolu-tion.
!ive hours per week for one-half semester.
1,1vo and one-half semester hours credit.
•'exr: Fundamental Psychology, Dolan.
13,hilosophy 6. Advanced Empirical Psychology.ittettilde. first part of this course is devoted to a study of sensitive life,
lag the nature of sensation and its properties; the doctrine of the
PertlessPec. ; the external and internal senses, hallucinations and dreams; the
the eftion of the material world and the refutation of the skeptical
appetse.of Descartes, Locke, Berkley, Hume, Mill, Bain; the sensuous
iensecond part of this course is devoted to a study of intellectual
the origin of ideas, judgment and reasoning, attention
freecirolection, memory, the rational appetite—the will, its nature and
hours per week for one-half semester.4,wo and one-half semester hours credit.lexts: • Advanced Psychology, Dolan.
Psychology, Maher.
Philos h
A °P -Y 7. Advanced Rational Psychology.
itY a
rid 
studY of the human soul, its substantiality, individuality, simplic-spirituality; refutation of false_ theories on the nature of the
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human soul: Hume, Mill, James, Monism, Hoffding; origin and destinY
of the human soul; refutation of Anthropological Evolution.
Five hours per week for one-half semester.
Two and one-half semester hours credit.
Texts: Advanced Psychology, Dolan.
Psychology, Maher.
Philosophy 8. Natural Theology.
edgeThe Existence of God: Monotheistic philosophers on our knowl 
of the existence of God; Ontologism—Malebranche, Gioberti,
mini; Traditionalism; ontological proof of St. Anslem, Descartes, Lel°;
nitz, for the existence of God; the metaphysical proof; the arguing%
from design; the moral proof; Kant, Mill, Spencer, Mallock, et al.,
the proofs of God's existence. Atheism, Agnosticism; Religious ail
moral consequences of Agnosticism.
The Essence of God: The idea of the Infinite; unity of God; Pills-
ical and metaphysical essence; Polytheism; Pantheism; Modern
theists: Spinoza, Fichte, Schelling, Hegel; Anthropomorphism; Herber'
Spencer, on the anthropomorphic idea of God. L nod;
The Divine Attributes: immortality, eternity and immensity of
St. Thomas, Lessius, Newton, Clarke, on the Immensity of God;
plicity and infinity of God; the Divine Intellect and Knowledge; f0rei
knowledge of God; Objections against the Divine Foreknowledge. °
free actions; the Divine Will; freedom of the Divine Will; OttunP°'
tence of God; Mill's objections against the Divine Omnipotence. I
Concurrence of God in the Actions of Creatures: preservation c7;
creatures; supernatural, natural, mediate and immediate concurren
St. Thomas and "Premotion"; Divine Providence and its relation eve.
physical and moral evils; the possibility of a Supernatural Provide°rt,
Supplementary Questions: Schopenhauer's "World Will";
mann's "Unconscious;" Haeckel's Monism; Mansel, on contradiction
the idea of God; Spencer, on the idea of the absolute.
Five hours per week for one-half semester.
Two and one-half semester hours credit.
Text: Natural Theology, Dolan.
Philosophy 10. General Ethics.
Definitions, nature, object, necessity of Ethics; false theories regartic;
ing the fundamental principles of Ethics; the ultimate end of Inatie
beatitude; the human act; merit and accountability; the passions; vittof
and vice; morality of human acts; false opinions of the nature „j
morality; the norm of morality and false norms; Utilitarianism 3;1
Hedonism; Bentham, Mill and Spencer; the eternal law and the cat' of
law; properties and sanction of the natural law; nature and origin
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°1°ral obligation; false theories on the origin of moral obligation;
Xant's categorical imperative; Conscience.
Five hours per week for one semester.
Five semester hours credit.
Text: Fundamental Ethics, Sullivan.
Reference: Leibel.
Philosophy 11. Special Ethics.
t, Man's duty to his Creator; obligations of accepting Divine revela-
the obligation of inner and outer worship to God; Rationalism;kdmiffaner,esndtiusitny.
to himself; man's duty to preserve himself; suicide.
Man's duty to his neighbor; direct and indirect killing; killing doneul self-defense; lying; mental reservation.
Right of ownership: Communism and Socialism; theories of Henry
,,corge; Herbert Spencer on the right of property; modes of acquiring
rroPerty; rights of disposing property by will; contracts; relations of
capital and labor; trade unions; strikes.
Society in general: nature and end of domestic society; unity and in-di
'solubili
the 
ty of matrimony; divorce; parental authority; education 'of
child.
c• C. ivil Society: nature, end and origin; false theories on the origin of
:iv!' society; Hobbes and Rousseau; the Scholastic doctrine; forms of
go°'I government; citizenship; universal suffrage; the functions of civil
rtuti f ent—legislative, judiciary, executive; taxation; death penalty; reveedoin
of worship; freedom of the press; state education.
IL nternational Law: various meanings of Jus Gentium; foundation ofrtni t,ernational law; mutual relations of nations; right of commerce;
8,.,11t.s of neutrals; nature and justice of war; arbitration.
ve hours per week for one semester.
semester hours credit.
Reference: 
Special Ethics, Sullivan.Atference: Leibel.
Phil°p sophy 12. Seminar. The Seminar which is conducted by the
osoleLsoPhical Academy is held once a week throughout the year. Phil-
bb.Pnical essays and discussions on the various philosophical problems
s; °I. embers of the Aquinas Circle constitute the routine work of the
semester hour credit.
PhilosThe °Phy 15. Philosophical Latin.
and _ object of this course is two-fold: to acquire knowledge of Latin
knowledge of Scholastic Ethics.lass 
discussion and readings in philosophical Latin.
s's of discussion and readings: ethical readings in Latin: socialism;
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right of private ownership; false doctrines and theories concerning
property; domestic and civil society; origin of the state; origin of an;
thority; subject of authority; industrial and sociological problems 01
modern society.
Collateral readings: Latin Texts of Scholastic Philosophers.
Three hours per week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Text: Philosophia Moralis in usum Scholarum, Auctore, Victore
Cathrein.
Philosophy 16. Moral Problems.
The purpose of this course, besides supplementing considerably the
body of moral principles treated in General and Special Ethics, is t°This
apply the same to the varied walks and aspects of everyday life.
latter end is accomplished by a clinical analysis of typical instances of
human conduct in the light of truths established. Besides instructi°11
in theory, facility is acquired by solving practical cases of ni011
import.
Three hours per week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Text: Professor's Manuals.
PHYSICS
Physics 1. General Physics.
This course is intended to give the student an appreciation of thea
physical phenomena and their laws and it provides a solid basis s_
more advanced study of the subject. The method of treatment is
torical and physical rather than mathematical. The fundamental P ci
ciples of the mechanics of solids, liquids and gases, wave motion
radiation, sound, heat, light, magnetism, and electricity are treatecl,eC
the lectures. The lectures are illustrated by numerous and varied le
ture-table demonstrations, lantern slides and moving pictures.
The laboratory work is arranged as a complement of the lectl
course, so that the student has an opportunity to verify by perso
observation and calculation the various laws and their applications. led
this part of the course, method in observations and records is insist s,
upon. The elementary theory of physical measurements and disc,°,..f
sion of errors with their applications in written reports are required
the students.
Three lecture hours and one laboratory hour per week for two se
esters.
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s •Eight semester hours credit.
Texts : Lecture: Physics, Lynch and Professor's Notes.
Laboratory: Professor's Notes.
Physics 2. Mechanics, Heat and Sound.
d A mathematical treatment designed to meet the needs of the student
eLitous of pursuing major subjects in Chemistry or Physics.
I be course is given under the following sub-divisions: physical mag-
udes, units and measurements; properties of matter in general; the
nature and the measure of force; work, energy and power; equilibrium;
etas 
Motion of solid bodies; gravitation; machines, friction; properties oftic bodies; pressure in liquids; flowing liquids; vibrations and waves;
temperature and thermal expansion; effects and measurement of heat,
_ga,ses and vapors; thermal energy and heat engines; diffusion, transfer'4 thermal energy; sound; musical instruments and the scale.
Three lecture hours and one laboratory hour per week for twoseinesters.
Eight semester hours credit.
Texts: Lecture: Textbook. of Modern Physics, Weld and Palmer.
Laboratory: Taylor, Watson and Howe.
P •
hYlics 3. Light, Magnetism and Electricity.
A continuation of Course 2 given under the following sub-divisions:
agnetism, electric charges; steady electric currents; electro-chemical
riP_Iice.o..otnena; electromagnetism; induced and variable currents; electro-
Illations and electric waves; ions in gases and electrons in atoms;
s,. tlt and its measurement; mirrors and prisms; lenses and optical in-
.,cnts; color; polarized light.
of bit e laboratory work proceeds with the lecture course. The theories
den easurements and graphical methods are insisted upon and the stu-
t is required to apply these to all laboratory reports.
student is required to submit each semester an essay on someuujeet analogous to the lecture matter.
estersThree lecture hours and one laboratory hour per week for two sem-.
Piight semester hours credit.
"ts: Lecture: Textbook of Modern Physics, Weld and Palmer.
Laboratory: General Physics for the Laboratory, Taylor,
Watson and Howe.
PhYsicTir 4. Modern Physics.
tletic following subjects are treated: alternating current; electromag-
elect_ tileorY of radiation; properties of moving charged bodies; the
'cm; kinetic theory of gases; thermionics; the photoelectric effect;43's and some applications.
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Three lecture hours per week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Text: Modern Physics, Jauncey.
Physics S. Modern Physics.
A continuation of Physics 4, treating the following topics: Bobr
theory of spectra; periodic law and atomic structure; critical Poten-
tials; radio and television; radioactivity and isotopes; geophysics; astro-
physics; relativity; specific heats; electrical resistance; high frequeng
sound waves; recent ideas in physics.
Three lecture hours for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Text: Modern Physics, Jauncey.
Physics 8. Mechanical Drawing.
orsFirst Term. Instruction in the correct use of drafting instrunle d
and materials. Drawings are made in pencil and in ink, on paper alle
on tracing cloth and include isometric and oblique projections. Practic
is given in lettering. Neatness and accuracy are required.
Second Term. A continuation of the above course giving instrucci
tion in simple perspective projections, the construction of conics an
rolled curves, the making of dimensioned freehand sketches from rila-
chine parts and of accurate detail drawings from the sketches.
Two hours per week for two semesters..
Two semester hours credit.
Physics 9. Descriptive Geometry.
First Term. A study of the fundamental operations of orthograPhic
projection and elementary problems on lines, planes and solids.
Instruction is given by means of lectures and individual class-L*09T
supervision with special emphasis upon the student's ability to visuar
ize the problems and methods of solution.
Second Term. A continuation of the above course including sectioo_s;
developments, tangent lines and planes, and intersections of surfacc
of revolution.
One hour per week for two semesters.
Two semester hours credit.
Physics 12. Applied Mechanics: Statics and Kinetics.
Coplanar concurrent forces; coplanar non-concurrent forces; 0
coplanar forces; center of gravity, centroids; rectilinear motion; "as;
v ilinear motion; work, energy, power; moment of inertia of are 0,
moment of inertia of mass; motion of rigid bodies; impact; mane
tum; friction.
Three hours per week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Text: Elements of Practical Mechanics, MacInnes.
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1).„63/sics 13. Applied Mechanics: Strength of Materials.t ension and compresson within the elastic limit; combined stresses;°I.sitm; stresses in beams; deflection of beams; statically indeterminatetroblems in bending; beams of materials which do not follow Hooke's,beam of two materials; stresses due to direct and bending loads;ce°1,.bined bending and twist; energy of strain.
hours per week for two semesters.
semester hours credit.1 eat: Strength of Materials, Timoshenk.o.
ITALIAN
1, tan 1. Elementary Italian.
(le Mlunciation; grammar taken inductively from excerpts; readingreises; memory of proverbs and idiomatic expressions; translation,pcselections from modern authors into idiomatic English; drills in‘4.2t tion and conversation of common expressions.
l'.4tee hours per week for two semesters.
semester hours credit.
ezts: Elementary Italian Grammar, J. L. Russo.
Coure, DeAmicis.
Stories by Papini, Castelnuono, Goldoni.
I Promessi Sposi, Man zoni.
ttllij 3• Intermediate Italian.
of ti of modern and classical prose authors and poets. Review/talille essential points of grammar; writing of English prose into()raja° idiomatic expressions, dictation of prose and poetry; criticisms,writ.aod written, of the literary merits of authors read. Practice in
Ital.41g of letters and speaking Italian. Occasional talks on Italy and:1. culture.
ee hours per week for two semesters.
semester hours credit.eats: Elementary Italian Grammar, J. L. Russo.
1 lvfiei Pregioni, Sylvio Pellico.
14 Vita Nuova, Dante Alighieri.
11 Canzoniere, Petrarca.
Le Vile dei pieu' eccellenti Pittori, Scultori ed Architetti,
Vasari.
11 Vero Amico, Goldoni.
Locandiere, Goldoni.
La Divina Commedia, Dante: Selections.
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FRENCH
French 1. Elementary French.
A thorough drill in the rudiments of the grammar, supplemented bY
the writing of simple English prose into French, involving the wo
re
usual syntactical constructions; drills in dictation and co
nversation,:
translations of selections from modern authors into idiomatic Eng
Three hours per week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Texts: The New Chardenal, Grosjean.
La Belle France, Monvert.
Abbi Constantin, Halevy.
Sans Famine, Malot.
Histoire de France, Vast-Jallifer.
French 3. Intermediate French.
Reading of modern and classical authors; a thorough review 
of thiej
rudiments of the grammar, supplemented by the writing of Englis ;
prose into French, involving all important syntactical constructille
dictation; criticisms, oral and written, of the literary merits 
of t
authors read.
Three hours per week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Texts: The New Chardenal, Grosjean.
Favorite French Stories, Parker.
Le Bli qui l?ve, Bazin.
Francais Pratique (Idiom, Conversation, Composition)' D
coe Dickman.
French 4. Advanced French.
Study of French Drama, classical and modern; written and tot
reports; grammar review and study of difficult points of sritife,
idiomatic composition; conversations on subjects treating of dailY
Three hours per week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Texts: Polyencte, Martyr, Corneille.
Cyrano de Bergerac, Rostand.
French Syntax and Composition, Bouvet.
Francais Pratique, Briscoe Dickman.
French 5. Advanced French.
Reading of modern and classical poets, their biographies, and sali
characteristics of their poetry; elements of French 
versification; lit
vanced grammar; composition based on idiom study and more c
lif eteri
points of syntax; oral drill in conversation on varied topics; writ
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arid oral reports on modern and classical prose works read outside ofClass.
Three hours per week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Texts: Book of French Verse, Lucas.
Conversational French, Mann.
The New Fraiser Squair Complete French Grammar.
(Optional) Historie de Civilisation Francaise; De Granges
et Towles.
SPANISH
Sknish 1. Elementary Spanish.
of Exercises in the rudiments of grammar and pronunciation, writing
a ,siznPle English sentences into Spanish, drill in dictation of words
tn." sentences, memory of common expressions of conversation, transla-
in,,,n of selections from classical authors into idiomatic English.
hours per week for two semesters.
semester hours credit.
rexts: Spanish Grammar, DeVitis.
Spanish Reader, DeVitis.
Espana Y La America Espanola, Terzano.
SPanish 3. Intermediate Spanish.D
d.'evievir of the grammar, writing of English prose into Spanish,
sictation of prose and poetry, practice in original compositions in
Pa.:.,',Ish; literary criticisms, of the authors read.
?..hree hours per week for two semesters.Six semester hours credit.
Texts: Spanish Grammar, DeVitis.
Don Quijote de la Mancha, Cervantes.
Lo Positivo, Tamayo.
Asi se escribe la Historia, Serafin y J. A. Quintero.
Spanish 4. A Survey of Spanish Literature.
iit1:1' general survey of Spanish Literature, with attention to the
of farY characteristics of the several periods. Lectures, a critical study
4;e4resentative texts in Spanish, and reports on collateral readings.s. ee hours per week for two semesters.ix semester hours credit.
Econ •omics 3. Principles of Economics.tlie nature of economic science and its relation to political science;
ECONOMICS
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production: factors of production, the laws of increasing and decreasini
costs; exchange: money, trade, credit, the nature and functions 01
banks; consumption; the problem of distribution; wages, profits, rents'
taxation. The second semester of this course is devoted almost col'''.
sively to the application of economic principles by means of the case
system.
Three hours per week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Texts: Outlines of Economics, Ely.
Case Book: Economic Principles, Vanderblue.
Economics 5. Financial Management.
This course treats a business undertaking from the point of view °f
the financial manager. A study of the types of investment securities,'
the procedure by which they are issued and sold, the influences wilicns
affect their prices and the principles used in judging their fitness a
instrumentalities of finance.
The relation of general business to the peculiarities of the busine.ss
cycle, forms of organization considered in their legal and econnolici
aspects, financial and operating ratios in management, methods al
policies of securing permanent, temporary and working capital, an t
other financial problems such as depreciation, reserves and managernen
of income and surplus are considered in theory and in practice.
, Three hours per week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Texts: Elements of Business Finance, Bonneville.
Financial Organization and Management, Gerstenberg.
Economics 6. Elementary Accounting. a
This course develops the subject carefully, devoting its time an
emphasis to the fundamental problems of accounting. It is built
along the lines and methods of modern accounting practice. The sue..
ject matter includes theories of debit and credit; classification of a
counts; underlying principles of the various accounting records; Inc
ness papers and documents used as the basis for first entry; sirnP._
problems of the balance sheet and profit and loss statement; e°'",;
trolling accounts; handling sales and purchases; safeguarding the ease'ss
consignments; basic interrelations between accounting and busi°
management; and related topics. Ample practice for students
provided.
It is pre-requisite to all future courses in Accounting.
Three hours per week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Texts: Accounting Theory and Practice (Volume I), Kester.
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,Economics 8. Marketing.
EUS course will cover in some detail such topics as, analysis of the
uet, analysis of the market, the various marketing agencies, organ-
exchanges, grading, storage, co-operative marketing, general price.rua ucies, price maintenance, brands and trade marks; sales organization
:Id administration; purchasing: organization of department, standards,
4
a d •omract provisions, sources of supply, methods of perpetual inventory
,1ts uses in purchasing.
niree hours per week for two semesters.
Tx semester hours credit.eats: Principles of Marketing, Maynard, Weidler and Beckman.
Problems in Marketing, Copeland.
Economics 9. Mathematics of Finance.tivAli elementary treatise designed for students pursuing business elec-fon". After a short review of the algebraic processes involved, the
co °Wing topics are considered: simple interest and simple discount;
sii,ound interest and present value at compound interest; annuities;
"rig funds and amortization; valuation of bonds; life insurancePremiums.
:111r. ee hours per week for two semesters.
",rtIc semester hours credit.
ext: Mathematics of Finance, Hulvey.
Ec°nomics 10. Advanced Accounting.
th:kth. orough study of the corporation and its related problems areand cluef aim of the course. Some of the topics covered are: Recordseou accounts peculiar to a corporation; elements of manufacturing ac-th2..ta; perpetual inventory; voucher system and pay-roll methods;
và r 'es of the balance sheet; its make-up, form and arrangement;
liabu,ia.tion of assets in the balance sheet; depreciation; showing of
su4ties; valuation of capital stock; profits; dividends; reserves and
ne-rc us; sinking and other funds; income summary and problems con-illerted therewith; liquidation of a corporation; consolidations andtio,sgers; branch house accounting; fire loss adjustments; hypotheca-r. of accounts receivable, etc.
actice work for the first semester will consist of data in corpora-l.,robj nlanufacturing accounting for record in blanks, and of correlated, ems.
clatria,ctiCe work for the second semester will consist of carefully,ned and graded problems.
il..nree hours per week for two semesters.,rut semester hours credit.
e4t: Accounting Theory and Practice (Volume II), Kesler.
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Economics 11. Economic History of the United States. ,
Economic development from colonial days to the present time; we
principal industrial interests such as agriculture, mining, fishintg'
manufacturing and transportation, money and banking, and the loon"
lems of labor, immigration, tariff and world-wide commercial relatios'
Three hours per week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit.
Text: Economic Development of the United States, Lippincott.
Economics 12. Business Economics.
The chief objective of this course is to strengthen the studelltst
grasp of economic principles and to help the student to interrke,
economic theory to the point where it becomes more definitely
able for the solution of business problems. The student during t."'
course will consider a series of business cases that have a direct bearing
upon the economic issues under consideration.
Two hours per week for two semesters.
Four semester hours credit.
Text: Problems in Business Economics, Vanderblue.
Economics 13. Money and Banking.
The origin and evolution of money, the principles governing te
price level and the fundamentals of banking organization and the7ci
are studied. A survey of the banking organizations and methods u.sog
in the United States and a discription of the principal foreign balt:c
systems. ' This course deals with banking and credit from the pu
point of view rather than from that of banking as a business.
Three hours per week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit.
Text: Money, Banking and Credit, James.
Economics 14. Commercial and Bank Credit.
Emphasis is placed upon credit and credit institution and their sera-
vices in the financing of the commercial operations of industrY actir.
commerce. Banking is viewed from the standpoint of the borwlr,.,
After treating of the elementary concepts of money, credit and frs,
change, the organization and operation of commercial banks are edit
cussed. This is followed by a more detailed consideration of the 
creo_.
department and sources of credit information. Borrowers' statemen:
are analyzed; unsecured and secured loans studied. Commercial paP4
houses, discount companies and the acceptance market, as sources
working capital are discussed.
Three hours per week for one semester.
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Three semester hours credit.
Text: Credit and Collection Principles and Practice, Chapin. Also
Professor's notes.
onomics 15. Business Statistics.
thUS course is presented as a general introduction to statisticalrenethods, as specified in economic study and in the control of business
s4terPrises. The collection, presentation, and interpretation of data.
tPecial attention is devoted to the application of the statistical methods
° ec°110tnic and business problems; the interpretation and criticism of
statistical data.
Thr. ee hours per week for two semesters.
S_ct semester hours credit.
rezt: Statistics as Applied in Business, Young.
EDUCATION
Education 9. The History of Education.
Purpose of this course is to promote a clearer understanding ofn'auern tendencies in education by a careful study of the problems,ctices and ideals of the past.
Educational agencies in ancient times, in the Classical Age, in
83;t14iddle Ages, and during the Renaissance; the growth of national
6
ems of popular education; recent attempts to adjust curricula to the
,ulg complexities of civilization with special emphasis on the pres-aay trend of the American school system.
Two hours per week for two semesters; four semester hours credit.
11:1-E). ee hours per week for one semester; three semester hours credit.
Education Course.)
,rdbE nration 12. Educational Psychology.
Process.e damental elements of psychology that relate to the educative
funthose 
Purpose of this course is to acquire a working knowledge of
hisSc°Pe: The course embraces a systematic study of the educable being,ac n.ative and acquired tendencies; economy in learning; the process ofsi511.iring ideas and ideals; general intelligence and its measurements;mficance of the whole in respect to classroom procedure.
•
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Two hours per week for two semesters; four semester hours credit.
(A.B. Course.)
Three hours per week for one semester; three semester hours credit.
(B.S. Education Course.)
Education 13. General Methods of Teaching.
The purpose of this course is to give the student a clear concept el
the principles that govern teaching procedure so that he may better
direct and stimulate learning activities.
Scope: A brief review of the salient characteristics of the learning
process; consideration of general and specific objectives; direction nfi
habit formation and right conduct; aids to the acquisition and use 0
knowledge; recognition and treatment of individual differences; tneac-
urement of achievement; analysis and interpretation of results. .
Two hours per week for two semesters; four semester hours credit'
(A.B. Course.)
Three hours per week for one semester; three semester hours credit-
(B.S. Education Course.)
Education 14. Principles of Secondary Education.
Evolution of the modern high school in the changing social ands
economic life in America; enrollment; aims, objectives, and functicw
of secondary education in a democracy; relations to elementary educa-
tion and higher education; the curriculum and methods of teachiog•
A background for other courses in education, particularly those re-
lating to secondary education.
Two hours per week for two semesters; four semester hours credit'
(A.B. Course.) .,.
Three hours per week for one semester; three semester hours credll'
(B.S. Education Course.)
Education 1 L Special Methods in English.
The purpose of this course is to aid those who intend to sPecialize
in the teaching of English.
eaScope: A detailed study of the aim and content of an aPr
„n
—v
course of English in secondary schools; methods of teaching oral 0_5
written expression; principles of appreciation, memory and review' !,
they relate to English literature; practice in working out lesson Plan"
for specific assignments in English.
Two hours per week for one semester.
Two semester hours credit.
Text: Professor's Notes.
Education 16. Special Methods in French.
The purpose of this course is to acquaint those who are prePar
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to teach French with the aim scope and technique of French courses
°ffered in approved high schools.
Scope: A comparative study of the direct, indirect and combined
ili!etbods of teaching French; review of standard literary works used int,gh school; practice in creating appropriate classroom atmosphere by
te'he introduction of historical and geographical projects growing out of
e e 'work under consideration; emphasis on the acquisition of an easy
ac°
toiveitriseast.ional manner through the constant use of French in all class
,Two  hours per week for one semester.
wo semester hours credit.
Lela: Professor's Notes.
Education 17. Special Methods in Mathematics.
th'Ille purpose of this course is to introduce the student to some of
t_e Problems and practices current among teachers of mathematics in.etlior and Junior High Schools.
t Se°Pe: The course includes a brief analysis of the objectives and con-
r-erit material in Algebra, Geometry and Trigonometry based on the
siPrt of the National Committee on Mathematical Requirements. Con-
. 
Ole time is devoted to reports and discussions of such questions as
d 4,itoum essentials," "enrichment," "differentiated assignments," "in-
vid,alized instruction," and "diagnostic testing." Opportunity is pro-
actualeQfor reviewing much of the subject matter and for observing. teaching conditions.
hours per week for °lie semester.I Nvo semester hours credit.
E.fliducation 18. Special Methods in History.




Pe. A brief survey of the field of History; a compilation of data
piati..,ing to text, laboratory and source material; theory and practice in
qui 'In& appropriate learning exercises; a study of the technique of the
tea:Vile topical recitation, the project and problem as they apply to the
ulg of History; the use and abuse of standard tests and measure-
flours per week for one semester.
semester hours credit.
.The teaching of History in Senior and Junior High School,
Tryon.
1%cl:cation 19. Special Methods in Physical Education.
athieti aiin of this course is to develop skill in prospective teacher-
Coaches and physical training directors.
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Scope: Demonstration and practice in handling groups in the 01-
nasium; techniques of directing floor drill, apparatus work and 1nti00r
sports; correct evaluation of the principles involved in recreative elter"
cises, muscle control and sportsmanship through oral and written dis-
cussions.
Two hours per week for one semester.
Two semester hours credit.
Education 20. Practice Teaching and Observation.
Seniors in the department of education are required to spend It
thirty to sixty hours in the classroom of an approved secondary $chnn;
Evidence of a satisfactory professional attitude and successful ea'
management must be attested to by the principal of the co-operating
school before credit is allowed.
One semester hour credit.
Education 21. Special Methods in Latin.
The purpose of this course is to aid those who intend to specialize
in the teaching of Latin. ,
Scope: A brief review of the mechanics of Latin grammar, aPPlinips-
tion of principles of syntax in the composition of themes; practice
reading the better known Latin writers.
Two hours per week for one semester.
Two semester hours credit.
Education 23. The Junior High School and its Curriculum. 5
Principles underlying the junior high school; its primary functi°noi
trends of reorganization in the subjects taught; the program d
studies, schedules, special responsibilities of guidance, study habits, 01
social development.
Two hours per week for one semester.
Two semester hours credit.
Education 24. Educational Measurements.
Purpose: To give the student a ready, working knowledge of t.he
character, extent and value of objective measuring devices in educatn°
and to acquaint him with various techniques of their administration.'
Scope: The nature of educational measurements; characteristics otot
good test, principles of test-construction; norms of pupil achievemeo,
in secondary school subjects; statistical methods of handling data;
terpretation of results.
Two hours per week for one semester.
Two semester hours credit.
Text: The Theory of Educational Measurements, Monroe.
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Education 25. Introduction to Teaching.
Purpose: To enable the prospective teacher to form some concept of
(re nature of the present day high school and acquaint him in somede nature
with the problems of class management and of instruction.
Scope: The nature and scope of secondary education; the high school
oP,.11Pii; the high school teacher; discipline in high school; the methodsthe class period; the question as a method of instruction; the lesson
pit_u; supervised study.
,Iwu hours per week for two semesters.
1:rour semester hours credit.
'en: An Introduction to High School Teaching, Colvin.
Education 30. An Introduction to Education.
' 
survey of the changing world, beginning with the mediaeval
thesis and tracing summarily the revolutions in the .thought and
te of the modern period and the variations of educational theory and
Pr:tice during this time in Europe and the United States. This his-
Survey is followed by a preview of the psychological, the
tioel°10gical, and the religious foundations of the new science of educa-
n, in reference to curriculum, methods, and administration.
three hours per week for one semester.
"tee semester hours credit.
E •4duca1lon 31. The History of Education in the United States.,g study of the Colonial Period, of transplantation, the early na-()
4.44 period,.of transition, the revival and secularization, the system-
in1 i the period after the Civil War, the four-step educational
the present period, or reorganization.
4.2iree hours per week for one semester.
1 liree semester hours credit.
tducation 32.Schools. Organization and Administration of Secondary
schAPPlication of modern objectives to administration of secondary
1zat°•°1s; type of secondary schools, supervision of instruction, organ-
of the school, the staff, discipline, guidance, activities andr clal problems.
three hours per week for one semester.
4nree semester hours credit.
Education 33. Mental Hygiene.
of4 consideration of the basic principles involved in a sound programfre rnental hygiene, with attention to the types of mental difficulty
thequentlY encountered and to the causes, treatment, and particularly_prevention. of them.
hour per week for two semesters.Nvo semester hours credit.
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SOCIOLOGY
,Sociology 4. Theoretical Sociology, Social Ethics and
Pathology.
Three hours per week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Texts: Introductory Sociology, Muntsch and Spaulding.
Social Problems and Agencies, Spaulding.
An Introduction to Social Work, O'Grady.
RELIGION
Religion 1. Fundamental Apologetics.
Two hours per week for one semester.
One semester hour credit.
Text: Defence of the Catholic Church, Doyle.
Religion 2. Church of Christ.
Two hours per week for one semester.
One semester hour credit.
Text: Defence of the Catholic Church, Doyle.
. Religion 3. Creation.
Two hours per week for two semesters.
Two semester hours credit.
Text: God and Creation, Chetwood.
Religion 4. Redemption.
Two hours per week for two semesters.
Two semester hours credit.
Text: God, the Redeemer, Herzog.
Religion 7. The Sacraments.
Two hours per week for two semesters.
Two semester hours credit.
Text: Channels of the Redemption, Herzog.
Social
MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE
THE College conducts courses in Chemistry leading to
the Master of Science degree. Registration for these
',nurses is allowed only to students who hold Bachelor's
aegrees from approved colleges and technical schools. All
candidates for admission must file their applications on
er before September 1st. In support of his application,
tacb candidate should forward for approval a complete
ranscript of his college record and two letters of recom-
illr endation from Professors of Chemistry under whose di-
ection he has completed work in chemistry.
REQUIREMENTS FOR DEGREE
L To become candidates for the Master of Science degree
'ons: Chemistry, students must fulfill the following condi-ti
1. Attend and comf)lete, with work of high quality,
:aduate courses amounting to not less than thirty semes-
tor credits of which at least ten must be obtained in labora.
t! Courses. This ordinarily requires one year.
311134: Present a thesis on a topic related to their major
aject Which shall include the results of original research
evidence of high scholarship. -
b • Pass a one-hour oral public examination conducted
63; the Chairman and Faculty of the Department of Chem -
Or and such other members of the College Faculty as theu.1_11inistrative Board may appoint.Itecommendation for the degree does not, however, fol-automatically upon the completion of courses andhe 'nations; but only on the affirmative judgment of the" Partrnent in each individual case.
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OUTLINE OF COURSES
Chemistry 101. General Inorganic Chemistry. Two hours. Tw°
credits. First semester.
A review of the relationships between family characteristics in the
Periodic System and Atomic Structure.
utChemistry 102. Experimental Inorganic Chemistry. One ho
and two laboratory periods. Three credits. First semester.
Advanced inorganic synthesis, special inorganic laboratory technique
and introduction to research.
Chemistry 103. Organic Chemistry, Advanced Laboratil
Course, Synthetic. Two hours and three laboratory periods. Fi
credits. Second semester.
Advanced organic synthesis, special organic laboratory technique a°
introduction to research.
Chemistry 104. Organic Chemistry, Advanced Laboratoa
Course, Analytic. One hour and two laboratory periods. 'note
credits. First semester.
The reactions and properties of organic compounds. Use of gr°4
reactions in the identification of organic substances.
Chemistry 105. Organic Chemistry, Advanced Labor
Course, Analytic. One hour and two laboratory periods. Thr°
credits. Second semester.
Organic, quantitative analysis, including combustion for carbon 
Pd
r,
hydrogen; nitrogen, absolute and Kjeldahl; halogens, sulphur, and °
ganic radicals.
AtteChemistry 106. Chemistry of Colloids. Two hours and ...-
laboratory periods. Five credits. First semester. ed
A general discussion of the theory of colloidal behavior cornbi°I,
with an experimental study of the preparation and properties of c°
bids.
icsChemistry 107. Thermochemistry, including thermodynanira,
with special reference to chemistry. Three hours and two lab°
tory periods. Five credits. First semester.
This course deals with the more important applications of 6er°'
dynamics to problems in chemistry.
Chemistry 108. Reaction Rates. Three hours and two labor5t011
periods. Five credits. Second semester. era.
A study of the kinetics of reaction in both homogeneous and bet
geneous systems, paralleled with experimental applications.
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try 109. History of Chemistry. One hour and assignedreaedithegmsi!
Two credits. First semester.
H• istorical development of fundamental chemical concepts up to and
uding the 19th century.
istry 110. History of Chemistry. One hour with assignedreaCdhine m
gs.
Two credits. Second semester.
Contemporary developments and contemporary chemists.
C• hemistry 111. Subatomics. One hour with assigned abstracts.
wo credits. Second semester.
review of the present theories of subatomic structure.
_aChemistry 112. Seminar. One hour per week. One credit for
ch semester. First and second semesters.
RESEARCH FOR MASTER'S DEGREE
Chemistry 113, 114, 115, 116. Research for the Master's Degree.ur credits. Thesis-period.
FELLOWSHIPS
,e In 1926, Holy Cross College established six graduate
'ellowships in Chemistry, each fellowship carrying a sti-
Pe'd of $600. These fellowships are offered to graduates
ef colleges and technical schools properly qualified to un-
ertake graduate work in Chemistry. Application must
°e nude on or before March 1st.
COLLEGE EXPENSES
TUITION
THE general tuition fee, which includes library, athletic'
elective lectures, registration and all other incidental
fees, for every student in regular standing at Holy Cross
College for the academic year, the period between the
opening of the college year and commencement, is 10°
hundred and eighty dollars. But if a student in the College
takes work in excess of the amount required of members
of his class; he is charged an additional fee of thirty-fil
dollars for each additional full-year course or twenty do'
lars for each additional half-year course so taken.
A student who enters the College after the begintlirl, g
of the academic year is charged from the beginning of the
tuition period in which he enters. A student who leaves the,
College during the academic year is• charged to the end °I
the tuition period in which he leaves, provided that before
that time he gives written notice to the Dean of his with"
drawal; otherwise he will be charged to the end of the aca;
demic year or to the end of the tuition period in which sari
notice is given. The first tuition period begins at the be-
ginning of the academic year and ends November 16, the
second tuition period begins November 18 and ends Feh-ci
ruary 1; the third tuition period begins February 3 ani
ends March 19; the fourth tuition period begins Marcn
20 and ends at Commencement.
Deductions from tuition fees paid for additional courses
may be claimed by students who have properly notified the
Dean of their withdrawal from such courses. Deductions
are made in accordance with the tuition period in will°
notification is received.
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A fee of five dollars will be charged for the privilege ofre-examination in any subject in which a student hasincurred a failure.
„Ey ery candidate for a degree is charged a graduation fee
°I ten dollars and is liable for payment of this fee unless he
f,ails in his Senior examinations or gives written notice tot;ne Dean before May of his graduating year that he with-draws his candidacy.
FEES FOR SINGLE COURSES
the tuition fees for single courses are as follows:
Por any course not a laboratory course, thirty-five dol-(irs for a full-year course; twenty dollars for a half-yearcourse.
Por a laboratory course, twenty-five dollars for a full-Year course; fifteen dollars for a half-year course.Por any course including both lectures and laboratory,
hail 
dollars for a full-year course; thirty-five dollars for al-Year course.
FEES FOR LATE REGISTRATION
414 student who fails to register at the appointed time for
the course, unless granted late registration permission by
1 eau, is required to pay the Treasurer a fee of five dol-e s• A fee of five dollars is charged for changes in elective1311rses.
'LABORATORY FEES
breEaa,ch student taking a laboratory course is liable for
the _4age, damage and loss of apparatus. In addition tolaboallnual tuition fee of $280.00 there is a fee for eachratory course taken.
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The laboratory fees are as follows:
$2105.00
Biology Biology 3  
eachPhysics Physics 1 and 3 
Physics 2




• Fee Breakage DeP°sit
Chemistry Chemistry 1 and 6 _________ $15.00 ___  $15.00
Chemistry 2 and 7  25.00 __________ 15.00
Chemistry 5 25.00 35.00
Chemistry 8, 9, and 13 ______ 20.00  15.00
Chemistry 14  20.00 
The deposits against breakage for all chemistry20c.0o0urses
are refundable providing all equipment is returned in the
same condition in which given.
FEES FOR ELECTIVE COURSES
Students in regular standing in both Junior and Seniff
classes electing for degree credits courses other than lavi;
oratory courses, are obliged to pay fees amounting to the
dollars for these courses. This charge is rendered on u 
November bill, designated as Elective Fee.
FEES FOR RETAKE COURSES
An extra fee is charged for all retake courses. 
The
amount of this fee varies with the different courses.
BOARD, ROOM AND OTHER EXPENSES
In addition to the tuition fees mentioned above, studOt-sd,
residing at the College must pay for board, service, attot,
ance and furnished room space five hundred and tiveri,„'
dollars; those occupying a space in the large dornlit°0",
rooms will be charged seventy-five dollars less or four
dred and forty-five dollars. In addition to these charges,
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,stillelent's expenses will include charges which vary with
`xle rneans and habits of the individual, for example, books
aild stationery, clothing, membership in societies and ex-
Petses of vacations.
, beductions from money paid for board and room mayto''e claimed by students who have properly notified the
a ean of their withdrawal from the College. Deductions
are Made in accordance with the tuition period in which
4c11 notification is received.
ESTIMATE OF ANNUAL EXPENSES
Student occupying private room with roommate:
Tuition . • . . $280.00
Board and room rent, including heat, light, laundry
. . . . .
and service . . 520.00
Total • . 800.00
130,_ex, 3 not include text-books and special laboratory fees and incidentaltrynses.
exl)°es not include text-books and special laboratory fees and incidentalPease&
II Students occupying space' in large dormitories:Tuition • . . • • • $280.00Board and dormitory space, including heat, light,
aundry and service . • 445.00
Total • • • • • 725.00
PAYMENT OF COLLEGE BILLS
04.rlie first bill will be issued on September 3 and payableex tile day of registration. It will include one-half of the
Irises for tuition, board and room.
able 
 
Ile second bill will be issued on November 2 and pay-
Che . 01  December 2. It will include the fees for
cu7listrY,  Physics and Biology and all other charges in-to November 2.
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• The third bill will be issued on January 11 and payable
before February 3. It will include one-half of the expenses
for tuition, board and room, graduation fee (for Seniors
only) and all other miscellaneous charges to January 11'
The final bill will be issued on March 12 and payable
before April 2 and will include all miscellaneous charges
incurred to March 12.
Bills for all other miscellaneous charges from March 142
to Commencement will be issued at the time the indebted'
ness is incurred.
Deferred payment of bills may be sanctioned 011
by the Treasurer of Holy Cross College. For sti,c0
concession a monthly fee of fifty cents per $100.'
or fraction thereof unpaid will be added to the Icl;
count. The first of such charges will be added acci
semester on the 24th of October and FebruarY
monthly thereafter. •
SCHOLARSHIPS
THE scholarships bear the names of their founders. The
, income is awarded annually according to the condi-
t'°rIs attaching to each fund.
e rhp Governor Ames Scholarship. Income on $1,000.
°uncled in 1887 by ex-Governor Oliver Ames.
$3Dhe Rev. Charles E. Burke Scholarship. Income on
Founded in 1895. Annual appointment to bede from residents of St Francis Parish, North Adams,Kass.
.The Thomas Callaghan Scholarship. Income on $2,000.
te°111ded 1914 by the late Thomas Callaghan of Leices-err, Mass., limited to residents of Worcester County, "pret-
ence to be given to those preparing for the priesthood."
j$he Connecticut Valley Alumni Scholarship. Income
t• 1,725. Founded in.1912 by the Alumni of Connec-icut Valley:
sahe Right Rev. Monsignor Daniel F. Curtin Scholar-1k2'. Income on $10,000. Founded in 1921 by the Rt.
becv• Monsignor Daniel F. Curtin, Glens Falls, N. Y., to
p.,naPPointed by the pastor of St. Mary's Church, Glens
en1'he"In Memory of David Goggin" Scholarship. In-
G-,,Itle.°Ta $1,000. Founded in 1925 by Mrs. Catherine M.
giv-ggin, in memory of David Goggin. Preference to been relative.
rhe
Monsignor Griffin Scholarship. Income on $1000.\t;:unded in 1895, limited to residents of St. John's Parish,
worcester, Mass.
$12 n John H. Halloran Scholarship I. Income on
'4°. Pounded in 1909 by Mr. John H. Halloran of
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New York, as a memorial of his brother, the late Wi_Warn
J. Halloran, of Worcester, competition open to the coun-
try. Will be opened in September, 1937.
The John H. Halloran Scholarship II. Income on;
$12,000. Founded in 1921 by Mr. John H. Halloran oT
New York, as a memorial of his brother, the late 'Cilia°
J. Halloran, of Worcester. Selection to be made from
the students of the public and parochial schools of No
rth-
ampton, Mass., by means of competitive examinations.
Will be opened in September, 1937.
The Rev. Jeremiah J. Healy Scholarship I. Income r
$1,500. Founded in 1912 by the Rev. Jeremiah J. Healil
of Gloucester, Mass., for a candidate for the priesthoou
worthy of financial aid.
The Rev. Jeremiah J. Healy Scholarship II. Income
OP
$1,500. Same as the Rev. Jeremiah J. Healy ScholarshiP
The Richard Healy Scholarship. Income on
Founded in 1908 by Mr. Richard Healy of Worcester,
to competition for residents of Worcester County regara
less of creed.
The Mr. and Mrs. Richard Healy Scholarship. Inane
on $12,000. Founded in 1916 by Mr. and Mrs. Richar
Healy of Worcester, for benefit of direct relative of d°
ors.
The Rev. Frederick 'W. Heaney, S.J., ScholarshiP.
come on $2,500. Founded in 1920 by Miss Lillian Heol
in memory of her deceased brother, the Rev. Frederick
Heaney, S.J.
The "In Memoriam" Scholarship. Income on
Founded in 1915 by an alumnus of the College for a
serving student.
The Rev. Michael H. Kittredge Scholarship. Income °11
$5,000. Founded in 1917 by Rev. Michael H. Kittredge'
'75.
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The John J. Leonard Scholarship of the M. C. 0. F. In-
te_cmle on $6,000. Founded in 1926 and restricted to mem-
'Der; or sons of members, of the M. C. 0. F., selection to benude by competitive examinations.
The Henry Vincent McCabe Scholarship. Income on$5,000. Founded in 1916 by the late Mary McCabe ofProvidence, R. I., for a deserving student.
The Rev. David F. McGrath Scholarship I. Income on$6,000. Founded in 1907 by the Rev. David F. McGrath,
0, beneficiary to be selected by competitive examinations.If estricted to graduates of St. Mary's Parish School, Mil-
Mass., if there be more than one eligible candidate.Ir but one such, graduates of Milford Public High School
;lay be admitted to competition; , if but one candidate
Fisr°P1 both schools combined, anyone otherwise eligible in`41e State to be admitted to competition.
Rev. David F. McGrath Scholarship II. Income on
Founded in 1909 by the Rev. David F. McGrath,u , conditions same as the Rev. David F. McGrath Schol-arship 1.
saphe Rev. David F. McGrath Scholarship III. Income on
,72000. Founded in 1920 by the Rev. David F. McGrath,u, conditions same as the Rev. David F. McGrath Schol-arshiP I.
The Patrick J. Murphy Scholarship. Income on $1,500
t0°114cled 1914 by Mrs. Ellen M. Murphy, as a memorialber 
%ass husband, the late Patrick J. Murphy, Worcester,
. he O'Driscoll Scholarship. Income on $3,000. Founded1/1 1874, entitling two students to $60.00 per year each,
'
,nited to residents of the City of Worcester, who are can-
for the priesthood and selected by the Bishop ofPritigfield or his delegate.
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The Rev. Daniel H. O'Neill Scholarship I. Income °I,1
$1,000. Founded in 1895, limited to residents of St. Peter s
Parish, Worcester, Mass.
The Rev. Daniel H. O'Neill Scholarship II. Income
$1,000. Founded in 1908, limited to the residents of the
City of Worcester.
The Rev. Dr. Patrick B. Phelan Scholarship I. Inc0,°1
on $8,000. Founded in 1917 by Rev. Dr. Patrick B. Puei
lan, '69; open to competition for graduates of the Sacra'
Heart School, Holyoke, Mass.
The Rev. Dr. Patrick B. Phelan Scholarship II. Income
on $8,000. Same as Rev. Dr. Patrick B. Phelan SoholarshiP
500.
The Rev. John J. Power Scholarship. Income on
Founded in 1907 by the late Rev. John J. Power,
limited to residents of St. Paul's Parish, Worcester, ivias'
no0.
The "Quid Retribuam” Scholarship. Income on$8,-f
Founded in 1907 by a friend of Education in gratitude
Divine favors; placed at the disposal of Rev. T. E.
phy, S.J., and if not filled by him, competitive exarn
tions W I be held.
dThe John Reid Scholarship. Income on $1,500. Founde
in 1894, limited to residents of Worcester.
The Reilly Memorial Scholarship. Income on $1,°00.
Founded in 1922 by Joseph Reilly.
The Rev. William H. Rogers Scholarship. Income °
$10,000. Founded in 1918 by Rev. William H. RI)ger
'68.
The Hon. John E. Russell Scholarship. Income
$1,500. Founded in 1907 by a Friend of the College'
The Patrick W. Rafferty Scholarship.' Income .°00
$2,000. Founded in 1920 and open to cornPetiri
among deserving students of the City of Worcester.
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The Rev. Robert Walsh Scholarship. Interest on $1,000.
ounded in 1895, limited to residents of the Immaculate
.;onception Parish, 'Worcester, Mass.
The Maurice Connor Memorial Scholarship. Income on$16,000. Founded in 1929 by Mr. John T. Connor in
ZernorY of his brother, Maurice. ;The intention of theinor s to provide for one boy board, room, tuition andfee charges as far as the income will 'provide them. The
single beneficiary is to be chosen by the Pastor of St. Mary's
Church, Westfield, Mass.
The "'Warren Joseph Hurley Scholarship. - Income on
$5,000. Founded in 1929 by Mrs: Jeremiah J. Hurley' in
041,ertiory of Warren Joseph Hurley, ex-'29, for the benefit
0e or more worthy students aspiring to the priesthood.aelections to be made by the President of the College.
T he Env' e A. Bickford Scholarship. InCome on
n,000. Founded in October, 1932 from the estate of
j Mary A. Magenis of Brookline, Mass., in memory ofliler brother, the late Eugene A. Bickford, '96. The annual
clicntrie on the $5,000 to provide for the education of aom
student under such conditions and regulations
'xnposed by the Faculty of the College.
The Bishop O'Leary Scholarship. To be awarded an-
CallY to a student of Cathedral High School, Springfield,"lass.
st 411 future scholarships will be accepted with the under-
_ anding that the income from the sum will be the amount
4PPlicable to the holder of the scholarship.
co!! is hoped that, in time, other generous friends of the
shillege may be inspired to found at least partial scholar-
and thus enable the Faculty in answer to numerous
bPoPeals from deserving students, to make reductions for
chard and tuition. Thus the interests of education and
arirY could be made to go hand in hand and the future
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success of many a promising young man's career would be
assured. Fifteen thousand dollars will found a scholar'
providing tuition, board and lodging with furnished roil'
and attendance. Six thousand dollars will found a schol-
arship giving free tuition.
Another method of assisting both Faculty and studell
is the foundation of medals and other prizes. The gift he
• $500 or $600 will found a medal in perpetuity and
founder's name will be perpetuated in the annual otai
logue. It is hardly possible to conceive a more effectli,t
way of perpetuating the memory of a benefactor than ti'e
foundation of college prizes and scholarships. The 11 3e
of the benefactor will be annually recalled as long ort
college survives, and the unborn generations of beneDic'












WEDNESDAY, JUNE 19, 1935
The Foundation of the State
Walter M. Downes
The State and Communism
James R. Desmond
The State and Nationalism
Francis X. Hennigan '
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xcellency, The Most Reverend Amleto Giovanni Cicognani, D.D.
Apostolic Delegate to the United States.




His Excellency, The Honorable James M. Curley





His Excellency, the Most Reverend Amleto Giovanni Cicognani,





Francis J. Donovan, B.S
Charles A. Fetscher, B.S.






Albert F. Barber Rye, N. l'
Arthur J. Beauchemin (cum laude)     Worcester, Ma
Alphonsus J. Beauregard Millbury, Mass'
Edward E. Bellavance Moosup, Coin'
John D. Bennett _________ ___________ Millbury, Nia55
George E. Bergin Worcester, *Mal
William E. Blanchfield ___________________ Ho-Ho-Kus. N.,,,'"
George F. C. Boire __________ _____ ________ ___________ Nashua, N.
Edward F. Broderick ________ ____  _ Pittsfield, Mass.
Walter J. A. Browning Rochdale, 3.4_,as '
Francis K. Buckley (cum laude)   Portland, lvie'
Daniel W. Butler (magna cum laude) _______ Worcester, lvfass'
Philip R. Byrne Dorchester, Ma°.
John R. W. Cahill Pittsfield, Mass'
Thomas J. Callan   Worcester, Ma55
Leo M. Cannon   Newton, MaSS.
Francis J. Carberry   Worcester, Iviass'
James W. Carney (magna cum laude) Fall River, Mass'
Roger P. Carroll, Jr.  Worcester, MO'
John J. Caulfield (cum laude) 
0 Fitchburg, Mas '
Robert L. Clare, Jr. (magna cum laude) _____ Perth Amboy, N. „J•
Fredric R. Clark, Jr Hinsdale,
Wilfred B. Coady, Jr.  Brooklyn, N• 1 •
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Joseph I. Collins  Norwood, Mass.
Bernard J. Conlin, Jr. Worcester, Mass.
Charles H. Connor  Springfield, Mass.
Joseph E. Cote,  Manchester, N. H.
George R. Couillard  ' Northbridge, Mass.
Robert E. Courtney, Jr. (cum laude) ______________ Hartford, Conn.
Edward I. Cullen, Jr. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Joseph M. Curley 
Charles A. Curtis, Jr.  
Wakefield, Mass.
Dorchester, Mass.
Robert K.. flaw-  Worcester, Mass.
George S. DePrizio (magna cum laude) ___________ Mansfield, Mass.
rnes R. Desmond (magna cum laude) So. Portland, Me.
Robert F. Devoy (cum laude) Worcester, Mass..
ilham F. Donoghue, Jr  Worcester, Mass.
Robert F. Downey  W. Hartford, Conn.
1-aricis J. Doyle  Worcester, Mass.
Neil T. Doyle  Litchfield, Conn.
J°lin H. Driscoll Decatur, Ill.
Gerald P. Drohan  Brockton, Mass.
Robert M. Durkin  Danbury, Conn.James W. Earley  Fitchburg, Mass.
,11P F. Fahey Cambridge, Mass.
"illiarn E. Fenton  Springfield, Mass.
Charles F Fity (cum laudf.)  Brooklyn, N. Y.
joll J. Galvin (magna cum laude) --__________ Newport, R. I.A
p lir J. Garvey, Jr.  Worcester, Mass.
.1.!Laileis B. Garvey Babylon, N. Y.
..kootnas J. Gilligan, Jr. (cum laude)  New Rochelle, N. Y.
'''''nas W. Grant  Worcester, Mass.




Hanify (summa cum laude) 
vValter L
Fall River, Mass.
. arkins  Laconia, N. H.
brancis L. Harrington  Fall River, Mass.
avid J. Hawthorne  Fitchburg, Mass.Philip E. 
ayes    Portland, Me.
Hi "III A. Hayward  Dorchester, Mass.
P
'am, es P. Henebry  Waterbury, Conn.
4'1 Ps. Hennessy - Springfield, Mass.
Hennig brancis X. an Worcester, Mass.aniel M. Higgins 
Paul B. Holly (cum laude) 
 Springfield, Mass.
  Worcester, Mass.
(-23.°11z1 B. Hunt (magna cum laude)---' _ Fitchburg, Mass."rge B. Inglis Lowell, Mass.
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Mass.
Mass.,
Francis J. Keaney  Worcester,
Lawrence M. Kearns (cum laude) Beverly, Mass.
James J. Keleher E. Hartford, Conn-
Philip W. Kelleher Worcester, Mass.
Thomas F. Kelley • Brookline, Mass.
John J. Kelley Holyoke, 
Joseph W. Kelly • Medford, Mass'
James H. Kennedy, Jr. ________________________ _____________ Worcester, Mass.
John F. Kennedy _____________________________________________L___ Worcester, Mass.
Joseph A. King _________________________________________________ Providence, R. I'
Paul E. Kirby ________________________________________ Worcester, Mass.
William D. Leahon New Rochelle, N. Y.
Arthur J. Lebreck  Lawrence, Mass'
Jerome I. Linehan-------------------------Beverly, Mass.
Bemard J. Lochem (cum laude) Elmira, N.Y.'
Edward J. Lucey






  Worcester, Mass.
Ilion, N.
Worcester, Mass.




Robert L. Martin _______________________________ Worcester, Mass'
Michael D. Meehan (cum laude)  Lowell, Mass-
Daniel C. Meenan L Forest Hills, N.
William J. Michels   Far Rockaway, N.
James P. Moran Dorchester, Mass'
Edward J. Moriarty (magna cum laude) Holyoke, Mass'
James M. Murphy, Jr. Whitinsville, Mass'
Paul E. Murphy Wellesley Hills, Ma.,,ss'
Gilbert J. Murtha, Jr. Elmhurst, N.
John C. McCann Somerville, Mass'
Eugene J. McCarthy (cum laude) Worcester, Mass'
Edward P. McCormack Roxbury, Mass'
James W. McCourt





Benedict V. McGrath, Jr. ___________________________________ Ridgewood, N. J'
Francis G. McGrath   Worcester, Ma°.
Francis P. McGuigan Fall River, Mass'
Andrew T. McGuire   New London, CO
John P. Nelligan   Cambridge, Mass'
Robert F. O'Brien  Worcester, Ma°.
John D. O'Connell (cum. laude)  New Britain, COO.
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John W. O'Connor 
James B. V. O'Gara
Thomas A. O'Keefe, Jr. 
bavid L. O'Toole
James A. O'Toole
Peter C. Parolis 
Kenneth C. F. Petri
James F. Preston (cum laude) 
William I Read, Jr
William F. Reidy 
Andrew A. Riccardi 
Laurence S. Riley
Timothy E. Ring, Jr
Paul E. Russell
James F. Ryan III 
James J. Scanlan
Laurence H. Scanlon (magma cum laude) 
Edmund M. Sciullo (cum laude) 
,William J. D. Sexton
raul V. Shannon
Thomas J. Shea 
L,int us A. Sheehan 
"4n M. Shortill (cum laude)
Philip L. Sisk (cum laude)
-..‘ohert V. Stapleton
Gerald J. St: James 
_Nlvard S. Sugrue (cum laude)
uaniel F. Sullivan' (magma cum laude) —
ilavid J. Sullivan
George J. Sullivan
John Sweeney, Jr. 




1a°111 E. Vezina 
Thomas A. Webber B.°ben T. Weniger (cum laude) 





  Leominster, Mass.
New York, N. Y.
Worcester, Mass.












New York, N. Y.
  Worcester, Mass.
Worcester, Mass.






















New York, N. Y.
Francis A. Bonzagni
Richard W. Canavan (cum !etude)
Anthony J. Chenis
Jerome F. Gra.ttan
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George Y. Collins Philadelphia, Pa'
John M. Falker (magna cum laude)   Mt. Cannel, Pa.
George F. Keenan, Jr Boston, Mass'
John J. B. Kilker  Jessup, Pa'
Charles E. Martel Manchester, N. 14'
Joshua P. Petrillo Pelham Manor, N. •
Stanley J. Ziemba Chicopee Falls, Mass'
William J. Zintl Drexel Hill, Pa.
• BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
In Chemistry
Norbert Benotti Weston, Mass
Winthrop, Mass'
•'Webster, lyi asS 
Worcester, Mass.
 Southold, N. 1.•
Lenox, Mass
James J. Kerrigan  
'John V. Kelly 
 Dorchester, Mass'
Eugene A. Lavergne  Northbridge, Mass'
Donald G. White  Spencer, Mass'
BACHELOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Leonard V. Avery  Hyde Park, Mast
Ambrose G. Barry  Pawtucket, R- '
Lowell, MaSs .John J. Barry, Jr
Walter A. Cheslak 
MePaul F. Brogan (cum laude) Auburn, '
mGayanrdarinde,rm, ass.Richard P. Burke
Daniel F. Deedy .___________________ ______ Worcester, Mass'
John J. Delaney, Jr. , Mattapan, Mass'
William H. Donnelly, Jr. _____________ _ Newton Centre, MaSS.
Walter M. Downes . Hartford, COr°
John J. Gibbons ____ 
Worcester, ivfassJ. Frank Dul 'ligan
__ Clinton, Mas
Edward J. Gleason 
.s;
Newark, N. '
Sou,thboro, Mass;James L. Gralton 
i
William D. Halloran Quincy, Mas
  SoCharles W. Harvey
John J. Hayes, Jr. 
merville, MaSs '
Brighton, Mas




John J. Hill, Jr 
  Springfield, ivfa s:
William J. Hughes, Jr   Thompsonville, CO'
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Charles J. Jarvis  Ansonia, Conn.
Edward W. Kenney  West Medway, Mass.
Francis T. Lynch, Jr. Foxboro, Mass.Thomas M. Macksey  Utica, N. Y.
,4nth0ny C. Morandos  Brockton, Mass.
Justin Murphy  Lowell, Mass.
John- J. McCormack, jr.  Fitchburg, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.
,k1lin J. Ostrowski  Albany, N. Y.
Caul H. Phaneuf  Lowell, Mass.
J°11/1 A. Roche, Jr.  Belmont, Mass.
Bernard P. Rogers  Arlington, Mass.
J. I. Scanlan  New York, N. Y.4-'aniel A. Shea, Jr.  Hingham, Mass.4nthony C. Sienkiewicz  Worcester, Mass.
'O'illiazn F. Slime, Jr. E Walpole, Mass.
Gabriel S. Smith  Holyoke, Mass.
DEGREES CONFERRED




THE HIGHEST HONOR in Senior year was awarded to Francis V.
Hanify, who secured an average of 94.3% or 1510 points out of a
possible 1600 points for all of the studies of the Senior year.
FLATLEY PHILOSOPHY MEDAL
THE FLATLEY GOLD MEDAL FOR SENIOR PHILOSOPHY, founded io
1890 by the late Reverend Michael F. Flatley of the class of 186$'
was awarded to Francis V. Hanify of the class of 1935.
O'REILLY PHILOSOPHY MEDAL
THE BISHOP O'REILLY GOLD MEDAL, donated by the late Right Reit'
erend Thomas J. Conaty, D.D., '69, Bishop of Los Angeles, in memorl
of Right Reverend Patrick T. O'Reilly, D.D., first Bishop of Spring'
field, Mass., for the highest average in Philosophy in Junior year WaS
awarded to William F. Finn of the class of 1936.
STRAIN PHILOSOPHY MEDAL
THE STRAIN GOLD MEDAL, founded in June, 1877, for the best
philosophical essay submitted during the academic year, was awardedj°
Philip R. Byrne of the class of 1935, for his essay entitled lle
Morality of War."
NUGENT PHYSICS MEDAL
THE NUGENT GOLD MEDAL FOR PHYSICS, founded in June, 1894, b.15
Reverend Edward Evans Seagrave, to perpetuate the memory of Te
ward, John T. Nugent, who died at the College in 1893, for t
general course in Physics was awarded to John W. O'Boyle of the
class of 1936.
CROMPTON SCIENTIFIC MEDAL
THE CROMPTON GOLD MEDAL, founded in August, 1875, by Georig:
Crompton, Esq., for the best Scientific Essay submitted during t'6,
school year, was awarded to Michael 0. Driscoll of the class of 193
for his essay entitled "Pasteur and His Work in Biology."
EDWARD V. KILLEEN, JR., CHEMISTRY AWARD
THE KILLEEN PURSE of Fifty Dollars in Gold for general excelloco
throughout the course in Pre-medical Chemistry was awarded t
John D. O'Connell of the class of 1935.
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FLAHERTY HISTORY MEDAL
THE FLAHERTY GOLD MEDAL, founded in May, 1903, by Patrick W.
1:lahty, Esq., for the best Historical Essay submitted during the aca-
d
er
emic year on a subject selected by the Faculty was awarded to John
Capuano of the class of 1937, for his essay entitled "The History
of the Philippine Islands since 1898."
DEVALERA HISTORY PURSE
THE DEVALERA PURSE of Fifty Dollars, yielded by the permanent
Hind of one thousand dollars, the gift of Daniel H. Coakley, for the bestessa—y on a subject taken from Irish History, was awarded to Daniel C.
Meenan of the class of 1935 for his essay entitled, "Ireland and the
Reformation during the Reign of Henry VIII."
McMAHON HISTORICAL PRIZES
„ THE MCMAHON HISTORICAL PRIZES, founded in 1927 by the Rt.
"ev• Msgr. John W. McMahon of the class of 1867, of fifty, thirty,
twenty dollars for the best essays on the history of the Catholic
L0burch in New England were awarded for essays on the subject, "The
crigin and Growth of Catholicism in Connecticut"; the first prize
fifty dollars was awarded to Richard M. Burner of the class of
236, the second prize of thirty dollars was awarded to John J. I.
canlan of the class of 1935, the third prize of twenty dollars was
not awarded.
REILLY MEMORIAL PURSE
b THE JAmEs H. REn.Lv MEMORIAL PURSE of Thirty Dollars, founded
Y Joseph J. Reilly, '04, and immediate relatives, to be awarded an-dwually to the student contributing the best short story to The Purple,as awarded to David V. Sheehan of the class of 1937 for his story,
llrorach Hill," published in the May issue.
• THE BELLARMINE HISTORY MEDAL
tnoctBty7LARMINE GOLD MEDAL, the gift of Mr. and Mrs. Edward J.
Sr. in memo of Patrick H. and Elizabeth L. McGratty,
4
r_cr the best hi 
ry 
storical essay on Colonial America submitted during the
ademic year was not awarded.
THE REVEREND WILLIAM F. HARTIGAN MEDAL
Ti-Tr
REVEREND WILLIAM F. HARTIGAN MEDAL, founded in May,
bY Josephine C. Hartigan in memory of her brother, the Rev.
the lain P. Hartigan, to be awarded to the Senior student submitting
u
„r. best essay on a subject in Religion, was awarded to John H.andiscoll of the class of 1935, for his essay entitled, "The History
the Meaning of the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass."
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O'CONNOR DEBATING PURSE
THE JOSEPH J. O'CONNOR PURSE OF FORTY DOLLARS FOR DEBAT"
DTG, yielded by a permanent fund of one thousand dollars, the gift 0f
the late Joseph J. O'Connor of the class of 1909, was awarded to the
Junior Debating Team: Edmond D. Benard, F. William Gregory, J011°
W. O'Boyle.
FALLON DEBATING PURSE
THE FALLOW PURSE OF FORTY DOLLARS FOR DEBATING, founded
in 1901 by Rev. John J. Fallon of the class of 1880, was awarded to
the Sophomore Debating Team: Joseph F. Foley, John M. Kennedy and
Samuel S. Mullin.
ORATORICAL PURSES
A PURSE of Twenty-five Dollars for general excellence in OratorY,
open for competition to all classes, was awarded to John M. KennedY
of the class of 1937.
A PURSE of Fifteen Dollars for second honors in the same competi-
tion was awarded to Constantine W. Aksteris of the class of 1938'
A PURSE of Five Dollars for third honors in the same competition
was awarded to Justin M. MacCarthy of the class of 1936.
THE JOHN C. LAWLOR MEDAL
THE JOHN C. LAWLOR GOLD MEDAL, the gift of the class of 1911'
to perpetuate the memory of Dr. John C. Lawlor, '11, for the Studerit*
Athlete judged the best student during Senior year was awarded CO
Edward J. Moriarty of the class of 1935.
THE CROSS AND SCROLL CLUB PRIZE
THE CROSS AND SCROLL CLUB PRIZE OF TWENTY-FIVE DOLLS'
the gift of the Hellenic Academy for the promotion of interest i°
classical studies, to honor the memory of Rev. Charles L. Kimball, S.J.,
for the best original composition on Horace for the occasion of the bi;
millenial anniversary of his birth, was awarded to John T. Parpal a
the class of 1937, for his five act play in blank verse, "Exegi M00°
mentum."
COLLEGE ORGANIZATIONS
THE LEAGUE OF THE SACRED HEART
,The League of the Sacred Heart was established at the College on
e first of November, 1888. It has ever since been a most effica-
ei°us means of propagating among the students the practice of a most
tender devotion to the Sacred Heart of our Lord.
Moderator: REV. HENRY E BEAN, S.J.
SODALITY OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION
_ The Sodality was organized on the eighth of December, 1844, and
qgtegated to the Roman Prima Primaria on the tenth of April, 1846,
n_Mer the patronage of St. 'Aloysius. The object of the Sodality is
.e fostering of filial devotion to the Mother of God and the practiceotilt virtue and piety among its members.
Moderator: REV. RICHARD J. HEGARTY, S.J.
, OPPIcERs--Jerome I. Linehan, '35, Prefect; John C. Minihan, '36,
McGuigan '35, 
William H. Mahoney, '37, Secretary; Francis P.
wicGuigan, Organist; Paul E. Russell, '35, Sacristan.
DAY STUDENTS' SODALITY
1_1.nm Sodality was organized as a branch of the Sodality of the
b'uonlaculate Conception in May, 1903, and was aggregated to the
Prima Primaria in May, 1904, under the patronage of St.I‘Starnajasinau
Moderator: REV. JOSEPH F. BUSAM, S.J.
Prefect General: JAMES F. PRESTON, '35
ST. JOHN BERCHMANS SANCTUARY SOCIETY
fo'srvi!! St. John Berchmans Sanctuary Society has for its object the_.0 cring of a special devotion in the assisting at the altar in all reli-gl us ceremonies.
Moderator: MR. HUBERT F. CUNNIFF, S.J.
Master of Ceremonies: PAUL E. RUSSELL, '35
B. J. F. DEBATING SOCIETY
Society, founded in 1846, in honor of the founder of Holy
‘-r°ss College, the Right Reverend Benedict Joseph Fenwick, is essen-
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tially a debating society, aiming at the promotion of literary kunsvi"
edge, the cultivation of eloquence and readiness in debate.
Moderator: MR. JOSEPH F. MACFARLANE, S.J.
OFFICERS—Walter M. Downes, '35, President; Robert E. DowsleY,
'36, Vice-President; John L. McDonald, '37, Secretary.
PHILOMATHIC DEBATING SOCIETY
This Society, open to all students of the College, was organized
for the purpose of promoting and developing the power to think logi-
cally and forcefully on one's feet, to organize a coherent and per-
suasive speech, and to acquire ease and grace in presentation. Ts
Society has always maintained a standard of quality, and the resnts
of this policy have been demonstrated in the impressive representation
of the Society on Intercollegiate and Class debating teams.
Moderator: MR. WILLIAM H. MOORE, S.J.
OFFICERS—Daniel F. Sullivan, '35, President; F. William GregorY'
'36, Vice-President; John Sheehan, '37, Secretary.
THE DRAMATIC SOCIETY
The first dramatic societies established at the College were the
"Pakachoag Dramatic Club" and the "Smithsonian Ethiopian Mir'
strel Club," founded in 1844. In 1846, the Dramatic Club was re;
organized under the former name. In 1880 the society was establish 
on its present basis with the chief aim to promote elocution by trahlini
the students in dramatic art. Each year classic dramas are present
with marked success.
Moderator: REV. CHARLES M. RODDY, S.J.
OFFICERS—Edward S. Sugrue, '35, President; Gilbert J. Murtha,
'35, Vice-President, Director of Playshop; William L. Parks, '36'
Secretary and Treasurer.
THE MUSICAL CLUBS
Two separate organizations foster and develop musical talent antnil
the students—the College Glee Club and the College Orchestra an'
Band. The purpose of the Glee Club is to instill and promote arrin'l.g
its members a love and appreciation of the truly beautiful in mote
through the medium of choral singing. A program of concerts
throughout the year is an incentive for enthusiastic interest. Students
participating in the activities of the College Orchestra and Band re"
ceive valuable experience in orchestral work. For public concerts
this organization collaborates with the Glee Club.
. Moderator: REV. JOSEPH D. AHEARN, S.J.
Conductor: J. EDWARD BOUVIER, A.M.
General Manager: GEORGE S. DE PRIZIO, '35
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THE CROSS AND SCROLL CLUB
The Cross and Scroll Club, with the sub-title of the Hellenic
Academ—y for the promotion of interest in Classical Studies is the
classical society of the College. Its object is to instill a realization of
the value of classical literature as a means to the advancement of cul-
ture and as an incentive to the attainment of that true knowledge
embodied in the ideals of the ancient classical writers but coordinated
ith the supernatural aim of Christian education outlined in the
Cyclical of our Holy Father, Pope Pius the Eleventh. The sym-
°01ic emblem of the organization, significant of its high purpose, is
a shining Cross in the sky, superimposed on an open vellum scroll
a2lci inscribed with the legend j_v TatITT ViKa. The Cross representsk.:hristianity, and the Scroll, the body of ancient classical literature.
Honorary President: REV. JOSEPH F. SULLIVAN, S.J., Dean
Moderator: Mn. JOHN H. KELLY, S.J.
_OPP!CERS--JaMeS W. Carney, '35, President; Michael 0. Driscoll,
'36) Vice-President; John W. Magan, '36, Secretary.
THE FRENCH ACADEMY
The French Academy, open to all students especially interested inthe French language, was organized to supplement the work of theclassroom. It strives to attune the ear to the recognition of the spoken
Word, to facilitate conversation, increase appreciation of French litera-
ture,, classical and modern, and help students who, though not taking
rtench, still, retain an interest in the language. As means to these
aims,_ the Academy presents essays on literary topics, familiar causeries
u,n, daily events, illustrated lectures and travelogues, debates, brief
ettarnatic presentations from the French classics, as well as original
eftpositions of the members.
Moderator: REV. ROBERT W. CAMPBELL, S.J.
,,
i
OPPICERS—Joseph H. Sarris, '38, President; Robert Healey, '38,
vce-President; Bernard J. Nolan, '38, Secretary.
SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY
The Society was founded in 1908 for the purpose of giving an op-
Portunity to the students for discussion of subjects in physics, by
it 
eansof bi-weekly meetings and conferences, that could not be
treatedin the regular course.
Moderator: REV. EDMUND J. HOGAN, S.J.9FricERs—Harry J. Anconiewicz, '37, President; Joseph S. Roth,
Vice-President; William F. Lawrence, '37, Treasurer; John F.
`.onnolly, '37, Secretary.
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HISTORY ACADEMY
The History Academy, composed of instructors and students in His-
tory, has for its object the increase of interest in the study of History.
It holds weekly meetings at which essays on various historical subjects
are read and discussed.
Moderator: REV. JAMES L. BuRKE, S.J.
OFFICERS—Martin B. McKneally, '36, President; John W. Foley,
'38, Vice-President; Francis J. Seegraber, '38, Secretary.
MISSION UNIT
The Holy Cross Unit of the Mission Crusade at the College Was
established in 1921 and relief of the Missions was first confined to
donations received through the Mite Box in the Office of Discipline.
In March, 1925, the unit inaugurated the envelope collection at Mass
on Sundays, and since have contributed to foreign and home missions
large sums of money, large quantities of Catholic papers, altar sill"'
plies, books and clothing. '
Moderator: REV. RICHARD J. HEGARTY, S.J.
Assistant: MICHAEL D. MEEHAN, JR., '35
THE PURPLE KEY
The purpose of the Purple Key is to aid in extra-curricular activi-
ties of the student body. This organization is composed of Seninr
students.
OFFICERS—Edward P. McCormack, '35, Chairman; Edward i•
Cullen, '35, Vice-Chairman; Gilbert J. Murtha, '35, Entertainmeot
Chairman; Thomas M. Macksey, '35, Publicity Chairman. •
INTRA-MURAL ATHLETICS
The purpose of Intra-Mural Athletics is to afford healthy recreation
to students not actively engaged in varsity sports. , '
Moderator: REV. MAURICE V. DULLEA, S.J.
OFFICERS—Philip R. Byrne, '35, Student Athletic Manager; Pules
P. Radigan, '36, junior Manager; Bernard J. Foley, '37, Sophomore
Manager.
HOLY CROSS ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION, 1934-1935
The object of this Association is to promote the athletic interests of
the College, and to discuss and determine matters of management
pertaining to the welfare of collegiate and intercollegiate sports.
Faculty Moderator: REV. TIMOTHY J. PHELAN, S.J. „
OFFICERS—Thomas J. McCabe, '15, Director; Eugene F. Flynn, '4̀ "
Assistant Director; Francis L. Miller, Treasurer.
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STUDENT COUNSELLORS
Student Counsellors in Senior Year—REv. THOMAS A. SHANAHAN,
n S.J. AND REV. THOMAS E. SHORTELL, S.J.
tudent Counsellors in Junior Year—REV. JoHN J. DWYER, S.J. AND
REV. JOHN E. WELCH, S.J.
Student Counsellors in Sophomore Year—REV. JOSEPH J. CLINK, S.J.
AND REV. JOHN H. HUTCHINSON, S.J.
udent Counsellors in Freshman Year—REV. PHrup J. BRANON, S.J.
AND REV. JAMES L. BURKE, S.J.
inn principal duty of the Student Counsellors is to direct the
:Pititual activities of the College and the various religious societies and13dalities, in regard to which they exercise the same supervision as theea n of Discipline exercises in his department.
They provide opportunities for the students to receive the Sacra-nlents in addition to times assigned for the general student body.
d Illey are in a special sense the friends and advisers of the stu-
•tents, not only in matters directly spiritual, but also material and
ernporal, in their studies, their social affairs, and in other intimate
and personal matters as each one may wish.
wane of the questions of highest importance to every college or high
t n001 graduate is the wise choice of a profession or vocation according
:n.°11-es! c both haracter, talents and attractions natural and super-atu1al No student with a serious outlook on life will fail to deter-111, well in advance of ,his graduation, the career which under
h°d's providence will best assure his temporal success and his eternal
waTP1ness. In this matter the assistance of the Student Counsellors
tul1 be invaluable. Their hours will be arranged to afford ample oppor-
'11Y to the students for conferring with them.
COLLEGE PUBLICATIONS
THE HOLY CROSS PURPLE
The Holy Cross Purple is a monthly magazine published by the stu-
dents of the College. Its aim is to cultivate a high literary taste among
the students by exercising them in both critical and creative composi-
tions.
Moderator: REV. J. GERARD MEARS, S.J.
Faculty Manager: MR. LEO A. REILLY, S.J.
OFFICERS—John H. Driscoll, '35, Editor-in-Chief; Hugh A. MC'
Gettigan, '35, Business Manager.
THE TOMAHAWK
The Tomahawk, the weekly newspaper of the College, first apPeareci,
at the College during the academic year 1924-1925. Its purpose 1)
to secure a firmer bond among the undergraduates and also to serve
as a nexus between the Alumni and Alma Mater, chronicling the sic;
cesses of the Alumni and telling the important happenings of the 11
on the Hill.
Moderator: REV. WILLIAM E. MURPHY, S.J.
Assistant Moderator: REV. THOMAS F. BARRETT, S.J.
EDITORIAL STAFF—William J. Read, Jr., '35, Editor-in-C/'"
John J. Sweeney, Jr., '35, Managing Editor; Robert E. Courtney, Jr"
'35, Sports Editor.
BUSINESS STAFF—Francis K. Buckley, '35, Business Manager; Janes
F. Henebry, '35, Advertising Manager; Robert F. Downey, '35, Or"
culation Manager.
THE PURPLE PATCHER
The Purple Patcher, published annually by the Senior class, is a
chronicle of the activities of the class during its four years' stay
the Hill.
Moderator: REV. JOSEPH F. SULLIVAN, S.J., Dean
Editor: Paul E. Murphy, '35.
Business Manager: Robert M. Durkin, '35.
THE HORMONE
The Hormone is a monthly magazine edited by the Department °f
Chemistry. Its aim is twofold, first, an exposition of the work 1)61
accomplished in the Department; second, criticism of modern chemio
theories.
Faculty Moderator: REV. JOSEPH J. SULLIVAN, S.J.
Editor-in-Chief: T. Leonard Kelly, M.S.
Associate Editor: Cecil J. Haggerty, PH.D.
COLLEGE DIRECTORY
Ahearn, John W.
Akstens, Constantine W.Albrecht, Robert M. L.Arnoresano, Floyd C.Anderson, Gerald R.Andrews, Fred F.
Balchunas, Zenon J.
Barber, Albert F.





Alfred M.Beauc hetni n , Arthur J.
Beauregard, Alphonsus J.tellavance, Edward E.
tenard, Edniond D.
Benecke, Fletcher H.
nennett, John D.kr-6.eron, William
"ergin, George E.
tergin, James F.
Bergin, James J.tlergin, Joseph D.
,'"ergrnann, John A.b'errY, Frank L.
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Boire, George F. Senior
Bener, Richard P. Junior
Bowen, Stephen G. Freshman
Bowen, Thomas J. Junior
Bowman, James F. Freshman
Boylan, Francis X. Junior
Boyle, Francis X. Junior
Boyle, Philip J. Sophomore
Brabazon, Paul F. Junior
Brock, Owen F. Sophomore:
Broderick, Edward F. Senior
Browe, John H. Junior
Brown, William J. Sophomore
Browning, Walter J. A. Senior
Bruno, Francis E. Junior
Buck, Francis C. Sophomore
Buckley, Arthur D. Freshman
Buckley, Francis K. Senior
Buckley, John J. Junior '
Buckley, William T. Sophomore
Burke, Edward J. Sophomore
Burke, James P. Junior
Burke, John T. Sophomore
Burke, Thomas J. Sophomore .
Burke, William J. Senior
Burner, Richard M. Junior'
Burns, C. Peter Freshman
Burns, Irving C. Sophomore
Burns, John E. Junior '
Burns, Joseph J.' Sophomore
Butler, Daniel W. Senior





















New Rochelle, N. i.
• Worcester, Ma°.
Bangor, Mairf
Union City, N. J;








Cahill, Jolin A. Freshman Peabody, Mass'
Pittsfield, Mass
Cailler, Gerard A. Junior 
'Cahill, John R. W. Senior
Lewiston, Mai
Cairns, John F. Junior Worcester, Mass
Callahan, John P. Junior 
'
Callahan, Leo S. Freshman •
Worcester, Ma.,,s'
Brooklyn, N.
Callan, Thomas J. Senior 
 I*
Worcester, Mass
Cameron, Roger J. Sophomore 
'
Mo!:







Capuano, John J.Carberry, Francis J.
Carney, James W.
Carney, Joseph E.
CarrieY, Robert E.Caronna, Dominic A.
Carrigan, Edmund D.Carroll, Charles B.Carroll, George L.Carroll, Paul J.








Clare, Robert L., Jr.
Clark, Fredric R., Jr.Clarkin, James R.







Collins, John J.r,_Cotl.lins, Joseph I.
















































































































Crowley, William J., Jr.
























Junior , Worcester, Mass'
Freshman Osterville, Ma,ss'
Junior Binghamton, N. '
Sophomore Bangor, Maine
Sophomore Charlestown, May.SS'
Senior Brooklyn, N. '
Freshman Clinton, Mass'
Senior Wakefield, Mass'








Daly, William H. Freshman 
Daly, Joseph W. Sophomore
Garden City, N. 1.
Davis, Daniel J. Junior 
Worcester, 
Natick, lvfass'
Daw, Robert K. Senior Mass
Dean, William A. Jr. Junior Ma'
De Giovanni, 
Anthonyorcester,
ony A. Freshman Brooklyn, N.
D 
Worcester,
empsey, William S. Junior 
Delehanty, Thomas F. Junior
Denniston, Joseph C. Junior PlandomeSt;LA. lIb.,an'Ns.V‘;"
Mansfield,
Derry, George H., III Sophomore 
lvfas,s:DePrizio, George S. Senior
Devoy, Robert F. Senior 
So. Pots': teltarnodi t' , MiViaicDesmond, James R. Senior inne
Worcester, Mas
Dinneen, George F. Sophomore 
s'
Diamond, William L. Freshman




Dobbins, Thomas J., Jr.
Dobek, Edward W.
Doherty, James A., Jr.
Dolan, Francis X.
Dolen, James W., Jr-Donahue, James W.Donahue, Thomas F.bonigan, Thomas P.Donnelly, Charles F., Jr.Donnelly, Vincent J.D
onoghue, AlexanderDonoghue, John D.Donoghue, William F., Jr.
Donoghue, William J.
Donohue, John J.Donohue, Paul F.Donovan, James M.




Downs, Frederick H., Jr.
Doyle, Ambrose P., Jr. -
Doyle, Francis J.
Doyle, Neil T.










Durkin, Charles J.b,urkin, James G.
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Eager, James J., Jr. Freshman Worcester, Mass.
Eames, H. Hugh Junior Brooklyn, N. Y.
Earley, James W. Senior Fitchburg, Mass.
Egan, Philip T., Jr. Junior E. Milton, Mass.
Eisnor, Edward B., Jr. Junior . Worcester, Mass.
Fagan, Gerald J. Freshman
•Fahey, Philip F. Senior
Worcester, Mass
Fagan, John F., Jr. Sophomore Dorchester, Mass.
Cambridge, Mass.
Farrell, Charles N. J. Junior 
• 
Carbondale, Ps.
Farrell, Donald F. Freshman
Fenton, Paul R. Sophomore 
New Haven, Conn.
Trenton, Ni J.
Fenton, William E. Senior Springfield, 
iv ass
Ferry, Daniel J., Jr. Junior Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ferry, Gerard A. Freshman Brooklyn, N. Y.
Finn, William F. Junior Weehawken, N. J.
Finnell, Ambrose F. Sophomore , New Bedford, Mass'
Finucane, Thomas M. Freshman
Albany, 
Newton, 
Mass.N.  Y  
Fity, Ch arles F. Senior Brooklyn,
Fisher, John J. Freshman
FitzGerald, Paul A. Freshman 
N. Yss a :
Wellesley,
Flanagan, John J. Junior New Bedford, Mass'
Flanagan, Philip F. Junior Clinton, mass.
Fleming, Douglas J. Freshman Montclair, N. l'
Flannery, Edward K. Junior Brooklyn, N. I.
Flynn, Cornelius P. Freshman Worcester, Mass
Flynn, Donald J. Sophomore Worcester, Mast
Fogarty, Gerald J. Junior Providence, R.
.
Foley, Alfred A. Freshman 
.I 
Worcester, Ma°.
Foley, Bernard J. Sophomore Turners Falls, Mos'
Foley, J. Gerard Sophomore Worcester, Mass'
Foley, John W. Freshman Worcester, Mas
ss
s:
Foley, Joseph M. Sophomore Dorchester, 
Foley, Robert W. Freshman 




Foley, Walter W., Jr. Sophomore Jamaica Plain, Mass'
Foran, Edward W. G. ‘ Junior Mattapan, Mass'
Fox, Francis H. Sophomore 
Worcester, Ma°.Foudy, Robert E. Freshman
a
Fox, John E. , Sophomore 
Portland, Mine
Worcester, Ma
Friel, Leo F. Junior 
massss:
Worcester,













Gleason, John F. X.
Goicz, Stanislaus J.Goldrick, Louis G.Got, Frank J.
Grady, John E.





Griffin, Maurice J.Griswold, Frank M.
Grits, Paul R.Grogan, Philip F.
Grogan, Richard H.
Cuilfoile, William F.






Harper, James A.Harrington Francis L.Harrington, Robert F.
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Hawthorne, David J. Senior
Hayden, John W. Sophomore
Hayer, George J. Freshman
Hayes, John J. Junior
Hayes, John R. Junior
Hayes, Paul F. Freshman
Hayes, Philip E. Senior
Hayward, Henry A. Senior
Healey, Joseph P. Sophomore
Healey, Robert Freshman
Heffernan, John W. Freshman
Heintz, Herbert W. Freshman
Henebry, George W. Sophomore ,
Henebry, James F. Senior
Hennebery, Richard F. Freshman
Hennelly, Thomas P. Freshman
Hennessy, John F. Senior
Hennigan, Francis X. Senior
Hester, James W. Sophomore
Higgins, Daniel M. Senior
Hilbert, Charles W., Jr. Junior
Hobin, John F. Junior
Holly, Paul B. Senior Worcester, Mass'
Houlihan, John S. Junior 
Howard, Ralph A. Sophomore WhitinBsvainllge°,rM' Ma;
Howley, Edward J. Sophomore E. Weymouth, IA a55
Hughes, Geoffrey B. Junior Fitchburg, Iviass.
Hunt, John P. B. Senior Fitchburg, Mass'
Hurley, Joseph A. Sophomore 
Hurley, Joseph P. Junior 
Springfield, Mass'
Worcester, M
Hyland, Bruce A. Freshman 
I
New York, N. ''
























Jackson, William A. Freshman Lynn, _ ,
Jacobs, Vincent M. Freshman W. Roxbury, Mas'
Kaicher, Joseph V. Junior 
Kaine, Thomas M. Junior 
Brooklyn, N.s71.'
Brattleboro,








Kane, John J. Sophomore
Worcester, Ma,ss














Thomas A.Kelley, Thomas F.Kelliher, Robert T.
IC-e11Y, Gerald T.
Kelly, John J.Kelly, Joseph W.Kenneally, Edward J.
kennedy, James F.
Kennedy, James 1-1., Jr.
kennedy, John F.
Kennedy, John M.Kennedy, William C.
kennedy, William J.kennelly, Edward C.
kb.ertneY, Arthur J.A.errigan, J. Joseph
ICileY, Daniel J.
Xj„..ley, William J. P.1,t‘i.ng, John R.
".Ing, Joseph A.
Kinney, James A., Jr.XirbY, Paul E.

































































Forest Hills, N. Y.
Holyoke, Mass.
Medford, Mass.



























































Junior Worcester, Mass. ,
Freshman Flushing, N. Y.






















MacCarthy, Justin M. JuniorChappaqua, N. Ir•
Mack, Everett V. Senior Ilion,
Macken, John B. Junior Winthrop,NIVi 
,.
ays15:
Magan, John W. T. Junior Mt. Vernon, N.
Worcester, Ma*
Maher, Joseph R. Sophomore
Maguire, Thomas H. Senior
Waterbury, CO'
Maher, Thomas F. Freshman 
Holyoke, lvfass'Maher, Thomas F. Freshman
Worcester, 140'
Mahoney, Francis J. Freshman Worcester, Mass'
Mahoney, James E., JrFreshman Sandwich, MaSS.
Mahoney, James M. Sophomore Worcester, Mass.
Mahoney, John M. Sophomore Stoughton, Mass.
Mahoney, Raphael V. Sophomore Woe rcester, ivfMas,ss
Maley, Edward W. Freshman 
.
Mahoney, William H., Jr. Sophomore Washington, D. L
':
Greenfield,

















New York, N. '•
Worcester, Mass'




















Minihan, John C.Mitchell, Clarence 3.Monagan, Charles A.
Monaghan, Thomas F., Jr.Monahan, Philip R.Moore, Charles T.
Moore, Frederick T.





Morriss, James R.koYnehan, John D.
kullahy, John 3.
MuIlan, Joseph 3.
Mullen, John 3., 
Jr.„Mullin,'Samuel S.
s, Thomas F., Jr.
Mulvey, James J.














































Little Falls, N. Y.
Worcester, Mass.










No. Bergen, N. 3.
Lowell, Mass.
Forest Hills, N. Y.
Worcester, Mass.
Rochester, N. Y.
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Murphy, Edwin F.
Murphy, Gordon D.


































McAloon, Vincent J. Sophomore
McArdle, John J., Jr. Freshman
McCabe, Robert F. Junior
McCafferty, Foster M. Junior
McCann, Francis A. Junior
McCann, John C. Senior
McCarthy, Daniel F. Sophomore
McCarthy, Eugene D. Sophomore
McCarthy, Eugene J. Senior
McCarthy, Matthew J. Freshman
McCartin, George J., Jr. Junior
McCaughey, Edward J., Jr. Freshman
McCooey, James F. Junior
McCormack, Edward P. Senior
McCormack, William A. Freshman
McCourt, James W. Senior
McDermott, James J. Sophomore
McDermott, Thomas F. Senior
McDermott, William A. Junior
McDonald, Donald A. Junior
McDonald, James P. Freshman
McDonald, John L. Sophomore
McDonald, Joseph M. Freshman
McDonald, Joseph P. Junior
















Great Barrington, Mass. 
Pulaski, N...\"'
Elmhurst, N.





























McGettigan, Hugh A.McGovern, Joseph X.
McGrady, James P.
McGrail, Austin A.




McGraw, Joseph A.McGuigan, Francis P.
McGuinness, Howard V.McGuire, Andrew T.McGuirk, John F.
McHugh, Frank J., Jr.
McHugh, James F. X.McKneally, Martin B.
McKoan, Thomas F.McMahon, James J.
McMahon, John J.McMahon, Paul J.McManus, James F., Jr.McManus, John H., Jr.LvIcManus, Joseph A.
AlcNaney, Harold E.McPhail, James F.LqcQueeney, John A.





Nelligan, John P.Nicholson, John A.
Nicholson, Louis E.
‘,1\1°Iaxl, Bernard J.
olan, Christopher A.N°1io, Jules A.
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Hartford, Cai
Norton, James A. Freshman 
n'Noonan, Thomas J. Sophomore
Worcester, Mass
Norton, Thomas M. Sophomore 
'
Pittsfield, Mass
Nugent, John J., Jr. Sophomore 
'
Auburn, Mass'
O'Boyle, James F., Jr. Freshman
O'Boyle, John W. Junior
O'Brien, Paul I. Freshman
O'Brien, Robert F. Senior
O'Brien, Thomas S. Sophomore
O'Connell, Edward B. Sophomore
O'Connell, John D. Senior
O'Connell, John P. Junior
O'Connell, Lawrence P. Junior
O'Connell, Thomas F. Freshman
O'Connell, William R. Freshman
O'Connor, Carroll V. Sophomore
O'Connor, Daniel F. Sophomore
O'Connor, James P. Freshman
O'Connor, . John F. Freshman
O'Connor, John W. Senior
O'Connor, William F. Freshman
O'Dell, David W. Freshman: Highland Falls, N. ilr'
O'Donnell, Edward J. Sophomore . ' Waterbury, Corol'
. O'Donnell, George P. Junior• Northampton, Mal:
O'Gara, James V. Senior Tiverton
O'Hearn, Francis D. Freshman 
t IL
Ohman, Richard J. Sophomore 
Arlington, Mass' '
Gardner, Mass
O'Keefe, Thomas A., Jr. Senior 
'
Peabody, M
O'Keefe, T. Stephen Freshman So. Orange, N..'
al'
O'Leary, John F. Junior Worcester, Mass
011is, George E. Freshman 
'
Worcester, Mass
O'Malley, Joseph B. Freshman 
'
Clinton,
O'Malley, Myles W. Junior 
 Mass'
Clinton,
O'Mara, Arthur J. Junior "Vilkinsonville, Mass'
Mass'
O'Meara, William J. Sophomore New Haven, COri°'
'O'Mara, John M. Junior Worcester, Mass
O'Melia, Edward J. Freshman
O'Neil, John J. Freshman 
Winchester, Nils!',
Akron,
O'Neill, Frederick L. Freshman • 
Oh?
O'Neil, Thomas F. Sophomore Akron,
O'Neill, John J. Sophomore 
. Worcester, Mass'
, O'Toole, David L. Senior Leominster, Iviass'
Lowell, Mass'



































Pierce, James F.Pirhalla, Ferdinand F
Plant, George FL
Powell, John H.Power, John J.
-!:ower, Pierce P.
Power, Thomas A.










Reilly, JohnteillY, Joseph M.
!nz, Adrian N.
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Riley, Robert G. Freshman DesMoines, 10N°
Ring, Timothy E. Senior - Worcester, mass.
Riordan, Jerry P. Juniormass.
Ripton, D. Tully Freshman 
Worcester,
• Rochester, N.
Roach, Martin J., Jr. Junior Millbury, Iviass'
Robinson, Francis J. Freshman Worcester, mass.
Robinson, George B. Freshman Worcester, Mass.
Roche, Joseph E. Sophomore Springfield, Mass •
Roche, Maurice A. Sophomore Worcester, Mass.
Rossiter, Francis S. Sophomore Malden, Mass.
Rourke, John B. Junior W
Rowse, Kevin E. Freshman P
orcester, Mavss:
atchogue, N.
Roy, Clement J. Sophomore Worcester, Ma
Russell, Paul E. Senior ' 
,ess.
Warrensburg, N. 1"
Ryan, David K. Sophomore Worcester, Mass'
Ryan, James F. Senior Bridgewater, Mass'
Ryan, John J. Sophomore , Brighton, Mass'









































Sophomore Glen Falls, N.
Senior 
ss'Sophomore Worcester, Ma
New York, N. ylr:


























-Sheehy, Edward A. Jr.
Sheridan, Edward 1.











St. Germain, Arthur S.Stiles, Edward F.sSt. 
James, Gerald J.
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Szynal, John S. Sophomore Webster, Mass.
Tebeau, Raymond A. Sophomore Whitinsville, Mass'Mass.
Tetreau, Thomas, Jr. Senior 
Worcester,Teehan, Daniel F. Senior
Portland, 1'4,
Thaney, Eugene J. Rochester, N. Y.Junior
Thorp, Frank W. Sophomore Manhasset, N. I'




obin, T. Parker Sophomore
Tinsley, Joseph M. Freshman
Brookline, MSs
Tomlin, Robert F. Sophomore - Brooklyn, N.
Tormey, Reginald D. Senior Montreal, Canaa 
1,'
a .
Tracy, Joseph F. Freshman 
a ,' 
Treanor, Gerard F. Senior 
Worcester, Mass'
Trunfio, Joseph A. Freshman 
Dorchester, Mass'vs
Utica, N.
Turcotte, Joseph M. Junior Clinton, Mass'
1'
Vaas, Francis J. Freshman Newton Center, 
mass.
Vezina, Raoul E. Senior Springfield, M
Villhauer, John H. Freshman Woodside, L. I., N.
airsS.
Wall, William N. Freshman Worcester, Mass'
Walsh, Arthur H B. Sophomore
Walsh, James B. Junior New Haven,
Bridgeport, Co'in'
Walsh, John F. Freshman 
 
Franklin, Iviass•
Walsh, Raymond M. Freshman Lowell,
Ware, Paul F. Freshman 
Fitchburg,
mMass.'
Ward, Joseph D. Junior
Clinton, Ma'
Webber,
Robert F. Freshman 
Amityville, N.1.
c
 Thomas A. Senior 
.
Weniger, Robert T. Senior 
New York, N• '
White, Paul D. Freshman 
Honesdale, Pas:
White, James H. Junior
White, Russell E. Sophomore 
Worcester, Mas
Whitfield, John E. Sophomore 
Worcester, Mass'
Wojdylak, Joseph M. Senior 
Brooklyn, N• ,
AlbaBnyar,rNe, ;C.v.:
Wiest, John J. Sophomore
Wollam, Edward J. Freshman 
Gardner, Ma":ir 
Brooklyn, N.
Yocum, A. Feldher Junior Jackson
Zeinz, Joseph H. Freshman 
, lvlic,fh.,













Barry, John J.Bartolomeo, Paul J.
Bates, Albert W.Beierschmitt, Joseph C.Bie
berbach, George, Jr.Bracken, Walter P.




trucato, Charles J.lininghaus, Roy W., Jr.






Cant, Henry A., Jr.•-anty, James P.
Caprise, Frank E., Jr.Carelli, John P. 
pP.Carey, David
Carrnel,' Morgan J.Carney, Michael J.


































































































Cronin, George S. Homer
Cronin, Marcus J.
Cumiskey, James T.




































































































. New Britain, CI















bum', W. PaulIhierzak, John F.
Fanning, Robert R.
Farrell, Charles R.
Feeley, Henry J.Ferguson, James H., Jr.
Finn, Thomas J., Jr.Finneran, John F., Jr.
Fitzgerald, John T.FitzGerald, William E.
Fraser, William W.
Gallagher, Richard J.Gallogly, William F.Gamble, John E.
Gannon, John B..Gautreau, Dustie J.
Gibbons, John J.
Gilligan, Richard F.Gleason, Edward J.Gleason, Robert D.Godwin, Peter F., Jr.Graber, Marcellus J.Graham, Bertram E.
Graham, Robert C., Jr.Graham, Ziba. F.
Gralton, James L.Gra/man, Robert E.
Hafeli, George P.Hallahan, John E.Halloran, William D.
lianun, Charles S.
Hanif a Frederick J.ham• I',,gan, Henry T.rlaonaway, Edward L
Harney, John J.liTs4art, Raymond F.
'arveY, Charles NV.
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Hazell, William F. Freshman
Healey, James F., Jr. Junior
Herlihy, Daniel J. Senior
Hill, John J., Jr. Senior
Hines, Roger A. Junior
Hoar, Charles F. Junior
Hobin, James H. Junior
Holden, John D. Sophomore
Hourin, David P. Freshman
Howard, Eugene 'F. Freshman
Hughes, William J. , Senior
Hurley, John A. Freshman
Hynes, Edward G. Sophomore
Janiak, Z. Walter Junior
Jarlett, Alfred S. Sophomore
Jarvis, Charles J. Senior


















Kane, Paul D. Sophomore Worcester, Mass
Karpawich, Peter P. Junior 
'
Worcester, mass.
Kehoe, John T. Sophomore Shrewsbury, iviass'
S. Portland, Me'Keenan, Joseph C. Junior
Kelley, Ferdinand T. Sophomore Jamaica Plain, Mass'
Kelley, John J. Freshman Tewksbury, Mass'
Kelley, Joseph E. Freshman Lynn, Mass'
Kelliher, Thomas P. Freshman 
Kelly, Francis E. Freshman 
Worcester, Ma°.
Somerville
Kelly, George M. Sophomore Wheeling, i'V. V .v./.
Mass'
Kenneally, John J. Junior Glens Falls, N. ,f1'
Kenneally, William J. Junior Glens Falls, N. '•
Kenney, Edward W. Senior W. Medway, lvDss.
Keogh, Thomas J. Junior Worcester, Mass'
Worcester, Ma.SIS;
Koreman, Harold E. Sophomore Albany, N.'•






























Lively, Joseph T.Loughran, Kevin G.
Lucey, D. EugeneLuciano, Ecio L.
tYnch, Francis T.
Macksey, Thomas M.
Manning, David J.Marchese, Paul V.
Massey, Paul A.Mautner, Robert F.
keegan, John A.Metzgar, Richard A.








McCarthy, John J.,McConville, Joseph E.
M,..cCorrnack, John J.i,mcCue, Charles F. J., Jr.M,..cDonnell, Joseph F.
mcGratty, Charles D.McGuane, George J.




McLaughlin, Thomas J.McNultY, William C.
Nelson, Carl F., Jr.
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O'Connor, Joseph T. Freshman Swampscott, Mass
O'Connor, Thomas T. Senior Springfield, Ma°.
O'Donnell, John B. Sophomore Providence, R...„1'
Ostrowski, John J. Senior ' Albany, N. l•
Olechnowich, Steven E. Junior Ansonia, Coro•
Perroni, Rosario C. Freshman . Bristol, 1.• I.
Petri116, Alfred L. Junior Pelham Manor, N. lr.
Phaneuf, Paul H. Senior Lowell, Mass.
Phillips, Wendell T., Jr. Freshman , Mill ord, MaSs.
Powers, Francis J. Freshman Worcester, Mal




















Sophomore ' Akron, Ohio
Freshman N. Brookfield, Mass.

































Sabagh, Mitchell J. Sophomore New London, Cil
Sausville, Warren L. Junior , Brooklyn, N.
Sawicki, George A. Sophomore Worcester, Mas,".
Scanlan, John J. Senior New York, N• '
Scanlon, Lawrence H. Freshman Roslindale, Mass'
Shadroui, Paul J. Freshman Barre, Vt.
Shannon, John E. Freshman Worcester, Mass'
Sharon, Paul B. Sophomore Worcester, MaSS.
Shaughnessy, William J. Junior ' Worcester, Mass'
Shaw, Chester M. J. Sophomore Millbury, Mass'





Shea, William J.Sheehan, Harry L.
Sheehan, John F.
Sheehan, John V.Sheehan, Vincent M.
Sheehy, Maurice J.Sheridan, Paul P.


























alsh, Paul T.welsh, 
Leonard W.te, Albert 3.

































































• Albany, N. Y.
Lynn, Mass.
Lynn, Mass.

























































































































































Lang, Richard E.Lavergne, Eugene A. ,Lavigne, Omer D.
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Naczi, Joseph J. Freshman Wallingford, Conn.
Newman, John E. J. Freshman Orange, N. J.
Newman, Thomas R. Junior Hempstead, N. Y.
Nigro, Philip M. Junior Worcester, Mass.
4'
Beacon, N. Y•
O'Neil, Vincent D. Sophomore Concord, N. 1
O'Grady, Joseph A. Sophomore
Paglia, Francis R. ' Freshman Marlboro, Mass'
Pereira, Louis J.; Jr. Freshman . Holyoke, Mass.
Petrillo, Joshua P. Senior ' Pelham Manor, N.
Reardon, John F. Junior Holyoke, Ma°.
Reilly, John T. Sophomore Morristown, N. 1
Robert, Herve S. Junior Worcester, Mass'
Roos, William P. Freshman Pottsville, Pa.
Rosenthal, Samuel J. Sophomore _os•
Roth, Joseph S. Sophomore 
Spencer, M
Syracuse, N.
Scricco, Michael W. Sophomore Worcester, mass.
Shannon, Edward P., Jr. SophomoreBrooklyn,•N .Q.`f•
Sheehan, William F. Freshman Elmira, N.
Simpson, Ellsworth H. Sophomore Bristol, C0
111*
Smith, Robert M. Freshman W. 
Wa wick ,B.. 3:
St. Andre, Arthur F. Junior Whitinsville, Mass*
Sullivan, John L. Junior Worcester, ISna
Sullivan, Richard L. Junior Baldwinsville, N. 1 '
Tassinari, Ugo J. FreshmanSagamore, maoss.•
Thayer, Thomas J. Freshman Epping, N.
Th
Tomasi, Ernest P. Freshman \rtMontpelier 
Mass'omas Abdelnour S. Sophomore Boston,
Trombetta, Anthony J. Freshman 
, '
Rutland, rt.
Welch, Edward J. Sophomore 
Brooklyn, Nm•a'sirs:
White, Donald G. Senior 
\
Walsh, Thomas E. Freshman
Springfield,
Spencer, massmass.
White, Samuel G. Junior Winthrop, 
Ziemba, Stanley J. Senior
mass.
Ziembik, Stanley A. Junior 
Chicopee Falls, mass.




Act of Incorporation, 17, 18
Administrative Officers, 10Ad




Selection of Candidates for, 41
Athletics, 25
Attendance at College Exercises, 34
4,,Ii:r",°rnY, Entrance Requirements in, 56-arc's, June 1935, 138-140
Ih
liachelor of Arts, see Degrees
chelor of Philosophy, see Degrees
135chel0r of Science, see Degrees
tills, College, Payment of, 123, 124
eferred Payment of, 124
'°gY, Courses in, 76-79
11
,‘ 





-"'cate Admission Ch by, 57 aPel, 4
81netmstry, Undergraduate Courses in, 79-




r,..,1,ege, 19, 20ege 






'lmencement Program, 1935. 131
r,r"sPondence, Concerning Admission, 41
...znsellors, Student, 145r?es of Instruction, 76-116credit 
Hours, 36
Cut !", Ttanscript of, 37ticulurn, see Courses of Instruction
achelor of Arta with Honors, 41, 61,64
Bachelor of Arts without Honors, 41,
62,65
Bachelor of Arts Pre-Medical, 66
Bachelor of Arts Pre-Legal, 67
Bachelor of Philosophy in English, 74
Bachelor of Science in Biology, 42, 62,
63, 68, 75
Bachelor of Science in Chemistry, 42,
62, 69, 74
Bachelor of Science in Economics, 41,
63,71
Bachelor of Science in Education, 42,
63,72
Bachelor of Science in History, 42, 63,
73
Bachelor of Science in Physics, 42, 62,
70,75
Master of Science in Chemistry, 117,
118, 119
Degrees Conferred in 1935, 132-137
Degrees with Distinction, 63
Deposits for Breakage, 122
Deposits for Rooms, 60
Directory of Students, 147-175
Discipline, 35
Dormitory Accommodations, 21-25, 35
Drawing, Mechanical, Courses in, 104
Economics, Courses in, 107-111
Education, System of, 26-30
Courses in, 111-115
English, Courses in, 81-87
Entrance Requirements in, 43, 44









Faculty, 1934-1935, 11-16 •
Failures:
• Semester, 39, 40
Examination, 40
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Fees, College, 120-124
Board and Room, 122, 123
Elective Courses, 122
Extra Courses, 36, 121
Entrance Examinations, 59, 60
Graduation, 121
Laboratory, 121, 122
Late Registration, 34, 121
Matriculation, 59
Payment of, 123, 124
Retake Courses, 122
Retake Examinations, 121
Transcript of Credits, 37
Tuition, 120
Fellowships, 119
French, Courses in, 106, 107
Entrance Requirements in, 44, 45
German, Courses in, 91
Entrance Requirements in, 46, 47
Grading, System of, 36
Graduation Fee, 121
Greek, Courses in, 87-91
Entrance Requirements in, 52, 53
History, Courses in, 92, 93







Italian, Courses in, 105
Laboratories, 21, 22
Latin, Courses in, 93-95
Entrance Requirements in, 50-52
Library, 22-24
Logic, see Philosophy
Mathematics, Courses in, 95-97
Entrance Requirements in, 48, 49
Master of Science, 117
Mechanical Drawing, see Drawing
Mechanics, see Physics
Medical Care, 32
Mid-term Registration, 33, 34





Natural Theology, Course in, 100
Officers of the College, 10
Organizations, College, 141-144
Payment of College Bills, 123, 124
Deferred Payment of, 124
Philosophy, Courses in, 97-102
Physical Training, 32
Physics, Courses in, 102-101




Political Economy, see Economics
Psychology, Courses in, 99, 100
Psychology, Educational, see 
Education
Publications, College, 146
Public Speaking, see English
Registration, 33, 34
Fees for lateness or change, 34, 121
Regulations, General, 32-40
Religion, Courses in, 116 3/
Reports of Attendance and Standing'
Requirements for Degrees, see DegLeeission
Requirements for Entrance, see Ann'




Semester Examinations, 38, 39
Sociology, Course in, 116
Spanish, Courses in, 107
Entrance Requirements in, 47, 48
Students, Directory of, 147-175
Teaching, Method of, 29
Tuition, see Fees
Withdrawals from College, 36, 37, 40
Voluntary, 36, 37
For Scholastic Standing, 40
